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Cultural Significance of ʔəy ̓alməxʷ 1/ Iy ̓álmexw 2 (Jericho Lands)

At the launch of the Jericho Lands planning process, the Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh people shared the 
cultural significance of the Jericho site. The following are the words they shared with us.

“ ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy ̓álmexw is part of an interconnected network of cultural sites that exist throughout Musqueam, Squamish, 
and Tsleil-Waututh territories. For thousands of years, these have been the lands and waters on which we have resided, 
worked, and followed our cultural customs. These territories offered our ancestors a life of abundance with smelt, coho 
and chum from the creeks and sea, and deer and elk from the uplands. It was a place to gather materials for homes and 
our families. Today, these lands offer us, the descendants of those original peoples, a new form of abundance. 

ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy ̓álmexw was connected to other villages and campsites by a network of trails radiating across our territories. 
In our oral history, it was from there an ancestor to many Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh families named 
qiyəplenəxʷ / Ḵiyapelánexw gathered warriors to defend against northern people who would raid our various communities. 
It was also a site of many large communal cedar plank longhouses that measured hundreds of feet in length, where 
thousands of guests from the Fraser Valley, Vancouver Island, up the coast, and Puget Sound would be hosted at 
gatherings organized by the residents of ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy ̓álmexw.

The redevelopment of the Jericho Lands is a generational opportunity for us to reaffirm these relationships — to honour 
our heritage, to rebuild our communities, and to celebrate our unique identity. This building of a new 
ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy ̓álmexw (Jericho) is to remind ourselves, and educate all local residents, about the essential connections 
between our three Nations, and our ongoing connection to these places we have called home for so many generations.”

1 ʔəy ̓alməxʷ is the place name in the hən ̓q ̓əmin ̓əm ̓
language spoken by Musqueam and Tsleil-Waututh
ancestors.

2 Iy ̓álmexw is the place name in the Sḵwx ̱wú7mesh
language spoken by Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh
ancestors.
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Tidal flats of Jericho Beach in 1890 by Bailey Brothers (City of Vancouver Archives)
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Gathering of Canoes (2017)
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Vancouver is located on the unceded traditional territories of the Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh Nations.

The Jericho Lands planning process is an opportunity to advance our collective work towards reconciliation. The process 
will aim to recognize both the living culture and history of the Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh peoples. It will 
seek to create opportunities for sharing culture, storytelling, and healing, aiming to incorporate indigenous values and 
principles into the planning and design of the site.

Vancouver City Council endorsed the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 2013 and has 
designated Vancouver as a City of Reconciliation. In 2014, Vancouver committed to achieve the following goals:

• Strengthen local First Nations and Urban Indigenous Relations,
• Promote Indigenous peoples arts, culture, awareness and understanding, and
• Incorporate First Nations and Urban Indigenous perspectives for effective City services.

There are a number of resources available to learn more about the historical and current relationships the Nations have 
with the land which is now known as the City of Vancouver.

The Nations' websites contain information about their histories, cultures, governance, and ways of affirming their 
continuity on these lands:

• Musqueam Indian Band: musqueam.bc.ca
• Squamish Nation: squamish.net
• Tsleil-Wautuh Nation: twnation.ca

Please visit the City of Vancouver website to learn more about the designation as a City of Reconciliation and the 
Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh Nations:

vancouver.ca/people-programs/city-of-reconciliation.aspx
vancouver.ca/files/cov/First-Peoples-A-Guide-for-Newcomers.pdf

1. Reconciliation

http://musqueam.bc.ca
http://squamish.net
http://twnation.ca
http://vancouver.ca/people-programs/city-of-reconciliation.aspx
http://vancouver.ca/files/cov/First-Peoples-A-Guide-for-Newcomers.pdf
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ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy ̓álmexw / Jericho Lands is a 36 hectare (90 acres) site located in the neighbourhood 
of West Point Grey in Vancouver. It is comprised of two parcels: the Jericho Garrison (52 acres) 
to the east and Jericho Hill (38 acres) to the west. The site is bound by West 4th Avenue to 
the north, Highbury Street to the east, West 8th Avenue to the south, and West Point Grey 
Park (often referred to as Trimble Park) and Queen Mary Elementary School to the west.

The collection of buildings at the Jericho Garrison have evolved over the years, with several 
buildings built and demolished over the decades. Today, the former headquarters building, 
a workshop, and a few small service buildings remain. There are 110 residential units which 
include singles quarters and modest family dwellings. Jericho Garrison is currently zoned (RS-
1) One Family Dwelling District. For decades, the Jericho Garrison lands have been fenced off 
and hidden by tall hedges, providing limited access to the local community.

Similarly, the buildings on the Jericho Hill site have changed over the years. In the current 
configuration, Jericho Hill is home to West Point Grey Academy (a K-12 private school), Jericho 
Hill Gymnasium, and Jericho Hill Centre. The site is currently zoned CD-1 (404) which permits 
a variety of uses including residential, cultural and recreational uses, parks, institutional uses, 
public utility and the uses existing prior to 2000.

3. Site Description
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ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy ̓álmexw / Jericho Lands are owned by a joint venture between the Musqueam 
Indian Band, Squamish Nation, and Tsleil-Waututh Nation (“MST”) Partnership and Canada 
Lands Company (“CLC”).

Jericho Garrison was owned by the Department of National Defence (“DND”) until 2014 when 
ownership was transferred to CLC and the MST Partnership. The DND continued to lease 
back the operational area from CLC and the MST Partnership until spring 2018 when the 39 
Canadian Brigade Group was relocated to the Seaforth Armoury located at Burrard and West 
1st Avenue. The existing housing continues to be operated by CLC and the MST Partnership, 
and is currently leased to military personnel.

Jericho Hill was also owned by the DND prior to acquisition by the Province of British Columbia. 
In 2016 ownership was transferred from the Province to the MST Partnership. Parts of the 
property are currently leased to West Point Grey Academy (WPGA) for educational uses.

On July 24, 2018, City Council, at the request of the MST Partnership and CLC, directed staff 
to undertake a comprehensive planning program to create a policy statement to guide future 
redevelopment of the site. 

4. Project Background
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A policy statement is a guiding document that establishes principles, objectives, and policies 
relating to a range of topics, including: reconciliation, land use, density, building types and 
heights, mobility, sustainability and infrastructure, ecology, parks and open space, community 
amenities, and development phasing.

The policy statement will be created in consultation with the community and landowners 
before being presented to City Council for consideration at the end of the process. Once 
adopted, the policy statement will inform any future rezoning and redevelopment of the 
Jericho Lands. While broad directions are confirmed in a policy statement, further refinement 
of the proposal will occur during following development phases.

5. What is a Policy Statement?

Jericho Garrison and Jericho Hill, looking northwest  towards Jericho Beach Park (2018)
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The Phase 2 Public Engagement Report summarizes what we heard throughout Phase 2 of 
the Jericho Lands planning process. Phase 2 of the planning program built upon the extensive 
public engagement work completed in Phase 1. Phase 1 was a listening stage, a chance to 
gather information, ideas, aspirations, key issues and concerns, and learn about opportunities 
for the future of the Jericho Lands. Phase 2 of the planning program was an opportunity to 
take the information City staff had learned and develop and test a series of Draft Guiding 
Principles and Emerging Site Planning Ideas.

The Phase 2 summary highlights engagement activities and key findings from public feedback 
received between July 2020 and April 2021. The information was gathered through a series 
of online surveys and virtual design workshops. The summary includes information on the 
process to date, engagement numbers, details of specific engagement activities, and detailed 
summaries of what we heard throughout Phase 2.

To learn about the output of Phase 1 of the Jericho Lands planning program, you can read the 
Phase 1 Public Engagement Summary (here) or by visiting the project web page at 
shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands.

6. Phase 2 Engagement Report

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/jericho-lands-phase-1-public-engagement-summary.pdf
https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands
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Impact of COVID-19 on the Planning Process

As with many facets of day-to-day life, Phase 2 of the Jericho Lands planning program felt the impacts 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In March 2020, Provincial Public Health orders placed restrictions on large 
gatherings, and subsequently, the City of Vancouver implemented a temporary city-wide suspension of in-
person engagement events, such as open houses, workshops, and pop-up activities. 

As a result, the Jericho Lands planning team cancelled in-person public engagement events planned 
through spring and summer 2020. In light of these cancellations and the implementation of physical 
distancing measures, the team looked for alternative ways to engage community members and keep them 
informed of project milestones and updates. This included the creation of a new interactive project web 
page, distribution of a Community Newsletter, sharing of Site Analysis Panels and a series of Discussion 
Guides, and by the co-hosting a series of Virtual Design Workshops.

While the City staff hope to return to in-person engagement in the near future, they will continue to offer 
a variety of online resources in order to provide engagement opportunities, share project information, and 
alternative ways to collect public feedback.

7. Phase 2 Engagement Process

PHASE 1
Public

Engagement 
Summary

Community 
Newsletter & 
Draft Guiding 

Principles

PHASE 2
Public

Engagement 
Summary

Draft Guiding 
Principles 

Survey

Site 
Analysis 
Panels

Site Analysis 
Panels 
Survey

Discussion 
Guides & 

Emerging Site 
Planning Ideas

Emerging 
Ideas Surveys

Virtual 
Design 

Workshops PHASE 3
Develop Site 

Concepts

Council Endorsement 
of draft Guiding 

Principles & Emerging 
Site Planning Ideas
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8. Phase 2 Engagement Numbers

copies distributed to 
West Point Grey and 
Kitsilano residents, 
and MST Nation 
members. 

The newsletter was 
also available for 
download from the 
project web page.

~12,000

485
responses to the 
survey received

70
responses to the 
survey received

395
participants attended 
the online workshops, 
and Kick-Off and 
Wrap-Up events

147 online views of 
the recorded sessions 
to date

548
total responses to the four 
surveys:

• 148: Natural Systems & 
Open Space

• 123: Connections & 
Mobility

• 171: Inclusive 
Neighbourhood

• 106: Sustainability and 
Resilience

+1,250
people signed up 
to receive project 
notifications to 
date

@

Community 
Newsletter

Draft Guiding 
Principles Survey

Virtual Design 
Workshops

Emerging Site Planning 
Ideas Surveys

Site Analysis 
Panels Survey

Jericho Lands Email 
Notification List

COMMUNITY 
NEWSLETTER

JERICHO
LANDS

1. 2. 3.

6. 7. 8.

4. 5.DRAFT GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

Natural Systems 
& Open Space

JERICHO LANDS

GETTING TO KNOW THE SITE
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9. Phase 2 Engagement Activities

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic and Provincial Public Health measures that placed 
restrictions on large gatherings, the City of Vancouver implemented a temporary city-wide 
suspension on in-person public engagement events, such as open houses, workshops, and 
pop-up activities. 

As a result the Jericho Lands planning team looked for alternative means to engage community 
members and keep them informed of project updates. A Community Newsletter was drafted, 
and in July 2020, 11,866 copies were circulated to community members in West Point Grey 
and Kitsilano. Copies were also provided for circulation within the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam), 
Sḵwxw̱ú7mesh (Squamish), and sə̓lílwətaʔɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) communities.

The newsletter included a project update, background information on the Jericho Lands 
planning program, a high-level summary of what we heard during Phase 1 of the planning 
process, an overview of public engagement activities to date, a word from the landowners 
and an introduction to the cultural liaisons and design team, project next steps and timeline, 
and information on how to get involved. The Community Newsletter also introduced a series 
of draft Guiding Principles and provided a link to an online survey for the public to provide 
their feedback on the draft principles.

Read the Community Newsletter (July, 2020)

Community Newsletter

COMMUNITY 
NEWSLETTER

JERICHO
LANDS

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/jericho-lands-community-newsletter-digital.pdf
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In coordination with the distribution of the Jericho Lands Newsletter, a  draft Guiding Principles 
survey was launched on July 9, 2020. The survey was open for responses until September 
25, 2020. The survey comprised of both multiple choice and open ended written questions. 
In total, 485 people participated in the survey and provided feedback on the draft Guiding 
Principles. 

The draft Guiding Principles were based on community feedback received during Phase 1 of 
the planning process, stakeholder priorities, City objectives and policies, and the landowners’ 
aspirations. They have since been updated to reflect the feedback we received via the survey.
The final draft of the Guiding Principles will be incorporated into the Jericho Lands Policy 
Statement and are intended to provide high-level direction for future development on the site.

Read the original Draft Guiding Principles (July, 2020)

Read the updated draft Guiding Principles (June, 2021)

Draft Guiding Principles Survey

1. 2. 3.

6. 7. 8.

4. 5.DRAFT GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-draft-guiding-principles.pdf
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Through 2020, the landowners’ design team worked with City staff to develop an understanding 
of the Jericho Lands and its surroundings. A summary of this understanding was presented 
online in a series of Site Analysis Panels (previously referred to as ‘topic explorations’). 
This analysis provided a high-level overview of the Jericho Lands as they are today and are 
intended to serve as a foundation for more detailed policy development and design work to 
come. The panels also included a highlight of what we had heard from the community so far 
and information on relevant city policies.

Between February 17 and March 12, 2021, City staff hosted an online survey for the public to 
share their feedback on the panels. The comments received provided further insight and were 
used to expand the collective understanding of the site. In total, 70 people provided feedback 
on the Site Analysis Panels.

Read the Site Analysis Panels (February, 2021)

Site Analysis Panels and Survey

JERICHO LANDS

GETTING TO KNOW THE SITE

West 4th Avenue and Jericho Garrison (2018)

https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/site-analysis-panels.pdf?_ga=2.24653050.1524218170.1623703775-162237264.1573601714
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On March 29, 2021, City staff shared a series a Discussion Guides, via the Shape Your City 
project web page. Created in collaboration with the joint venture partnerships’ design team, 
there were five discussion guides in total (including a primer document). Each one focused 
on a specific topic area and identified a series of Emerging Site Planning Ideas relating to that 
topic. The Discussion Guides were focused on the following themes:

• Natural Systems and Open Space
• Connections and Mobility
• Inclusive Neighbourhood
• Sustainability and Resilience

The Emerging Site Planning Ideas were developed based on a combination of community 
feedback provided during Phase 1, and early stages of Phase 2, of the planning process, as 
well as stakeholder priorities, City objectives and policies, and the landowners’ aspirations. 
The Emerging Ideas are intended to provide input into the development of preliminary site 
planning concepts for the Jericho Lands.

Between March 29 and April 25, 2021, we asked for public feedback on the Emerging Ideas 
through a four separate online surveys. Each survey focused on the Emerging Site Planning 
Ideas relating to one of the four topic areas. In total, we received 548 responses across the 
four surveys. The feedback has been used to refine the Emerging Ideas and updates have 
been made based on the comments received.

Read the Discussion Guides:
• Discussion Guide Primer
 -    Natural Systems and Open Space
 -    Connections and Mobility
 -    Inclusive Neighbourhood
 -    Sustainability and Resilience

Read the updated Emerging Site Planning Ideas

Discussion Guides & Emerging Site Planning Ideas

Natural Systems 
& Open Space

Connections 
& Mobility

Inclusive 
Neighbourhood

Sustainability
& Resilience

https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-primer.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-natural-systems-and-open-space.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-connections-and-mobility.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-inclusive-neighbourhood.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-sustainability-and-resilience.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-draft-emerging-ideas.pdf
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Between April 10 and April 19, 2021, City staff co-hosted a series of eight themed 
Virtual Design Workshops with the joint venture partnership and their design 
team. The workshops were an opportunity to discuss and refine the Emerging 
Site Planning Ideas outlined in the Discussion Guides. They were organised 
around the four Discussion Guide topic areas and an afternoon and an evening 
session was offered for each theme.

The Virtual Design Workshops were an opportunity for participants to learn 
about the Emerging Site Planning Ideas outlined in the Discussion Guides, 
discuss with other attendees, and share thoughts and ideas with City staff and 
the landowners’ design team.

The workshops consisted of a welcome from an MST elder or knowledge keeper, 
a presentation of the Emerging Ideas, small facilitated group discussions in (up 
to) four breakout rooms, and a brief report out session to all the participants. In 
each breakout room, facilitators and participants discussed specific Emerging 
Ideas. At defined times, participants were rotated to other breakout rooms to 
discuss different Emerging Ideas with new facilitators. In each breakout room, 
facilitators sketched ideas and placed virtual sticky notes on interactive MIRO 
boards, while City staff took written notes of the conversations. The information 
gathered was later analysed by the design team and City staff. 

In addition, City staff co-hosted Kick-Off and Wrap-Up events that bookended 
the eight workshops. These events were used to introduce the workshops and 
the process, as well as provide an opportunity for a high-level report out of the 
week’s findings. In total, 395 participants attended the eight workshops and 
two events. A further 147 online views of the recorded sessions have occurred 
to date. The presentations and the report out sessions of each workshops 
were recorded, as well as the entire Kick-Off and Wrap-Up events. Links to the 
respective workshops and events can be found in the sidebar.

Virtual Design Workshops

 

Watch workshop videos:

Saturday, April 10, 2021
• Kick-Off Event

Monday, April 12, 2021
• Natural Systems & Open Space
• Connections & Mobility

Tuesday, April 13, 2021
• Inclusive Neighbourhood
• Sustainability & Resilience

Wednesday, April 14, 2021
• Connections & Mobility
• Natural Systems & Open Space

Thursday, April 15, 2021
• Sustainability & Resilience
• Inclusive Neighbourhood

Monday, April 19, 2021
• Wrap-Up Event

https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands/widgets/49829/videos/6851
https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands/widgets/49829/videos/6877
https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands/widgets/49829/videos/6878
https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands/widgets/49829/videos/6884
https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands/widgets/49829/videos/6885
https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands/widgets/49829/videos/6920
https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands/widgets/49829/videos/6921
https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands/widgets/49829/videos/6922
https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands/widgets/49829/videos/6923
https://shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands/widgets/49829/videos/7052
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In the summer of 2019 a call for applications was made for people interested in participating 
in the Jericho Lands Policy Statement Working Group. After receiving 65 applications, a 
25-member Working Group was selected. The membership comprises of a group of people 
representing both local community and city-wide perspectives.

Since December, 2019, the Working Group has met on thirteen occasions (not including 
site walks with City staff and the design team). Initially, Working Group meetings were held 
in-person, however, due to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, these meetings have 
transitioned to a virtual platform. 

The role of the Working Group is to provide input to staff during the development and 
review of the Jericho Lands policy statement, as well as feedback to staff on the public 
engagement process. The Working Group is a unique opportunity to integrate local and 
broader city perspectives, informed by technical expertise and neighbourhood interests, into 
the formulation of the policy statement for the Jericho Lands.

Jericho Lands Working Group

Community co-Design Session (July, 2019)



Jericho Garrison, looking east towards Kitsilano and downtown Vancouver (2018)
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Q. 

I own in the area

Other

I rent in the area

I work in the area

I go to school in the area

No connection

Did not answer

Do you have children under the age of 19 
at home?

No

Yes

Did not answer

1%

2%

36%

19%

14%

44%

54%

17%

5%

9%

What is your connection to the Jericho 
Lands site?

Q. 

15%

9%

13%

29%

11%

20%

1%

What age category do you fall within?

19 yrs and under

60 - 69 yrs

20 - 29 yrs

30 - 39 yrs

40 - 49 yrs

50 - 59 yrs

70+ yrs

Female

Male

Prefer not to say

None of the above

Did not answer

Do you identify as?

4%

49%
41%

5%

1%

1%

Did not answer

Q. 

Q. 

Demographic Information
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How did you find out about this survey?

Jericho Lands email distribution

Community email distribution

Jericho Lands community newsletter

Social media

Other

8%

32%

20%

20%

20%

Yes, by mail

Yes, by email from the City

Yes, by email from another source

No, I have not seen the community 
newsletter

Other

Did you receive a copy of the Jericho Lands 
community newsletter?

>1%

10%

14%

56%

18%

>1%

Did not answer

2%

Did not answer

Prior to taking this survey, have you been 
engaged in the Jericho Lands planning 
process?

No

Yes

Did not answer

1%

30%

69%

If yes, did you find the Jericho Lands 
community newsletter to be informative and 
contain helpful information?

No

Yes

23%

77%

Q. Q. 

Q. Q. 
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What is your main ethnic origin or that of your 
ancestors?

European

Causasian - not geographically specific

Latin / Central / South American

Asian

Oceania

Mixed

Unknown (did not answer/prefer not to say)

North American of Aboriginal Origins

Other North American

0.5%

0.5%

7%

11%

49%

14%

12%

3% 3%

The following is a list of responses outlining how survey participants would like to be engaged in the Jericho Lands planning 
process in the future. The results are listed in order of frequency of response. The question was open-ended.

Q. How would you like to be engaged in the future?

• Prefer to be engaged via email.
• Non-descriptive/defined project updates.
• Via survey. Most respondents did not specify how, however, some preferred online.
• Public meetings. Most respondents didn’t specify how, however, some are keen to participate in in-person engagement    

when safe. Others suggested facilitating public meetings online.
• Newsletters, such as the community newsletter. Some respondents suggested that they are circulated either online or via mail.
• Opportunities to provide input into the planning process.
• Some respondents would like to volunteer on community groups, such as the Working Group.
• Via social media posts.
• Traditional mail.
• Project reports and presentations, such as online videos.
• Newsprint and updates via print media.
• Design Jam.

Q. 
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The past, present and future of the 
Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh 
people guide their connections to the 
land and ongoing stewardship of the 
Jericho Lands. Generations of history 
at ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy ̓álmexw and the cultural 
values and identity of the three Nations 
are integral to the redevelopment of 
the Jericho Lands with nature at the 
centre. Indigenous values, reconciliation 
and intergenerational and intercultural 
exchange and gathering will be embedded 
as founding principles in the design and 
expression of the Jericho Lands policies.

How important is this draft Guiding Principle for the 
future of the Jericho Lands?

Very important

Fairly important

Slightly important

Not important

Don’t know52%

12%

27%

6%

3%

Why is that? Would you change anything?

Key themes:

• Overwhelming support to centre and embed Musqueam, Squamish, 
and Tseil-Waututh Nations’ voices and values in this project.

• A desire to ensure this space is inclusive for all.
• Asking for more clarity and detail on how this Draft Guiding Principle 

will impact the project.
• Support for nature being central to the project.
• Concern that this principle will not be fulfilled.
• Include the existing community.
• Support for a diversity of housing for all.
• Minimize development and density.
• Desire to retain the school on site.
• Connection through to Jericho Beach and Jericho Park.

“Indigenous peoples have consistently been left out of 
planning processes in the past, and they have been erased 
from the built environment and fabric of our city. It is 
absolutely imperative that, moving forward, indigenous 
peoples are a part of the conversation and the decision 
making around the lands that are theirs. “

Reflect and respect 
the past, present and 
future legacies of the 
Musqueam, Squamish 
and Tsleil-Waututh 

1.
Q.

Q. 

“It would be nice to know what the 
principle might actually mean in practice, 
but I believe First Nations involvement in 
planning and implementation is important.”
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Respect the Land

The Jericho Lands will be a 
world leader in sustainability and ongoing 
environmental leadership. The site design 
will embrace the ecological legacies 
and unique existing features, like the 
ridgeline, urban forest, and wildlife habitat, 
melding these with watershed thinking to 
explore recreating streams and managing 
rainwater. Development and infrastructure 
will complement this setting and respond 
to the broader climate emergency. 
Interlinked, successional systems should 
work in unison to support biodiversity, 
ecological corridors, and replicate 
regenerative natural systems. Resilient 
design will reduce the risks from climate 
change and sea level rise while allowing for 
adaptation over time.

Key themes:

• A strong sense that the long-term health of the environment is of 
key importance.

• Strong support for respecting the land and MST Nations.
• Many think climate change realities needs to be reflected.
• A desire to strive for new best practices and setting an example 

(locally and globally).
• Include principles for remediation/preservation/conservation.
• Expressing that greenspace is important to community.
• To merge with existing community and owners.
• To be transit-oriented, which will support environmental goals.
• Use more defined and accessible/meaningful language and 

engagement.
• A desire to keep low density.
• That West Point Grey Academy, the pool and community amenities 

support this Draft Guiding Principle.
• To include liveability/community in the Draft Guiding Principle.
• Desire to see increased density.
• Concern for urban wildlife habitats.

Very important

Fairly important

Slightly important

Not important

Don’t know

71%

6%

19%

3% 1%

“For any planning decisions we are 
making for the future, we need to 
consider climate change and the 
environment, and incorporate these 
issues into decision making.”

“Having the project fit in with 
the natural landscape and paying 
attention to climate issues is very 
important to me.”

2.
How important is this draft Guiding Principle for the 
future of the Jericho Lands?

Why is that? Would you change anything?

Q.

Q. 
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Welcome to All

All people will feel welcome on 
the Jericho Lands. The site will create 
a robust network of spaces expressing 
Indigenous values and history in their 
design and function, with indoor and 
outdoor places for people to gather, with 
parks and outdoor space ranging from 
wild spaces to urban plazas. The Lands 
will be designed for equity and inclusion, 
supporting a multitude of artistic and 
cultural practices that help bind the 
neighbourhood together. Public spaces 
will be intergenerational and multicultural, 
supporting social resilience and 
connections as part of a healthy, thriving 
community.

Key themes:

• A very strong sense that inclusivity builds community.
• Strong emphasis on the importance of Reconciliation, and that this 

should be MST lead.
• A desire to see that our future reflects our diversity.
• Add affordability.
• A distrust that this Draft Guiding Principle will have follow through.
• Asking for more clarity and details on what this would look like.
• Supportive of MST Nations focus, while also ensuring that broader 

BIPOC and low income people are welcome and included.
• West Point Grey Academy and schooling/education importance.
• This Draft Guiding Principle is not important.
• A desire to see a focus on natural areas over plazas and public art.
• A need for equity, and to ‘close the gap’.
• Add accessibility to the Draft Guiding Principle.

58%

11%

26%

4% 1%

Very important

Fairly important

Slightly important

Not important

Don’t know

“I think we need more of these types of 
spaces.  We need to be around our elders, 
and elders need to be around children. We 
need more community.”

“Persons with disabilities must be 
part of this thriving community too.”

“We live in a diverse city and it’s important 
that new developments reflect that diversity.”

3.
How important is this draft Guiding Principle for the 
future of the Jericho Lands?

Why is that? Would you change anything?

Q.

Q. 
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Cohesive Community

The Jericho Lands will be a 
Transformational space, seamlessly 
Interweaving nature and city together  
as a new community hub. The Lands 
will integrate with the surrounding 
neighbourhoods, re-energizing nearby 
high streets, and tying the ridge to the 
sea. Future residents will be part of a 
vibrant community with opportunities 
to live, work, play, learn, shop and create 
within a short walk or easily accessible by 
transit. Arts and culture will be tangible, 
with opportunities for creation, display and 
performance. New public amenities and 
facilities will be hubs of social connection 
and activity, reinforcing the role of the 
Jericho Lands within the neighbourhood 
and city.

Key themes:

• That the West Point Grey Academy be included and expanded for 
broader use, along with sport facilities.*

• A desire for the Jericho Lands to recognize and integrate with the 
existing community.*

• A desire to the Jericho Lands develop to be transit oriented and car-
free.*

• Not an important Draft Guiding Principle or not in support of this 
principle.*

• A desire for this to creates a hub for jobs, recreation and housing.*
• A distrust in following through on this Draft Guiding Principle.*
• Emphasis on affordability.*
• In support of BIPOC, especially the MST Nations and communities.
• A desire to see this be a low density development.
• Wanting to tie to Jericho Beach and Jericho Park.
• Concern that this will not revitalize West Point Grey.
• That the MST Nations have a strong and guiding voice in this Draft 

Guiding Principle.
• Include Childcare.
• That this prioritize local businesses and arts.

Very important

Fairly important

Slightly important

Not important

Don’t know
60%

7%

26%

5%

2%

Would be great to see the Jericho 
Lands have its own distinct character 
at the core that blends well into the 
surrounding neighbourhoods.”

“In particular, I have found the school located on 
Jericho Lands,  West Point Grey Academy, to be a 
great educational institution and very positive for 
the growth of the community. I hope the ongoing 
plan enables them to continue functioning on the 
lands, even if some changes are made.”

4.
How important is this draft Guiding Principle for the 
future of the Jericho Lands?

Why is that? Would you change anything?

Q.

Q. 

*Fairly even distribution of 
support across these responses
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Connect Within and 
Beyond

Enhance access and mobility with more 
options and opportunities for people to 
move easily within the Jericho Lands, 
surrounding neighbourhoods, parks, city 
and region. Future rapid transit will anchor 
the site and bring people to this special 
location, linking it to the broader city and 
region. The unique terrain of the Lands will 
shape movement patterns, corridors and 
connections and build a network for green 
mobility by foot, bike and transit. These 
networks will connect to the surrounding 
neighbourhoods, tying them together and 
reinforcing safe, healthy places for wellness 
and gathering. Innovation and emerging 
technologies are opportunities to minimize 
car dependence, rethink parking strategies 
and reduce carbon emissions. Key themes:

• A great deal of support for transit.
• Strong support for walking and biking (though separated).
• Emphasis interconnected, both within and to other communities.
• Ensuring accessibility for people with disabilities, families and 

seniors.
• In support of the Draft Guiding Principle to meet climate change 

target and preserve the environment.
• Supportive of car-light.
• A sense this Draft Guiding Principle is not important.
• A desire to remove transit.
• Wanting to still include good car access and parking options.
• A distrust in follow through on this Draft Guiding Principle.
• Ensure good connection to Jericho Beach and Park.
• No resulting increase to traffic.
• Supportive of car shares.
• Concern that this will bring criminal activity and threats to safety.

Very important

Fairly important

Slightly important

Not important

Don’t know54%

10%

29%

4% 3%
5.

How important is this draft Guiding Principle for the 
future of the Jericho Lands?

Why is that? Would you change anything?

Q.

Q. 

“Connectivity with multiple choices of modes 
within and to and from the community is essential 
to ensure a vibrant community.”

“Make bike lanes safe and separated from 
pedestrian and car lanes; remember that people 
with disabilities may need to still travel by car so 
they will need access and parking. It’s something 
the city seems to be forgetting.”

“The notion of “green mobility” is awesome. 
Love that the only mention of “cars” is in 
reference minimizing them!”
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A Place to Call Home

The Jericho Lands will provide 
substantial new housing, with a range 
of options for households of different 
incomes, ages and needs, from students 
to families to seniors, while creating 
opportunities for intergenerational 
living and learning. Different households 
and building types will be integrated, 
sharing common spaces and amenities 
integrated into the buildings and offering 
social connections and community. 
Residences  will be designed with wellness 
and inclusiveness in mind, with spaces 
adaptable to needs that change over time. 

Key themes:

• Largely a strong desire for diverse and inclusive housing.
• A strong desire for affordable housing.
• Some mention of no high rise.
• Some sense that this is not important, and to let the free market 

decide housing fate.
• Concern that housing include accessibility needs.
• Family friendly housing.
• Senior focused housing.
• Supportive of intergenerational living and learning.
• Desire to see alternative housing models, such as co-op housing.
• Not catering to luxury housing and wealthy homeowners.
• Wanting the statement to specifically include rental housing.

Very important

Fairly important

Slightly important

Not important

Don’t know

6.

55%

10%

26%

7%

3%

How important is this draft Guiding Principle for the 
future of the Jericho Lands?

Why is that? Would you change anything?

Q.

Q. 
“We need more housing of varying types in our 
city, especially on the west side. This is a great 
opportunity to help address the affordability 
crisis were in.”

“I would add specific references to accessibility 
for persons with disabilities, and well as specific 
mentions of housing for low income people, 
social housing, and alternative housing tenures 
including non-profit housing co-operatives.  This 
will help ensure that the development is truly an 
inclusive community.”
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Design for the Future

Change and growth on the Jericho 
Lands is a long-term project that will be at 
the forefront of innovation and adaptation. 
The site will be designed for resiliency 
and adaptive to changes in climate, 
mobility and how we live, work and build. 
Innovative building methods and materials 
will form the foundation for a green 
and sustainable future. This low carbon 
community, embodying a passive approach 
that embraces the natural world, will mark 
the Jericho Lands as a visionary blend of 
ecological and urban systems.

Key themes:

• A strong asking for more clarity and details on what this would look 
like.

• Many sense that this is less important and captured in other Draft 
Guiding Principles.

• A sense of distrust on the ability to follow through on this Draft 
Guiding Principle.

• A desire for passive and carbon neutral buildings and transportation.
• Flagging not to sacrifice affordability for lofty environmental goals.
• Encouraging of sustainable material usage.
• Wanting to set a city and global example.
• An emphasis on greenery such as gardens, green roofs, and 

greenspace.
• Concern that this Draft Guiding Principle will be too expensive to 

implement.

Very important

Fairly important

Slightly important

Not important

Don’t know

7.

55%

12%

27%

5%

2%

How important is this draft Guiding Principle for the 
future of the Jericho Lands?

Why is that? Would you change anything?

Q.

Q. 

“You may want to emphasize that the 
Jericho Lands will aim to be a global 
example of these best practices, say 
a showcase of emerging innovation in 
urban design.”

“Statement is very vague and doesn’t contain 
much substantial information.”

“Planning for future transportation and a zero 
carbon economy is imperative.”
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A Unique Community

The Jericho Lands is a place of 
gathering. The past, present, and future of the 
Lands and of Vancouver are an opportunity 
to create a place that evolves as time passes 
and will meet the needs of generations to 
come. Its location – along the ridge to the 
sea, connected by transit, and between the 
largest job centres in the province – will 
complement the unique Indigenous cultural 
experience of the Jericho Lands, making it 
a unique space. The Jericho Lands will be 
a global precedent, learning from emerging 
best practices to show how a new form of 
city building and urbanism will take root 
and grow into a unique community.

Key themes:

• A strong sense that this Draft Guiding Principle is too aspiration and 
will not be fulfilled.

• A strong asking for more clarity and details on what this would look 
like.

• Many sense that this can be woven into other Draft Guiding Principle.
• This is less important than other Draft Guiding Principle.
• Highlighting West Point Grey Academy as contributing to this 

Unique Community Draft Guiding Principle.
• Highlighting that respect and priority MST Nations supports this 

Draft Guiding Principle.
• The natural environment makes this unique.
• Emphasizing the need for affordable housing.
• Highlighting existing community considerations.
• Ensure that BIPOC and low income people are welcome and 

included.
• Wanting the Jericho Lands to blend with existing community.

Very important

Fairly important

Slightly important

Not important

Don’t know

“Important, but these principles seem 
to be already present in the preceding 
7 principles.”

“I feel very strongly that the indigenous culture 
from thee three nations should be integrated 
with the contents of this development. Overall 
I am excited about the proposed basis for this 
community.”

8.

36%

12%

30%

6%

16%

How important is this draft Guiding Principle for the 
future of the Jericho Lands?

Why is that? Would you change anything?

Q.

Q. 
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1. Reflect and respect the 
past, present and future 
legacies of the Musqueam, 
Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh

The redevelopment of ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / 
Iy̓ álmexw / Jericho Lands is a generational 
opportunity to honour Musqueam, Squamish 
and Tsleil-Waututh heritage and to celebrate 
identity and culture. Indigenous values, 
including a deep connection to the land, and 
reconciliation will be embedded as founding 
principles in the design and expression of 
the lands. ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy̓ álmexw /Jericho 
Lands will demonstrate excellence in city 
building as the site transforms to become a 
unique new neighbourhood within the city.

2. Respect the Land

ʔəy ̓alməxʷ/ Iy̓ álmexw / Jericho Lands will 
become a global precedent for stewardship 
and sustainability. The site design will 
embrace unique existing features, like 
the ridge, significant trees, forested and 
habitat areas. Planning and design of the 
site will seek to enhance biodiversity, create 
ecological corridors, regenerate natural 
systems and incorporate watershed systems 
thinking to manage drainage and rainwater. 
Resilient site design will reduce the risks 
from climate change and impacts of sea 
level rise while allowing for adaptation over 
time.

3. Welcoming to All

All people will feel welcome on the
ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy̓ álmexw / Jericho Lands. 
Equity and inclusion will be key 
considerations throughout the planning 
of the Lands to ensure that Jericho is a 
diverse neighbourhood. Public spaces will 
be intergenerational and multicultural, 
supporting social connections and resilience 
as part of a healthy, thriving community. 
Pathways and routes through the site will be 
designed to be accessible to all. Indigenous 
culture will inspire the design and function 
of a robust network of public spaces ranging 
from naturalised parks and open spaces 
to urban plazas. Expression of Musqueam, 
Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh arts and 
culture will be tangible, with opportunities 
for creation, display and performance.

4. Cohesive Community

The ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy̓ álmexw / Jericho Lands 
will be transformed to create a new 
neighbourhood heart within the broader 
West Point Grey community. Existing and 
future residents will benefit from new 
opportunities to live, work, play, learn, shop 
and create on the ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy̓ álmexw / 
Jericho Lands. The Jericho Lands will be 
cohesively integrated through appropriate 
edge transitions, clear neighbourhood 
connections, and new retail areas to draw 
people to the site re-energizing nearby retail 
streets. New public amenities and facilities 
will become hubs of social connection and 
activity, reinforcing the role of the     
ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy̓ álmexw / Jericho Lands within 
the neighbourhood and city.

Revised 
Draft 
Guiding 
Principles
The Draft Guiding Principles have 
been revised to better reflect 
the feedback we received via the 
online survey and through public 
engagement activities during Phase 
2 of the planning process. 

They are intended to stay in draft 
form until approval is sought for the 
policy statement.

The final draft of the Guiding 
Principles will be incorporated into 
the Jericho Lands Policy Statement. 
The Guiding Principles are intended 
to provide high-level direction for 
future development on the site.
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5. Connect Within and 
Beyond

Access to and through the ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / 
Iy̓ álmexw / Jericho Lands will be enhanced 
by providing a variety of movement 
options connecting to the surrounding 
neighbourhood, parks, city and region. 
The unique terrain of the Lands will 
shape movement patterns, corridors 
and connections and build a network of 
accessible routes for walking, rolling and 
cycling. These networks will connect key 
destinations such as retail areas or public 
amenities within the site to transit and the 
surrounding neighbourhoods. Routes will 
be inviting, safe and designed to promote 
active modes. Site design will reduce car 
dependence and be adaptable to future 
innovative technologies by providing daily 
needs on-site, prioritizing walking, biking, 
and transit, implementing flexible parking 
strategies, and anticipating zero-emission 
vehicles.

6. A Place to Call Home

The ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy̓ álmexw / Jericho Lands 
will provide new housing, with a range 
of options for households of different 
incomes, ages and mobility needs, from 
students to families to seniors, while 
creating opportunities for intergenerational 
living and learning. The neighbourhood 
will be designed to incorporate a variety 
of building types suitable for a diversity of 
households. Buildings will be designed to 
enhance social connections and community 
through the provision of common outdoor 
spaces such as rooftops or courtyards, and 
indoor amenities for building residents. 
Affordable housing options, including both 
social and secured rental housing will be 
provided. Residences will be designed to 
enhance wellness and inclusiveness, with 
spaces adaptable to needs that change 
over time.

7. Design for the Future

The past, present, and future of ʔəy ̓alməxʷ 
/ Iy̓álmexw / the Jericho Lands are an 
opportunity to create a place that evolves 
over time to meet the needs of generations 
to come. ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy̓ álmexw / Jericho 
Lands is a long-term project that will be at 
the forefront of innovation and adaptation. 
The site will be designed for resiliency and 
adaptive to changes in climate, mobility 
and how we live, work and build. Innovative 
building methods and materials will form 
the foundation for a green and sustainable 
future. This low carbon community, 
embodying a passive approach that 
embraces the natural world, will mark the 
ʔəy ̓alməxʷ / Iy̓ álmexw / Jericho Lands as a 
visionary blend of ecological and urban 
systems.
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Is there anything we should add to our understanding and 
analysis of the Jericho Lands site?

There was a wide variety of comments and responses covering a broad spectrum of 
topic areas. Generally, the responses can be summarized as the following (highest to 
lowest frequency):

• General comments of support for the site analysis panels and the content 
presented.

• Concerns around the consideration of existing community amenities on site, such 
as school and community centre.

• A “needs assessment” desired to outline the impact of development on the existing 
amenities servicing the neighbourhood, and to better understand what future 
amenities may be required. For example, community centre, educational facilities, 
emergency and health services, businesses and infrastructure.

• Broader understanding of wildlife in the area, on site and in Jericho Beach Park, 
and the potential impact of development.

• Desire to preserve greenspace.
• Broader understanding of affordable housing needs in the neighbourhood.
• Impact of increased traffic and new traffic patterns.
• Consideration of noise pollution on both residents and adjacent wildlife in Jericho 

Beach Park.
• Future connections to Jericho Beach Park.
• Concerns around future food insecurity. Leverage First Nations knowledge to 

provide accessible resources and educational opportunities.
• Potential increased air and light pollution caused by development
• Movement of water to, through, and from the site.
• Opportunities for community building and placemaking.

Q. 

“Traffic patterns to show potential impact of 
increasing density significantly in one location.”

“I think you’ve done an admirable job. You’ve 
looked at almost all aspects of society (hospitals, 
transportation, recreation, commerce, etc), 
however, I’m wondering about schools!”

“Additional resources will be needed for 
the adjacent Jericho park to manage the 
increased usage that will be expected.”

“There is nothing here about the fauna 
of the area, of the Jericho Lands as a 
habitat for wildlife in general.”

“No you seem to have most things covered.”

“You are missing many valued 
components such as wildlife, 
air quality, socioeconomic 
components such as emergency 
services, educational services, 
hospital services, infrastructure 
considerations, heritage 
considerations.” 
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What is your connection to the Jericho 
Lands site?

I own in the area

Other

I rent in the area

I work in the area

I go to school in the area

No connection

What age category do you fall within?

19 yrs and under

60 - 69 yrs

20 - 29 yrs

30 - 39 yrs

40 - 49 yrs

50 - 59 yrs

70+ yrs
Did not answer

43%

14%
11%

5%

20%

7%

18%

24%

25%

7%
11%

15%

*Respondents were able to select more 
than one answer for this question

>1%

Q. 

Q. 

Survey #1: 
Natural 
Systems & 
Open Spaces 
Summary
The following is a summary of what we 
heard through the Natural Systems & Open 
Space survey. The questions were focused 
on the Emerging Site Planning Ideas 
outlined in the Natural Systems & Open 
Space Discussion Guide. The survey was 
open for responses from March 29 to April 
25, 2021. The written responses are ordered 
in terms of frequency of response(highest 
to lowest).

Read the Natural Systems & Open Space 
Discussion Guide (March 2021). 

The Emerging Ideas have since been 
updated based on the feedback we 
received during Phase 2 of the planning 
process. These can be viewed on the 
project web page at: 
www.shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands.

Read the updated Emerging Site Planning 
Ideas (June 2021).

Demographic Information

https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-natural-systems-and-open-space.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-natural-systems-and-open-space.pdf
http://www.shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-draft-emerging-ideas.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-draft-emerging-ideas.pdf
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Prior to taking this survey, have you been 
engaged in the Jericho Lands planning 
process?

No

Yes

Did not answer

53%46%

1%

Q. 

How did you find out about this survey?

Jericho Lands email 
distribution list

A community email distribution 
(other than Jericho Lands)

I received a notification postcard

Print Media

Social Media

Other (please specify)

Did not answer

*Respondents were able to select more than 
one answer for this question

45%
4%

27%

7%

13%

1%

3%

Q. Do you have children under the age of 19 
at home?

No

Yes

Did not answer

75%

23%

2%

Q. 
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What do you think of the Emerging Ideas proposed for Natural 
Systems and Open Space? Are there any you especially like or 
don’t like? Why?

Overall, there was broad support for the Natural Systems and Open Space Emerging 
Ideas. The Emerging Ideas received a relatively equal level of support across the 
different Ideas, however, here are the Ideas in order of the number of supporting 
comments from highest to lowest:

• Enhance Biodiversity and Ecological Connections / Connect Parks and Open 
Spaces

• Celebrate Rainwater
• Start with the Lands
• Recognize the Ridge
• Frame Significant Views

Supporting comments varied in response. Generally they can be summarized as 
follows:

• A desire to enhance ecological and recreational connections to adjacent ecological 
areas and parks. In particular, connections to Jericho Beach Park were seen as 
important.

• Provide network of green and pedestrian focused connections across the site. 
• Enhance and/or protect existing ecology and green spaces on the site. Retain 

mature trees and look to naturalise spaces where possible.
• Like the idea of capturing, cleaning, and reusing rainwater on the site. Interest 

in including water system(s) in the open space network, as well as celebrating 
historical water flows.

• Supportive of using and enhancing the existing natural features on the site.
• Maintain the ridge and use the topography to inform building design and 

placement, as well as provide opportunities for (green) connections.
• Important that views from the site be maintained. Leverage the ridge and unique 

topography to create viewpoints.
• There were a number of supporting comments in favour of embedding MST values 

into the process and site design.
• Some respondents sort clarity on what MST values are.
• Some concerns were expressed about the impact of density and/or tall buildings 

on the future green and open spaces on the Jericho Lands and adjacent to the 
lands.

• Some respondents were looking for more details about future population and 
density to inform their position.

Q. 

67%

30%

3%

Opposed

Support

General comment - 
position unknown

Quantitative Analysis of 
written Comments 

[n=111]

***Does not include “no comments” 
(37 in total)



100%50%

In your opinion, what the most important 
natural features on the site that should be 
retained and enhanced?

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer

The ridge

Naturally managed area (forest) 
at the centre of the site

Existing high value trees or 
groupings of mature trees

70%18%

10%
2%

10% 28% 62%

73%18%

1%
8%

Are there other natural features you would like 
us to consider?

Q. 

Q. 

• Historical and contemporary movement of water across the 
site

• Views of natural features (mountains and water) from the site
• Maintain some of the existing green open spaces
• Open space connections to Jericho Beach Park
• The toboggan hill
• Mature trees and native plant species

Please rank each idea by level of importance:
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

100%50%

Which public views do you think are the most 
important to consider?

Views north to the mountains 
and water from the site

Views to downtown from the 
top of the ridge

Views looking toward the 
Jericho Lands from off-site

81%10%

6%
3%

2%

11% 39% 48%

31%34%32%

3%

Are there other public views you would like us 
to consider?

Q. 

Please rank each idea by level of importance: 
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

Q. 

• Along West 8th Avenue and the southern edge of the site
• From Trimble Park looking toward the north and east
• Towards the mountains to the north from non-specific 

location
• View protection should not be prioritized
• The water from non-specific location. Includes views of 

English Bay and the fireworks barge
• Jericho Beach Park from the ridge
• East toward Burnaby Mountain
• 
• Concerns were expressed about building height and the 

impact those could have on views. Some respondents 
suggested locating taller buildings lower down the slope to 
minimize potential view impacts.

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer
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Are there ways to manage and celebrate 
rainwater that you think are relevant to this 
site?

Naturalised approach 
(e.g. infiltration, bio-swales)

Urban expression in streets and 
plazas (e.g. rainwater runnels, 

floodable plazas)

Harvest and reuse of rainwater for 
reuse in landscape or offsetting 
potable water in buildings (e.g. 

toilet flushing) 100%50%

67%26%

4%
3%

3%

20% 37% 40%

63%27%

7%
3%

Are there other ideas you would like us to 
consider?

Q. 

Please rank each idea by level of importance: 
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

Q. 

• Re-establish historical stream(s) that once crossed the site
• Use a naturalised approach to green infrastructure and water 

management
• Protect and/or enhance water flows north to Jericho Beach 

Park and the wetlands
• Provide opportunities for water retention, such as ponds
• Utilise green and blue roof technology to slow water run-off
• Explore opportunities for water harvesting and use of grey 

water
• Incorporate opportunities for play and education using water 

systems
• Use permeable surfaces to allow for water infiltration
• Reintroduce and/or protect any salmon bearing streams

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer



Q. One of the Emerging Ideas is to create a network of parks and open spaces designed to both protect 
and enhance natural areas, and provide space for passive and active outdoor uses. Which types of parks 
and open spaces are important to you?

Please rank each idea by level of importance: 
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very important

Areas for relaxing, enjoying nature, 
connecting with water, and quiet 

enjoyment of green space

Area for protecting and improving 
biodiversity and natural areas

Playfields and other active park 
spaces (e.g. playgrounds) 

Unstructured green space for 
gathering, ceremony and playing

Public plazas or spaces for 
gathering and celebration 

100%50%

40%19%

5%
1%

3%

12% 32% 53%

36%27%

1%

3%

1%

40%

36%

70%22%

85%

5%

9%

• Some respondents highlighted the proximity of existing 
parks and open spaces, and consequential, a limited need 
for such spaces on the site. Conversely, a small number of 
respondents expressed concern about increased pressure 
on Jericho Beach Park (and surrounding parks and open 
spaces) due to potential population increases.

• Child-friendly spaces with opportunities for structured 
and unstructured play

• Naturalised spaces and corridors to promote ecological 
diversity

• Places for sporting and recreational activities
• Spaces for rest and respite
• Spaces to support arts and cultural performances
• Covered (“weather proof”) outdoor spaces
• Spaces for community gathering, such as public plazas 
• Dog-friendly spaces

Are there other types of parks and open 
spaces you would like us to consider?

Q. 

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer

• Naturalised parks and open space providing opportunities for ecological diversity and pollinator corridors
• Tree canopy for shading
• Views to the stars and night sky (reduce light pollution)

Are there any other site planning ideas related to Natural Systems and Open Space that you 
would like us to consider?

Q. 



I own in the area

Other

I rent in the area

I work in the area

I go to school in the area

No connection

Did not answer

19 yrs and under

60 - 69 yrs

20 - 29 yrs

30 - 39 yrs

40 - 49 yrs

50 - 59 yrs

70+ yrs

19%

28%

27%

5% 6%

15%

*Respondents were able to select more than 
one answer for this question.

49%

15%

8%

4%

18%

6%

What is your connection to the Jericho 
Lands site?

What age category do you fall within?

Q. 

Q. 

Survey #2 
Connections 
& Mobility 
Summary
The following is a summary of what we heard 
through the Connections & Mobility survey. 
The questions were focused on the Emerging 
Site Planning Ideas outlined in the Connections 
& Mobility Discussion Guide. The survey was 
open for responses from March 29 to April 
25, 2021. The written responses are ordered 
in terms of frequency of response (highest to 
lowest).

Read the Connections & Mobility Discussion 
Guide (March 2021). 

The Emerging Ideas have since been updated 
based on the feedback we received during 
Phase 2 of the planning process. These can be 
viewed on the project web page at: 
www.shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands.

Read the updated Emerging Site Planning 
Ideas (June 2021).

Demographic Information

https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-connections-and-mobility.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-connections-and-mobility.pdf
http://www.shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-draft-emerging-ideas.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-draft-emerging-ideas.pdf
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46% 53%

1%

48%

10%

29%

8%

3%

2%

76%

21%

3%

Prior to taking this survey, have you been 
engaged in the Jericho Lands planning 
process?

Q. 

How did you find out about this survey?Q. Do you have children under the age of 19 
at home?

Q. 

No

Yes

Did not answer

Jericho Lands email 
distribution list

A community email distribution 
(other than Jericho Lands)

I received a notification postcard

Print Media

Social Media

Other (please specify)

Did not answer

*Respondents were able to select more than 
one answer for this question

No

Yes

Did not answer
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What do you think of the Emerging Ideas proposed for Connections 
and Mobility? Are there any you especially like or don’t like? Why?

Overall, there was a high level of support expressed for the Emerging Ideas relating to 
Connections and Mobility. The following Emerging Ideas received supporting comments in 
order of frequency (highest to lowest):

• Prioritize walking, rolling, and cycling
• Design to be car-light
• Encourage transit use through site design
• Design to be welcoming and inclusive
• Enhance neighbourhood connections
• Re-imagine West 4th Avenue

Supporting comments varied in response. Generally they can be summarized as follows:

• General comments in support of active forms of movement on the future site, including 
walking, rolling and cycling. Some respondents highlighted the need to overcome 
grade changes across the site.

• Create a car-light community. Comments outlined variety of ways to achieve this 
including reduced parking requirements (for residents and visitors), limited on-street 
parking, and district parking, as well as limiting through traffic.

• Any car-light community needs to consider access for seniors, people with limited 
mobility, as well as servicing. Provisions should be provided for pick-up and drop-off. A 
number of the car-light comments also highlighted a need for good transit options.

• The site should be well serviced by transit. A SkyTrain station (on or close to the site) 
seen as important by supporting respondents.

• Site needs to be accessible for all ages and abilities. Reduce barriers to access the 
site. Respondents liked the ideas of welcoming entrances and key access points with 
welcoming figures and/or poles.

• Important to connect the site to the surrounding community and existing amenities 
and services. North/south connections are important.

• Concerns about traffic speeds and volumes along West 4th Avenue. Important to 
provide safe connections between the site and Jericho Beach Park. Provide for a better 
(and safer) pedestrian experience along and across West 4th Avenue.

Some concerns expressed about the potential impact of re-imagining W 4th Avenue and 
increase of traffic on alternative routes through neighbourhood.

Q. 

64%

31%

5%

Opposed

Support

General comment - 
position unknown

Quantitative Analysis of 
written Comments 

[n=89]

***Does not include “no comments” 
(34 in total)



It is a design goal to make the Jericho Lands inclusive and welcoming to all. What ideas do you have 
that would help us achieve that goal from the perspective of connections and mobility?

• Improve bike and pedestrian infrastructure/network connecting, and adjacent, to the site. This includes routes along W 4th 
Avenue, Highbury Street, and W 8th avenue.

• Provide pedestrian and bicycle prioritized connections throughout and across the site.
• Enhance connections to the surrounding neighbourhood and integrate the site with the existing community (and amenities).
• Enhanced connections to regionally and locally serving transit systems.
• Ensure that the Jericho Lands are publicly accessible and do not come across as private. Remove barriers to entry.
• Create a universally accessible public realm for all people, ages and abilities. Look at ways to overcome the grade changes on the 

lands.
• Provide publicly accessible bike storage facilities.
• Enable vehicle drop off for people with restricted mobility and/or families.
• Create a pedestrian bridge across W 4th Avenue.
• Provide parking for visitors.

Q. 

100%50%

A network of pedestrian and 
cyclist pathways throughout the 

site, separated from vehicles

Shops, services and amenities 
for daily needs located close to 

housing

Streets designed to be car-light 
to minimize vehicle traffic

Easy access to a rapid transit 
station

66%13%

15% 25% 60%

63%15%

2%

1%

20%

20%

74%19%

7%

What do you think are the most important 
Emerging Ideas for mobility and access on the 
Jericho Lands site? 

Q. 

Please rank each idea by level of importance: 
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer

Are there other ideas you would like 
us to consider?

Q. 

• Provide connections to existing and/or future transit 
routes (SkyTrain or otherwise) that are located off-site. 
For example, bus routes along W 4th Avenue or transit on 
Broadway and W 10th Avenue.

• Enhance pedestrian connections to the surrounding 
community and existing retail hubs in the neighbourhood, 
including West Point Grey Village, Jericho Village, and 
Broadway and W 10th Avenue.

• Restrict vehicle access to the site and provide parking at 
the edges.

• Improve bicycle infrastructure on, and adjacent to, 
the site and enhance connections to the broader bike 
network.

• Create a network of pedestrian and bike only pathways 
on the site.

• Make the site universally accessible for people with 
mobility issues.

• A SkyTrain station on the lands.
• Provide electric vehicle infrastructure.
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To frequent transit (e.g. 99 
B-Line or future potential 

SkyTrain)

What are the most important connections 
to, through, or from the Jericho Lands to the 
surrounding neighbourhood?

Are there other connections you would like us 
to consider?

Q. Q. 

• Connections to existing community amenities north of the 
site, such as Brock House, Aberthau, Jericho Sailing Centre, 
Jericho Arts Centre, Jericho Hostel, and Hastings Mill Park.

• Community shuttle connecting to broader community, local 
destinations (e.g. Spanish Banks) and the regional transit 
network (e.g. SkyTrain).

• UBC
• Enhanced transit services along W 4th Avenue.
• Connections to local retail, services and transit, including 

Broadway and Alma, West Point Grey Village, Jericho Village, 
and W 4th Avenue and Alma.

• Connections through the site, including north/south and east/
west, as well as a connection from Trimble Park to Marine 
Drive along the western edge.

• Local schools, such as Lord Byng and West Point Grey 
Academy.

Please rank each idea by level of importance:
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

To Jericho Beach Park and 
Spanish Banks

To shops and services on W 
4th Avenue and/or Alma Street

To shops and services in West 
Point Grey Village

To Queen Mary school and 
West Point Grey (Trimble) Park

100%50%

42%12%

4%

3%

15% 41% 41%

69%12%

2%

2%

3%

42%

17%

60%30%

70%

8%

26%

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer



100%50%

Enhanced sidewalks and cycling 
facilities for improved safety

Designated/safe crossings to 
Jericho Beach Park

Rainwater features

Visual connection between 
Jericho Lands and Jericho 

Beach Park

81%15%

14% 37% 47%

40%18%

2%

4%

40%

67%24%

7%

3%

2%

• Improve safety of the pedestrian realm by widening of 
sidewalks.

• Enhance pedestrian and bicycle connections across W 4th 
Avenue, such as an elevated land bridge.

• Separate bike lanes to improve cyclist safety.
• Improve transit infrastructure.
• Extend commercial activity along W 4th Avenue.
• Reduce vehicle capacity and/or lanes along W 4th Avenue.

Some concerns were expressed about the potential impact of 
restricting vehicle access along W 4th Avenue. 

• Reducing access to UBC and causing spillover impacts on the 
surrounding neighbourhood.

What ideas do you have to re-imagine West 
4th Avenue?

Q. 

Please rank each idea by level of importance:
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer

Are there other ideas you would like us to 
consider?

Q. 

• Design site to be universally accessible for all ages and abilities. Include designing opportunities to overcome 
the slope on the site, places for rest, and weather proofing.

• A site specific and/or locally servicing shuttle bus.
• Consider connections to local retail, services and amenities.
• Connect to broader bike network.
• SkyTrain station on the Jericho Lands.
• Provide vehicle access for drop off and pick-up.
• Use a mechanised system to overcome the topography (e.g. a funicular)
• Provide enhanced wayfinding.

Q. Are there any other site planning ideas related to Connections and Mobility that you would 
like us to consider? If so, what are they?



Survey #3: 
Inclusive 
Neighbourhood 
Summary
The following is a summary of what we heard 
through the Inclusive Neighbourhood survey. 
The questions were focused on the Emerging 
Site Planning Ideas outlined in the Inclusive 
Neighbourhood Discussion Guide. The survey 
was open for responses from March 29 to April 
25, 2021. The written responses are ordered 
in terms of frequency of response (highest to 
lowest).

Read the Inclusive Neighbourhood Discussion 
Guide (March 2021). 

The Emerging Ideas have since been updated 
based on the feedback we received during 
Phase 2 of the planning process. These can be 
viewed on the project web page at: 
www.shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands.

Read the updated Emerging Site Planning 
Ideas (June 2021).

I own in the area

Other

I rent in the area

I work in the area

I go to school in the area

No connection

Did not answer

19 yrs and under

60 - 69 yrs

20 - 29 yrs

30 - 39 yrs

40 - 49 yrs

50 - 59 yrs

70+ yrs

*Respondents were able to select more than 
one answer for this question.

What is your connection to the Jericho 
Lands site?

What age category do you fall within?

Q. 

Q. 

20%

20%

26%

7%
7%

17%

3%

46%

11%

10%

7%

22%

4%

Demographic Information

https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-inclusive-neighbourhood.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-inclusive-neighbourhood.pdf
http://www.shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-draft-emerging-ideas.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-draft-emerging-ideas.pdf
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Prior to taking this survey, have you been 
engaged in the Jericho Lands planning 
process?

Q. 

How did you find out about this survey?Q. Do you have children under the age of 19 
at home?

Q. 

No

Yes

Did not answer

Jericho Lands email 
distribution list

A community email distribution 
(other than Jericho Lands)

I received a notification postcard

Print Media

Social Media

Other (please specify)

Did not answer

*Respondents were able to select more than 
one answer for this question

No

Yes

Did not answer

67%

28%

5%

48% 48%

4%

37%

32%

6%

9%

11%

3%

2%
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The Inclusive Neighbourhood Emerging Ideas many supporting comments. In particular, 
diverse housing options received a proportionally high number of these comments. The 
following Emerging Ideas received supporting comments in order of frequency (highest to 
lowest):

• Diverse housing choices
• Provide amenities to support the neighbourhood
• A unique and vibrant public realm
• Create a destination for culture, jobs, and shopping
• Neighbourhood spaces foster health and well-being
• Recognize land as a limited resource
• Design a new neighbourhood with distinct districts

Supporting comments varied in response. Generally, they can be summarized as follows:

• Housing diversity and affordability was highly supported. Some respondents were 
concerned that not enough affordable options will be provided. Family-friendly 
housing desirable.

• A desire for new community amenities, including community centre, school(s), day 
cares, library, and other community spaces, that support both the future and existing 
neighbourhood residents. 

• Provide opportunities to support connections in public spaces, as well as ensuring 
connections through the site. Support for expressions of MST identity and culture in 
the public realm.

• Opportunity for new arts and cultural spaces, as well as shops and services that 
support new and existing residents. A desire for new commercial development to 
compliment existing businesses in the area. 

Respondents expressed some general concerns relating to the impact of future 
development. These included:

• Concern about potential height and density.
• A need for future development to consider commercial areas close to the site. Any 

new commercial should be complimentary to existing businesses in the area, especially 
West Point Grey village, West 4th Avenue and Alma, and Broadway and Alma.

• A desire to retain West Point Grey Academy on the site. Some respondents also noted 
the desire to retain existing community amenities and programs that serve the existing 
community. 

• Some respondents were opposed to the idea of destination retail.
• Future development should be respectful of context and use transitional edges.

What do you think of the Emerging Ideas proposed for Connections 
and Mobility? Are there any you especially like or don’t like? Why?

Q. 

45%41%

Opposed

Support

General comment - 
position unknown

Quantitative Analysis of 
written Comments 

[n=123]

***Does not include “no comments” 
(48 in total)

14%
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42%

47%

79%

52%

40%

100%50%

Social housing for low and 
moderate income households 

Rental housing for moderate 
income households

Market rental housing

Market ownership housing

Housing suitable for families with 
children

19%

4%

21% 28%

3%

3%

36%

16%

32%

21%

Housing suitable for singles and 
seniors

Multi-generational housing

34%

13%

63%26%

39%25% 32%

4%

6%
5%

3%
2%

What housing types are needed to ensure that 
Jericho is an inclusive neighbourhood?

Are there other housing diversity ideas you 
would like us to consider?

Q. Q. 

• Co-operating and/or co-housing
• Moderate income housing for local service providers, 

teachers, fire fighters, police
• Family oriented housing
• Senior-friendly options providing opportunities to age in 

place
• Lower density forms of housing, such as townhomes
• No towers
• High density options are needed
• Housing that is accessible to people with disabilities/

restricted mobility
• Social housing
• Live-work spaces
• Housing options for students and/or faculty
• Hotel accommodation

Please rank each idea by level of importance:
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer

5%
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• A variety of educational options, including a future site for 
West Point Grey Academy, public schools, and childcare.

• Recreational amenities servicing the local and city-wide 
community, these included a community centre, swimming 
pool, gym/fitness centre, playfields, playgrounds, and other 
recreation facilities

• A network of parks and open spaces
• An indigenous cultural and learning centre
• Public performance spaces and outdoor community spaces
• Maker spaces and artist studios
• Entertainment venue, such as a theatre
• Local serving retail and services

Concerns were expressed that any new amenities and/or services 
need to consider existing amenities and retail in the area. Some 
respondents would not like the Jericho Lands to be seen as a 
destination.

One of the Emerging Ideas is to create a 
destination for culture, jobs, and shopping. 
Which types of activities are important 
to create a vibrant and complete new 
neighbourhood?

Are there other ideas to create a unique 
destination that you would like us to consider?

Q. Q. 

Please rank each idea by level of importance:
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

100%50%

Areas to celebrate and share MST 
Nations’ culture and identity 

(e.g. ceremony display)

Shops and services for local 
daily needs (e.g. grocery store)

Regionally important job space 
(e.g. office)

Public amenities (e.g. community 
centre, social facilities)

71%10%

41% 41% 16%

76%17%

1%

1%

42%36%

2%

2%

6%

20%

18%

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer



• Additional community amenities, especially those that are 
complimentary to existing facilities and programs in the 
neighbourhood

• Fine grain, local serving retail and services, which are 
complimentary to existing shops and services at West Point 
Grey Village, W 4th Avenue and Alma, and Broadway and 
Alma

• Retention of existing community amenities and services that 
exist on the site 

• COVID safe outdoor public gathering spaces
• Parks and open spaces
• Arts and cultural performance spaces
• Covered outdoor spaces

Neighbourhood spaces are important to 
create a unique neighbourhood identity, 
and to foster health and well-being. In your 
opinion, which are the most important types of 
neighbourhood spaces for us to consider?

Are there other ideas you would like us to 
consider?

Q. Q. 

Please rank each idea by level of importance:
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

100%50%

Welcoming parks and open space, 
including gathering spaces

Unique design of the public realm 
(e.g. streets, greenways, plazas)

Spaces to pause and sit and/or 
enjoy unplanned connections

Public amenities (e.g. community 
centre, social facilities, and arts 

and culture)

Informal spaces for gathering 
(e.g. coffee shops, restaurants)

63%

3%

2%

26% 67%

58%10%

2%

4%

27%

30%

57%31%

80%

1%

16%

1%

6%

5%

11%

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer

• Provision of community amenities and programs, including new and existing schools, a community centre, childcare, 
youth focused programs, and arts and cultural spaces

• Increased housing options through higher density and missing middle forms. Provide options oriented towards, 
families, moderate income earners and seniors

• Green open spaces
• Provide for food production opportunities (e.g. community garden)
• Integrate Jericho Lands with surrounding neighbourhood and provide integrated and enhanced community 

connections

Q. Are there any other site planning ideas related to Inclusive Neighbourhoods that you’d like 
us to consider? If so, what are they?



I own in the area

Other

I rent in the area

I work in the area

I go to school in the area

No connection

Did not answer

19 yrs and under

60 - 69 yrs

20 - 29 yrs

30 - 39 yrs

40 - 49 yrs

50 - 59 yrs

70+ yrs

*Respondents were able to select more than 
one answer for this question.

What is your connection to the Jericho 
Lands site?

What age category do you fall within?

Q. 

Q. 

15%
28%

28%

8%
5%

15%

1%

48%
15%

15%

15%

3%

3%

Survey #4: 
Sustainability 
& Resilience 
Summary
The following is a summary of what we 
heard through the Sustainability & Resilience 
survey. The questions were focused on the 
Emerging Site Planning Ideas outlined in the 
Sustainability & Resilience Discussion Guide. 
The survey was open for responses from March 
29 to April 25, 2021. The written responses 
are ordered in terms of frequency of response 
(highest to lowest).

Read theSustainability & Resilience 
Discussion Guide (March 2021). 

The Emerging Ideas have since been updated 
based on the feedback we received during 
Phase 2 of the planning process. These can be 
viewed on the project web page at: 
www.shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands.

Read the updated Emerging Site Planning 
Ideas (June 2021).

Demographic Information

https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-sustainability-and-resilience.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-discussion-guide-sustainability-and-resilience.pdf
http://www.shapeyourcity.ca/jericho-lands
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-draft-emerging-ideas.pdf
https://syc.vancouver.ca/projects/jericho-lands/jericho-lands-draft-emerging-ideas.pdf
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Prior to taking this survey, have you been 
engaged in the Jericho Lands planning 
process?

Q. 

How did you find out about this survey?Q. Do you have children under the age of 19 
at home?

Q. 

No

Yes

Did not answer

Jericho Lands email 
distribution list

A community email distribution 
(other than Jericho Lands)

I received a notification postcard

Print Media

Social Media

Other (please specify)

Did not answer

*Respondents were able to select more than 
one answer for this question

No

Yes

Did not answer

79%

21%

55%

44%

1%

46%

12%

25%

8%

4%

5%
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What do you think about the Emerging Ideas related to 
Sustainability and Resilience? Are there any you especially like or 
don’t like? Why?

Q. 

Overall, there was a high level of support for the proposed Emerging Site Planning Ideas 
relating to Sustainability and Resilience. In particular, respondents were supportive 
of planning for a low carbon neighbourhood. The following Emerging Ideas received 
supporting comments in order of frequency (highest to lowest):

• Plan for a low carbon neighbourhood
• Design with climate change in mind
• Define a place that is resilient and adaptable
• Amplify reconciliation and long-term prosperity

Supporting comments varied in response. Generally, they can be summarized as follows:

• Sustainable building design practices and materials (e.g. passive design, net zero, low 
carbon material, such as using timber and restricting concrete use) seen as important 
for any future development.

• A desire for the electrification of transportation and need for supporting infrastructure.
• Explore opportunities for energy production at a variety of scales (e.g. solar, wind, 

waste energy, and geothermal).
• Mixed-use neighbourhood with local-serving services and amenities important to 

support local area.
• Water management and conservation needed to tackle future climate stresses and 

events.
• Food security important to increase neighbourhood resilience.
• Opportunity to support MST stewardship of the lands.

Concerns were expressed about the potential impact of development on off-site 
ecosystems, such as the ponds and wetland at Jericho Beach Park. Respondents also felt 
that social sustainability (e.g. affordable housing) needs to be considered in addition to 
environmental considerations.

69%

28%

Opposed

Support

General comment - 
position unknown

Quantitative Analysis of 
written Comments 

[n=72]

***Does not include “no comments” 
(34 in total)

3%
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What do you think are the most important 
ideas to consider in planning for a low carbon 
neighbourhood?

Are there other natural features you would like 
us to consider?

Q. 

• Electrification of transportation, both public and private, and 
the provision of supporting infrastructure.

• Preservation of green spaces, mature trees, and/or 
vegetation, in order to enable carbon sequestration.

• Use of green infrastructure, such as green roof technology 
and reuse of grey water use, to provide cooling and reduce 
water demands.

• Provision of on-site food systems and food security to reduce 
needs for transportation.

• Life-cycle analysis of construction materials and systems 
used. Also, consideration of embodied carbon.

• Reward for exceeding sustainable design and building 
requirements and practices.

Some respondents echoed considerations mentioned in the low 
carbon neighbourhood Emerging Ideas, these included:

• A need to consider solar orientation and exposure.
• The energy efficiency and performance of buildings.
• The utilization of energy systems, such as waste energy, solar, 

geothermal, and district energy.

Please rank each idea by level of importance:
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

Q. 

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer

Site layout and building orientation 
to improve solar performance

and promote passive design

Building design to optimize 
energy performance and reduce 
reliance on mechanical systems

Site design to prioritize active 
transportation modes and reduce 

reliance on vehicles

100%50%

62%32%

5%
2%

5%

25% 70%

65%30%

5%



How can the Jericho Lands be designed to be 
resilient and adaptable in response to climate 
change?

Are there other natural features you would like 
us to consider?

Q. 

• In light of the impacts of COVID-19, respondents highlighted 
a need for good quality, outdoor public spaces and places 
to gather. Covered outdoor spaces to facilitate year round 
activities were suggested. 

• Create meeting/gathering spaces for community members to 
develop social connections and cohesion.

• Future proof neighbourhood by providing flexibility in future 
design decisions.

• Design neighbourhood to make it easier to live a low carbon 
lifestyle by default.

Some respondents echoed considerations mentioned in the 
resilient and adaptable Emerging Ideas, these included:

• Building design to withstand shock and/or significant events.
• Provision of emergency support hubs in community spaces.
• Food security

Please rank each idea by level of importance:
1. very important; 2. somewhat important; 3. not very 
important

Q. 

Design public buildings to be 
emergency support hubs in times 

of need

Ensure buildings and infrastructure 
are designed to withstand significant 

events (e.g. overland flooding, fire)

Design ventilation systems in 
buildings to mitigate air quality events 

(e.g. forest fires in our region)

Ensure buildings, ecosystems and 
landscapes, and public spaces 

are designed with future climate 
conditions in mind

Provide parks and open space or 
other outdoor gathering spaces

100%50%

56%35%

1%

5%

24% 71%

83%12%

5%

3%

9%

70%27%

37%47%15%

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Did not answer

• Preserve, re-establish, and/or imitate natural systems on the site, by re-establishing historic streams, using green roofs and 
green infrastructure, or creating ecologically diverse green/park spaces.

• Utilise sustainable building materials and reduce dependence on materials such as concrete.
• Provide opportunities for food security (community gardens)
• Creating opportunities for indigenous learning and sharing, especially surrounding stewardship of land. 
• Construct buildings that are seismically resilient.
• Ensure high quality construction practices and materials. 
• Consider the potential impacts of noise and/or light pollution due to development (during construction phases and long-term).
• Provide flexibility in design. 
• Provide community oriented services to meet daily needs.
• Consider harnessing waters energy as it moves across the site.

Are there any other site planning ideas related to Sustainability and Resilience that you’d like us to 
consider? If so, what are they?

Q. 



Jericho Lands 
Planning Program

Virtual Design 
Workshops 
Summary
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Start with the Land

Respond to and enhance the site’s 
natural systems. Biodiversity, significant 
trees, hydrology, ecologically rich open 
spaces, the dramatic topography of the 
site and ridge are foundations of the 
new development. 

Work with natural contours to weave an interconnected network of open 
spaces through the site, traversing the slope gradually.

• Emphasize nature / naturalized setting as part of neighbourhood character. 
Allow the natural/ecological systems/character to define the character of 
place.

• Balance development with the protection and/or provision of natural 
spaces.

Incorporate the ridge as a form shaper.
Accentuate the site’s topography and 
the ridge through intentional placement 
and design of buildings, mobility 
corridors and open space network.

Maximize the ridge’s ecological value 
by retaining significant trees and 
sensitively incorporating gently sloped 
walking and cycling connections 
while also maximizing ecological  
connectivity. 

Celebrate the ridge by showcasing it and incorporating it into the open space 
network.

• Celebrate the ridge – development should not hide the ridge, but showcase 
it.

• Express the drama of the grade change by framing key views, and creating 
a terraced series of gathering spaces linked with accessible paths and 
stairways.

• Improve connections through the site (up/down the slope) for walking/
cycling and people with accessibility needsdisabilities.

• Incorporate the ridge into the open space network. Fit the pathways/active 
transportation corridors to the land/contours.

• Weave a connected network of open spaces that traverse the slope 
gradually. Work with natural contours to provide corridors for all ages and 
abilities.

Recognize the Ridge

The following is a high-level summary of comments collected by facilitators and City staff during the breakout room 
sessions of the Virtual Design Workshops (April 12 to 15, 2021). The feedback received has been used to refine the 
Emerging Site Planning Ideas outlined in the Discussion Guides.
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Frame Significant Views 

Consider the meaning of specific views
to mountains and sea. Preserve and 
emphasize culturally important and 
locally valued public views of the 
water, mountains and the city. Define 
and frame new views within the site to 
support wayfinding and placemaking.

Create views into the site from 
important points of arrival to welcome 
people to key places in the lands.

Mark the Jericho Lands as a distinctive 
space in the larger cityscape, visible 
from other parts of the city. 

Preserve/frame public views from the high points of the ridge to the north 
shore & city.

• Preserve/frame views from the high points of the site to the north shore & 
city.

• Provide spaces to enjoy and preserve key viewpoints and viewsheds as part 
of the public realm.

Reflect the natural and historic 
movement of water across the site 
by incorporating a distributed green 
infrastructure system.

Capture, clean and reuse rainwater 
on site through water sensitive urban 
design that threads through a range of 
natural and open spaces, connections, 
buildings and more urban settings.

Create a resilient rainwater system that 
manages water quantity and quality 
across the site and responds to the 
impacts of climate change and its 
impacts over time.

Use green infrastructure to manage the movement of water across the site 
through naturalised water channels, green roofs, ponds.

• Use green infrastructure (naturalised water channels, green roofs, ponds 
etc.) to manage the movement of water across the site. 

• Slowdown movement of water through the site to mitigate existing issues 
with run-off and pooling (along W 8th Ave and in the NE corner).

• Make water visible. Showcase it through the landscape in different ways 
(streaming, cascading, pooling, water features).

• Integrate water with pedestrian and bicycle pathways/public realm/open 
spaces. Water (and green infrastructure) as a recreational and educational 
opportunity. Create interactive elements using water.

• Investigate possibility of daylighting historical streams. Also interpreted as 
opportunity capture historical water flows and express at the surface.

Celebrate Rainwater
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Enhance Biodiversity and Ecological Connections

Enhance and integrate ecological 
connectivity through public, semipublic 
and private spaces on the site while 
connecting to the larger network 
beyond the site.

Protect significant trees and key 
habitats that enrich the ecology of the 
site and provide natural carbon capture 
and storage. 

Create a continuous ecological corridor at a variety of scales

• Support the broader ecological systems of the city through creating a 
continuous ecological corridor and allowing connections at a variety of 
scales and across ecotypes.

• Legacy ecology – work with what’s already there (the natural features and 
biodiversity already on the site) and enhance connections off-site.

• Find a way to create an ecological connection from Jericho Lands to 
Jericho Beach Park across West 4th Avenue.

• Ensure biodiversity encompasses more than just the trees.

• Restoration of existing biodiversity areas can start today to remove invasive 
species, and to promote understory health.

• Include native plantings to reflect Nations cultures and values, and to 
attract endemic insects, birds, wildlife, etc.

• Integrate green roofs and other planted surfaces into buildings for 
ecological benefits (pollinator, overlook, etc.).

• Use re-wilding as a place-making approach.

Provide a connected network of parks
and open spaces responding to the
site’s natural systems and features and
the neighbourhood’s needs for a series
of passive and active spaces to gather,
make connections, and recreate.

Accommodate a variety of park activities in the design of the site.

Strong ecological and physical connections between Jericho Lands and 
Jericho Beach Park.

• Integrate existing natural site features (ridge, forest, water) with the design 
of parks and open space network.

• Strong ecological and physical connections between Jericho Lands and 
Jericho Beach Park.

Connect Parks and Open Spaces
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Connect Parks and Open Spaces (continued)

Create a hierarchy of welcoming 
and inviting park, open space, 
semipublic,  and semi-private spaces 
that are integrated with the site and 
its built form. These spaces will be 
programmable to serve a diverse range
of needs, ages and abilities.

Foster intentional connections to 
adjacent and nearby parks, naturally 
managed areas, open spaces and  
cultural significant locations.

• Create a sense of nature through naturalized spaces in open space network.

• Interconnected open spaces support movement through the site.

• The site’s topography, views and existing natural features should be taken 
advantage of to create a unique and spectacular park network.

• Design the site to accommodate a variety of park activities including 
sports fields, spaces for families and youth, and passive areas for quiet 
contemplation and enjoyment of nature.
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Design to be Welcoming and Inclusive

Ensure that ʔəy̓alməxʷ/Iy̓álmexw/
Jericho Lands is designed to be 
welcoming.

Invite the broader community into the
site at key entrances.

Create a gateway to the site by 
extending the fine grain retail along
West 4th Avenue into the site at the 
northeast corner. Mark gateways and 
key access points with MST welcome 
figures to invite people into the
neighbourhood.

Design accessible connections 
throughout the site to intentionally 
welcome users of all ages and 
abilities and to celebrate the natural 
topography. 

Emphasize key points of arrival/entrances and provide multiple entry points 
to welcome the surrounding community. 

• Create a site that is welcoming with permeable/porous edges and with a 
multitude of connections to the surrounding community.

• Integrate active spaces and places into key points of arrival/entrances.

• Movement to and from the site is important;, pedestrian pathways, 
accessibility, beautiful spaces, pleasant and interesting, good wayfinding.

• Create a network of pathways that are accessible for all (walk, bike, and 
roll). 

• Southwest corner an important gateway on/off the site, with opportunity to 
showcase the significant public views from Trimble Park.

• Northeast corner could be important entrance for pedestrian and bicycle 
connections (cycle route along Highbury St.).

• Souteast corner could be an important gateway if a SkyTrain station is 
located at Broadway and Alma (movement onto the site, as well as to 
Jericho Beach Park).

Prioritize active travel in site design, 
creating a network that is highly 
accessible and organic, modulating 
the surrounding street grid to respond 
to the site’s topography and natural 
systems.

Link the high and low points of the 
site with a central green corridor that 
integrates active modes.

Work with topography to create a network of internal pathways (walk, bike, 
and roll) that are accessible to all.

• Design the mobility network to overcome the grade slopes to support 
accessibility by all users. Consider accessibility in design at all levels. 

• Accessibility is key to the design of the Jericho lands – need to be able to 
navigate site grades on foot, in wheelchair, on a bike. 

• Incorporate movement corridors/active transportation network that 
traverse the site on diagonal axes (northeast to southwest and southeast to 
northwest).

Prioritize Walking, Rolling and Cycling 
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Prioritize Walking, Rolling and Cycling (continued)

Design a highly walkable “15-minute 
community” by locating shops, 
services, and housing close to transit.

Establish a fine-grained network of 
safe and convenient human-scale 
connections.

Weave together a variety of  
experiences and destinations including 
gathering spaces, natural areas, and 
community amenities.

Create moments of tranquillity in 
the landscape through including 
quiet walkways through forested and 
naturalized landscapes.

• Provide purposeful quiet open spaces integrated into public realm/mobility 
network.

• Design the site to be safe, particularly associated with future  potential 
station; good lighting, overlook from residential areas, active uses.

Support existing transit with a mix of
housing types, uses, activities and
destinations within easy walking or 
rolling distance of transit stops.

If a SkyTrain station is located on-site, 
design the station to celebrate arrival, 
and provide clear wayfinding. Carefully 
consider arrival and access to a station 
and interconnectivity of buses.

Consider first and last mile 
opportunities for convenient 
walking routes and access to cycling 
infrastructure such as public bike share.

Thoughtfully integrate transit with accessible active modes (walking, rolling 
and cycling) supported by a mix of land uses including commercial and 
residential. 

• Transit access is very important, for the future of the lands. If not SkyTrain 
then bus.

• Integration of potential future station into the design of the site. This means 
station to support access to the beach, and connections with all modes – 
bus, bikes, walking.

• Provide services to go with a station, including place to get coffee and 
areas to sit; proper drop-off functions; safe and secure bike parking; other 
end of trip facilities.

• Co-locate mixed uses and transit.

• Provide convenient connections to transit.

Encourage Transit through Site Design
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 Emerging Idea 

(in Discussion Guide)
Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Knit together the fabric of the 
Jericho Lands and the surrounding 
neighbourhoods and businesses with 
aligned connections of existing and 
future streets, bike routes, and trails 
and guide people to key amenities, and 
destinations.

Design Jericho Lands as a key linkage to improve connections with the 
broader community, including through accessible paths of travel. 

• Design Jericho Lands to facilitate accessible connections within the site 
and to key neighbourhood destinations of West Point Grey Village, shops at 
Highbury and 4th Avenue, and Jericho Park Beach. 

• Improve connection to Jericho Beach Park.

• Facilitate movement to/from existing retail districts.

• Create respectful edges and transitions to the surrounding area (Highbury 
referenced frequently).

• Provide connections to existing community amenities and services located 
close to the site (Aberthau, theatre, Brock House).

• Provide a range of connections to / from adjacent neighbourhoods with 
route options.

• Porosity and permeability of all site edges through integrating active 
transportation corridors.

Redesign West 4th Avenue to  
incorporate rainwater management, 
safe walking, rolling and cycling. 
Enhance the site’s visual and ecological 
connection between the Jericho Lands 
and Jericho Beach Park.

Humanize and animate West 4th 
Avenue with retail, residential, MST art 
and natural experiences.

Treatment of 4th Ave is undeniably important for improving pedestrian and 
cyclist experience, and to provide an ecological connection to Jericho Beach 
Park. 

• Provide enhanced connection to Jericho Beach Park and improve the 
pedestrian experience of walking along and across W 4th Avenue (create 
land bridge and/or tunnel across W 4th Ave.).

• Incorporate space for a generous public realm along West 4th Ave.

• Create safer pedestrian and cycling crossing and movement opportunities.

• Naturalize the 4th Ave interface.

Re-imagine West 4th Avenue
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 Emerging Idea 

(in Discussion Guide)
Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Re-imagine West 4th Avenue (continued)

Knit together the fabric of the 
Jericho Lands and the surrounding 
neighbourhoods and businesses with 
aligned connections of existing and 
future streets, bike routes, and trails 
and guide people to key amenities, and 
destinations.

• Calm the flow of vehicle traffic on 4th Ave.

• Establish West 4th Ave as a great public place (incorporate nature, traffic 
calming and connections to the park).

Prioritize walking, rolling, cycling and
transit use, and minimize prioritization
for vehicles.

Limit vehicle access to key points 
and discourage through-traffic and 
shortcutting by design.

Ensure that access, servicing, loading, 
and emergency services are achievable 
within the site.

Strategies to minimize car ownership 
and reduce private car trips will address 
near-term needs.

Make parking flexible to meet the 
changing needs of residents and 
visitors over time. Consider site design 
approaches that allow for streets to be 
closed at certain times of day or during 
special events

Planning for active modes requires accessible routes to address topography, 
connections to key destinations, design to incorporate uninterrupted, safe 
pathways for walking/rolling and cycling. 

• Planning for active modes emphasis on working with the topography, 
to respond to desire lines, and to minimize vehicles and limit crossings 
(vehicle/pedestrian and bike).

• Provision of amenities, shops and services, gathering spaces, etc. within 
walking distance of housing will reduce reliance on vehicles. 

• Streets should be designed for people, not cars.

• Key connections/entrances to the site such as West 4th Avenue and 
Highbury, West 6th Avenue, West 8th Ave at Discovery Street, and future 
potential subway station at Alma. 

• Prioritize vehicular movement and parking at site edges, while 
accommodating emergency, loading and transit pickup/drop-off needs.

Design the Site to be Car-Lite
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Diverse Housing Choice

Create a diverse and inclusive new
neighbourhood by providing housing 
for residents with a mix of incomes, 
including housing for families with 
children and low and moderate-income 
households. At least 30% of the units 
will be comprised of social housing, 
market and below-market rental 
housing.

Integrate a variety of housing forms 
throughout the districts in apartment 
forms that include ground-oriented 
units. Opportunities to optimize 
access to outdoor space in building 
courtyards, balconies, rooftops and 
terraces will be provided.

Provide housing tenure and affordability choices for seniors, families, 
students, in a variety of building types designed to foster community.

• Development should include a diverse range of housing/building types, 
tenures, and sizes.

• Orient/construct buildings to foster sense of community (i.e. shared 
courtyards, wider hallways, shared amenity space, coop housing).

• A portion of units should be designed with seniors in mind (aging in place).

• Bring seniors, young families, families with children, and students together 
in intergenerational housing opportunities.

• Design housing that maintains connection to natural world / open space.

Create a new neighbourhood that 
is welcoming and inclusive, where 
residents have easy access to their 
daily needs within a short walk or roll to 
their homes. Provide a full range of land 
uses including residential, commercial 
and services, public amenities, and job 
space to support the new residents and 
the broader community.

See over.

Respond to the site to create unique areas defined by natural systems, 
connected by a network of pathways, each with its own heart, supported by a 
range of suitable uses.

• To support the notion of distinct areas within the plan, some suggestions 
included maintaining the green character by defining districts by natural 
systems; treat each area as a 5-minute city with granular consideration for 
shops such as corner stores and gathering spaces; a unique approach to 
car-light neighbourhood would help to define the areas.

• Accessible connections between the areas/districts is important, connecting 
the lower neighbourhood of 4th and Highbury, to West Point Grey Village 
and to the beach.

• A broad range of uses were discussed as being important to create distinct 
areas and utilize land efficiently.

Design a New Neighbourhood with Distinct Districts
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Design a New Neighbourhood with Distinct Districts (continued)

Development will include a range of
building types and scales that respond 
to the site’s unique natural features as 
well as proximity to a potential future 
SkyTrain extension to UBC. Explore 
the placement of taller buildings to 
distinguish districts, accentuate the 
ridge, optimize transit use and create a 
culturally distinct skyline.

Design for a series of distinct districts 
within the lands, defined by the 
ridge, topography and community 
adjacencies, connected by a network of 
parks, open space, and walking/rolling 
and cycling connections. 

• Concern was expressed related to neighbourhood fit and the interface of 
the Jericho Lands to the established edges of the site. Beyond the site, 
there was concern about the struggling nature of West Point Grey Village 
and potential impacts from commercial on the Jericho Lands site. 

Envision Jericho Lands as a unique 
destination celebrating MST culture 
within the city, with a range of 
shopping, public amenities and
services, including office and other 
commercial/ employment space.

This variety of uses, integrated 
throughout the neighbourhood, will 
support the daily needs of residents 
of the Jericho Lands and surrounding 
neighbourhoods.

Create distinctive and welcoming 
points of arrival, marked in a way that is 
inviting and expressive of MST culture. 
Extend the fine grain retail along West 
4th Avenue into the site. 

Celebrate the natural characteristics of the site and Musqueam, Squamish and 
Tsleil-Waututh cultures in creating a destination for culture, jobs, retail.

• Celebrate the natural characteristics of the site as a reason to make it a 
destination. Retain natural feeling of the site, as the location and natural 
elements are a large draw to people across the city/region.

• Create a neighbourhood that is connected and complementary to the 
broader community and surrounding retail.

• Include community amenities and spaces, as well as cultural space 
showcasing Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh MST cultures. Provide 
opportunities for cross-cultural exchanges and expression, as well as 
education. Places for MST cultural performances and productions. Both 
indoor and outdoor spaces of First Nations production and performance 
(natural amphitheatre).

Create a Destination for Culture, Jobs and Shopping
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Create a Destination for Culture, Jobs and Shopping (continued)

• Create inviting and accessible community gathering spaces that are safe 
and welcoming. Spaces protected from vehicle noise and the elements 
(rain). Both informal and formal spaces.

• Include locally serving amenities, shops, and services. 

• Make sure they are complementary to the existing commercial areas (W 4th 
Ave and W 10th Ave).

• Provide job spaces with potential synergies with UBC. Focus on institutional 
and tech. Also, provide places for production, such as live/work spaces, 
studios etc.

• Site corners are important places for connection/invitation to the broader 
neighbourhood.

Meet the needs of the neighbourhood 
with a range of amenities, such as 
parks, plazas, childcare facilities, a 
community centre, social and cultural 
facilities, and affordable housing.

New amenities will serve as destinations 
for the new neighbourhood, broader 
community and visitors. Explore 
opportunities and collaborative models 
to co-locate amenities to support a 
variety of uses and programs.

Serve many needs with a variety of spaces and programs, from recreation, to 
arts and culture, library, programs for children, youth and seniors.

• New amenities should serve many needs by providing a variety of programs 
from recreation, to arts and cultural spaces, theatre space (indoor and 
outdoor), library, programs for children, youth and seniors, and sharing 
Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh cultures.

• Design to accommodate a wide range of activities ranging from small 
gathering spaces for tai chi, walking trails, outdoor exercise equipment, 
playgrounds, sports fields, community gardens, amphitheatre, and spaces 
for music and celebration.

• Create a variety of spaces for gathering. Design flexible use into the spaces. 
Places for intergenerational and social interaction.

• Animate the ground plane  with a mix of uses, for activation and safety.

• Integrate the natural environment with social infrastructure facilities.

Provide Amenities to Support the Neighbourhood
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Neighbourhood Spaces to Foster Health and Well-Being

Create unique community gathering 
spaces that are welcoming to all, 
that encourage connections with  
neighbours and foster community 
health and well-being. Locate gathering 
spaces and places within easy access of 
each neighbourhood district.

Animate these gathering spaces by 
locating them at key destinations such 
as community facilities or retail areas 
nearby, areas of higher densities, at 
important crossroads for movement, or 
entries to the new neighbourhood.

Integrate opportunities for growing 
and sharing food at the site to building 
scale. 

Foster community in design of buildings with integrated housing for all ages, 
and common spaces that encourage interaction.

• Design to accommodate a wide range of activities ranging from small 
gathering spaces for tai chi, walking trails, outdoor exercise equipment, 
playgrounds, sports fields, community gardens, amphitheatre, and spaces 
for music and celebration. 

• Intergenerational public realm and placemaking.

• Orient/construct buildings to foster sense of community (i.e. shared 
courtyards, wider hallways, shared amenity space, coop housing). 

• See nature as an amenity and essential to well-being on the site.

• Create inviting and accessible community gathering spaces that are safe 
and welcoming. Spaces protected from vehicle noise and the elements 
(rain). Both informal and formal spaces.

• Include community amenities and spaces, as well as cultural space 
showcasing MST cultures.

• 
• Buildings should be designed to foster community through integrated 

housing for all ages, with common spaces such as rooftops and courtyards 
to encourage interaction. To enable a resurgence of neighbours knowing 
neighbours

Create a unique identity and high-
quality public realm that honours 
and conveys MST culture and stories, 
fosters a strong sense of community, 
and facilitates social connections and 
participation in public life.

See over

Define unique areas in response to natural features, each with its own heart, 
connected by network of pathways and supported by a range of suitable 
uses.

Design inviting gathering spaces that are attractive and contribute to 
placemaking.

A Unique and Vibrant Public Realm
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

A Unique and Vibrant Public Realm (continued)

• Include community amenities and spaces, as well as cultural space 
showcasing Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-WaututhMST cultures. Provide 
opportunities for cross-cultural exchanges and expression, as well as 
education. Places for MST cultural performances and productions. Both 
indoor and outdoor spaces of First Nations production and performance 
(natural amphitheatre). 

• Provide accessible spaces and connections. Provide for rest and respite 
while navigating the site.

• Create inviting and accessible community gathering spaces that are safe 
and welcoming. Spaces protected from vehicle noise and the elements 
(rain).  

• Spaces for arts and culture production and performance (arts, music etc). 
Synergies with the Vancouver Folk Festival. Provide year-round spaces for 
production and performance.

• Include locally serving amenities, shops, and services. Make sure they are 
complimentary to the existing commercial areas (W 4th Ave and W 10th 
Ave).

• Provide a variety of affordable housing choices (tenures and housing types). 

• Provide resources and housing for seniors on-site. Also, connect to existing 
resources within the community.

• Provide job spaces with potential synergies with UBC. Focus on institutional 
and tech. Also, provide places for production, such as live/work spaces, 
studios etc. 

• Retain natural feeling of the site, as the location and natural elements are a 
large draw to people across the city/region.

Create a series of connected public 
places and gathering spots that link the 
different parts of the neighbourhood 
together, including through a green 
network that enhances and connect 
habitats to improve biodiversity and 
ecosystem health.
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Recognize the Lands as a Limited Resource

A broad range of uses were discussed as being important to create distinct 
areas and utilize land efficiently.

• Diverse housing options throughout, including intergenerational and 
affordable housing options; 

 
• Commercial opportunities including local serving retail, and entertainment 

areas;  institutional and employment opportunities (perhaps along West 4th 
Avenue);.

• Arts and culture destination, galleries, and display; and performance venues 
such as an outdoor amphitheatre designed with weather protection.

Consider topography, connectivity and 
the surrounding context in designing 
for building height and density across 
the site. Recognize that there are 
trade-offs between building height and 
density and providing land for parks, 
open space and biodiversity, public 
amenities, and affordable housing.

Design the built form to balance solar 
access on the public realm, on and off 
site. Shape taller built form to celebrate 
culturally significant views to, within 
and from Jericho.
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Plan for a Low Carbon Neighbourhood

Site design should focus on creating a highly walkable neighbourhood with 
reduced vehicle use.

• To address low carbon goals, site design should focus on creating a highly 
walkable neighbourhood with reduced vehicle use (limited parking, limited 
on-site streets, and enhanced transit options including movement within the 
site). Pedestrian pathways should include weather protection.

• Solar orientation considering the slope and site orientation is important for 
buildings, streets, and biodiversity areas to ensure access to daylight.

• Utilize green building practices, such as green roofs, use of self-ventilation, 
and explore opportunities for tall timber. Using building materials with 
longevity in mind.

• Natural systems – tree canopy, native plant and tree selection, management 
of rainwater and groundwater to mitigate seasonal changes (wet winter and 
dry summer) is important.

• Showcase and promote sustainable transportation through weather 
protection, co-locating uses, placing cars at the edges of the site.

Respond to the climate emergency 
with a comprehensive approach 
that minimizes carbon pollution 
through supporting transit and active 
transportation and through building 
efficiency, renewable energy supply, 
and sustainable material choices.

Create a compact, mixed-use 
neighbourhood. Orient streets, 
movement corridors and buildings 
to promote passive design, optimize 
energy performance and take 
advantage of Vancouver’s climate 
to minimize reliance on engineered 
systems.

Pursue the highest sustainability and 
lowcarbon standards in place at time of 
building design as development will be 
phased over coming decades.

Recognize that designing the Jericho 
Lands to prioritize active transportation 
modes, encourage transit use and 
provide housing near shops and 
services, plays a significant role in the 
reduction of carbon emissions.

Utilize green building practices, such as green roofs, use of self-ventilation, 
and explore opportunities for mass timber.

Tread lightly by retaining natural features: provide vegetative coverage, 
minimize underground parking and consider impacts of development on 
micro climate.

Design with Climate Change in Mind
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Consider impacts of changing climate 
conditions on the site. Plan for future 
air quality events with careful design of 
building ventilation systems and ‘clean 
air shelters’ in community spaces, in 
recognition of the increased frequency 
and severity of forest fires expected to 
impact our region
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Design with Climate Change in Mind (continued)

• Capture (slowdown) and clean rainwater and stormwater run-off on the 
site. Re-use where possible and create areas for water retention for use at 
periods of low flow. 

• Utilize green building practices, such as green roofs, use of self-ventilation, 
and explore opportunities for tall timber. Using building materials with 
longevity in mind. 

• Prepare for and consider potential impact of sea-level rise (rising water 
table).

• Tread lightly on the site. Retain natural features and provide vegetative 
coverage. Minimize underground parking requirements and consider 
impacts of development on micro climates. 

• Consider alternative energy systems: tapping into the Highbury interceptor 
for heat energy transfer, district energy, and geothermal.

Design with flexibility, adaptability and
resilience in mind. Develop a thriving
and prepared neighbourhood that can
respond effectively to climate shocks
and stresses over the long-term.

Design buildings and infrastructure 
to be reliable and able to withstand 
significant events like earthquakes, 
overland flooding, and fire.

Provide public amenities that support 
community resilience and foster 
equity, and that are able to serve as 
emergency support hubs in times of 
need.

See over

Consider orientation in planning streets and parks, protection of biodiversity 
areas, and  placement of buildings to ensure solar access, daylight and 
occupant comfort.

• Jericho Lands should be nimble and willing to adapt to changing 
approaches to sustainability.

• Plant a naturalized landscape, which could include edible elements 
(local food production, community gathering and social interaction, and 
educational purposes).

• Utilize green infrastructure (street, buildings and pedestrian realm) for 
water purification, absorption. Natural systems that are able to absorb 
intense rain events.

• Provide social sustainability opportunities/ community gathering points

Provide Amenities to Support the Neighbourhood
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Ensure buildings, ecosystems and 
landscapes, and public spaces are 
designed with future climate conditions 
in mind, including hotter, drier 
summers, and wetter rainy seasons.

Facilitate low-impact approaches to 
water infrastructure. Embed rainwater 
management into the core of the site 
design so future increases in amount 
and intensity of rainfall can be handled 
using natural systems. Conserve 
potable water to recognize the future 
increase in demand and decrease in 
available drinking water in summer 
months. 
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Emerging Idea 
(in Discussion Guide)

Summary of Feedback 
(from Virtual Design Workshops)

Define a Place that is Resilient and Adaptable (continued)

• Sustainable development methods and building design (mass timber, 
passivehaus, etc.).

• Design flexibility into buildings/spaces to meet changing needs.

Consider ways to increase local food 
security through enhancing access to 
sustainably grown food, and to healthy 
and affordable food retail options both 
within the neighbourhood and within 
walking, transit or cycling distance.
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Amplify Reconciliation and Long-term Prosperity

Recognize and support the Jericho 
Lands as a site of reconciliation and 
prosperity to support the Musqueam, 
Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh 
communities.

Develop and support ongoing 
opportunities for education, training 
and employment for members of the
MST Nations.

Reflect the leadership role of the MST 
as stewards of these lands and aspire 
to a future for ʔəy̓alməxʷ/Iy̓álmexw/
Jericho that is a global precedent for 
reconciliation and contemporary
Indigenous urbanism.
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Virtual Design Workshops:  
MIRO Boards
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Natural Systems + Open Space
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Frame significant views
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Recognize the Ridge

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Incorporate the ridge as a form shaper Preserve and emphasize significant public views

Biesbosch Museum, Netherlands

Aarhus, Denmark

Perspektivenweg Trail Lookout, Austria

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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EMERGING IDEAS
CITY POLICY

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Biodiversity Strategy

View Protection Guidelines

Round 1

What will the 
buildings be / look 
like on the ridge? 
throughout the 

site?

a: Too early to talk 
about building 

typology - focus is 
on access points 

and where building 
may take place at 

all.

Would like to see 
an open water 
course flowing 

down one of the 
ridge elements.

Would be good if 
site takes some of 

the rainwater 
pressure off of 

8th avenue

Rainwater 
running down 8th 
>> highbury - can 
flood surrounding 

buildings

Consider water 
feature across 

all seasons (dry 
season v winter)

On top of quadra 
sands aquifer - 
only 20' down - 
will need to be 

considered when 
building

Consider 
potential 

impacts on 
Jericho Beach 
Park ponds

Cyclists on 8th: If 
there was a way to 
cycle through the 
site - that was an 

easier ride - would 
keep folks on site 

longer.

Natural Systems + Open Space
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Incorporate the ridge as a form shaper Preserve and emphasize significant public views

Biesbosch Museum, Netherlands
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Perspektivenweg Trail Lookout, Austria
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Grey Park
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Park
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EMERGING IDEAS
CITY POLICY

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Biodiversity Strategy

View Protection Guidelines

Round 2

Need to consider 
solar 

performance / 
shading on rest of 
site when building 

up top

Putting density 
along top / ridge 

in order to 
preserve the rest 

of the site's 
natural features

Do we want 
taller 

buildings 
along ridge?

Buildings should 
be along main 

streets - fronting - 
including west 8th

How to work 
within existing 

neighbourhood 
context ? 

(heights, etc.)

Finding it hard to 
separate  Natural 

Systems and 
Open Space  
topics v built 
form/density

Top of 
ridge is so 

important - 
views, etc...

Look at SF's 
response to 
topography

Think about 
biking through the 

site!! Make it 
easier - an 

experience - 8th is 
brutal

Different strategies 
on how built form 

fits 
within/on/around 

ridge. Do we want to 
use buildings to 

emphasize ridge?

Idea of 
ridge is 

important

Would like to 
see green 

aspects retained 
as much as 

possible.

Believe that 
density is 

important - safety, 
economics, height 

releases 
groundscape

Staggering 
building heights 

by terrace 
ensuring that top 
will be able to be 

seen over

connectng 
rooftops to 
ridge along 

the way

interesting dialogue - 
between what are the 

important Natural Features 
on site (how to retain) and 
how to incorporate density 
to take pressure off natural 

systems

Natural Systems + Open Space
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West Point 
Grey Park
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EMERGING IDEAS
CITY POLICY

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Biodiversity Strategy

View Protection Guidelines

Round 3

how Venice and Florence are 
designed on a grand scale - this 

is an opportunity to have the site 
planned  - beautifully - as things 
relate to each other. Buildings 
sensitive relationship to each 

other, how people move, natural 
space.

glad you 
are 

considering

Views to the site 
- architecture 

that people will 
see from afar.

45 degree 
contours start 
to inform built 
form / surface 

water

Terracing green 
roofs across site 
so they become 
part of the views 

below

Would you 
consider fingers 
of views? With 
interconnected 

green roofs? 
along ridge

Interested in the Senakw 
renderings - and how they 

have a different 'language' - 
will there be an 

opportunity to do 
something similar here?

Being cognizant 
that views go both 
ways - looking at 

the site is also 
important.

GD - Role of the 
sentinels - if you 

have large buildings 
there - you have the 

responsibliity to 
make them worth 

looking at.

BC - Do we hide 
height? or 

celebrate ridge by 
adding height - 
two schools of 

thought.

How to incorporate 
visible Indigeneity 

onto the site / build 
form / architecture 

strategy

Where and 
how do you 
maintain the 
resource of a 
great view?

Important to 
maintain/enhance 

public access to 
the view  - needs 

to be larger than a 
'little area'

How do buildings 
along top of site - 
impact folks on 

8th - and in 
surrounding area?

Natural Systems + Open Space
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EMERGING IDEAS
CITY POLICY

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Biodiversity Strategy

View Protection Guidelines

Round 4

Haythem: when he designs 
drainage/streams to Jericho 

Beach Park - whatever he 
designs the exit point - 

make sure they are aligned 
(2-3 sites) where water 

could come in.

All 
interconnected

8th is the secret 
hidden pathway 

with the best view 
(for runners) - 

view from Trimble 
Park is special

The ridge / form 
that we see will 

be influenced by 
the density on 

the site.

Do we want to 
have the vertical 
'landmark' (e.g. 

Brentwood) or do 
we want to keep it 

natural.

Echoing: We 
tend to put a 
price tag on 

views in 
Vancouver

if you were to have a 
square or plaza on top 

of the station - that 
could be an entry way 

into station (also 
protect views / be a 

view point)

wonder where 
the station 

would land if 
there was one 
near/on site?

Reaching out 
across water - to 

mountains --> 
views can't be 
undervalued

views 
should be 

kept public

What is the 
connection with 
phase 2 of the 

Broadway subway? 
how will that 

influence this work?

Natural Systems and Open Space - Breakout Room #1
Emerging Ideas: Recognize the Ridge & Frame Significant Views

Workshop #1
Monday, April 12, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

Celebrate Rainwater

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Natural Systems + Open Space

Reflect the natural movement of water 
across the site / Capture, clean and reuse

Start with the land

Respond to and enhance 
sites's natural features

CITY POLICY
One Water

Rain City Strategy

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

EMERGING IDEAS

Dockside Green, Victoria

Hinge Park, Vancouver

Sherbourne Common, Toronto

Wesbrook Village, UBC

UniverCity, SFU, Burnaby

Wesbrook Village, UBC

(2) avoid parking under 
landscapes - limited to 
under buildings. When 

parking is beneath 
landscape it limits the 

biodiversity above

Possible to 
excavate and 
continue the 

natural features 
across west 4th.

 (1) limit the size of 
buildings to manage 

the ecology/water 
((3,000 - 6,000sf 

footprint, to allow 
flexibility)

There is an odd drainage 
ditch along the south side 

of fourth avenuee. It seems 
like an obvious connection: 

from the southwest 
towards Jericho Park - and 
releasing out to the sea.

There should be an 
expression of water, 

because it's part of our 
region, but it can also be 
practical: used as habitat, 
and the use of plants to 
purify water naturally.

Connect 
jericho lands 

through water 
to the ocean

Round 1

how might 
buildings 

interact with 
the site:

Water features 
can also be a 
draw for the 
community: 
attract users

The release of 
water through the 

topography can 
form the layout of 

the site

Are there special 
parts of the site - 

that relate to water? 
That should be 

better expressed in 
the design?

Is it possible 
to draw the 

sealife to 
the site?

Water features 
as community 
assets/preced

ents?

In Portland (great 
precedent): their 

concrete parks and 
waterfalls: use these 

spaces as wading 
areas and swimming 

pools

Law courts has a 
series of waterfalls: 

a series of north 
facing pools that are 
reflective pools and 
draw water into the 

site

North facing: use 
reflecting pools to 
draw light into the 
site - reflect light 

down the hill

Water fountains 
in LA and in Coal 

Harbour: places of 
play and a visual 

draw

Uncovering 
the loss creaks 

may be an 
opportunity.

Bringing in 
natural features, 

rather than 
creating artificial 

fountains and 
pools

Water treatment through 
natural systems can be 

used on the site because of 
its natural topography and 

vegetation (the use of 
grasses and reeds to filter). 

Function for black water 
and grey water treatment.
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Celebrate Rainwater

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Natural Systems + Open Space

Reflect the natural movement of water 
across the site / Capture, clean and reuse

Start with the land

Respond to and enhance 
sites's natural features

CITY POLICY
One Water

Rain City Strategy

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

EMERGING IDEAS

Dockside Green, Victoria

Hinge Park, Vancouver

Sherbourne Common, Toronto

Wesbrook Village, UBC

UniverCity, SFU, Burnaby

Wesbrook Village, UBC

Round 2

Interested in the 
images you're 

showing 
specially Hinge 

Park

Like the idea of 
celebrating 

rainwater. I would 
like to see large 

overhangs: enjoy 
rainwater, but are 

still protected by it.

Do you have any 
idea where the 

wetland water is 
coming from?

There is a major aquifer 
under the park: In your 

engineering studies, your 
assessing the impact that 
development will have on 

Jericho Beach Park and the 
wetlands?

Quadrasands aquifer: Have 
you mapped how close it is 
to the surface, and will that 

limit parkades / 
underground parking, and 
is there an opportunity to 
tap into it. (being studied)

 it's rare that we think 
about evergreen trees and 

their role in rainwater 
management (take up 

more space) but there's an 
opportunity hereto use 

evergreen trees as a main 
tool and for shelter.

The Hinge Park 
feature attracts 

kids and 
encourages 
water play

Any local 
examples of 
these areas 
of refuge?

Granville Island: 
very popular 

when its raining, 
but don't have 

to get wet.

Areas of 
refuge and 

areas of 
play

Like the 
educational 

component of the 
wesbrook village, 

but making it 
playful

Shipyards in north 
vancouver has become 

a destination place 
(Shelter). Not the right 
language for this space 
but it provides shelter.

Have you mapped 
where surface 
water features 

can exist on the 
site?

The 45 degrees is very 
interesting, buildings 

being oriented similarly 
for passive house. The 

waterflow and the 
energy modelling could 

be very influential

Green roofs 
interacting: 

connections from 
higher levels to 

lower levels of the 
site

Considered 
cisterns for 
capture on 

green roofs.

How are you going 
to find a balance the 

need to build 
buildings and 
honouring the 

aspects of the land 
and the water run?

enjoy water in 
areas that are 
also protected; 

maybe by covers 
+ canopies+....
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Celebrate Rainwater

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Natural Systems + Open Space

Reflect the natural movement of water 
across the site / Capture, clean and reuse

Start with the land

Respond to and enhance 
sites's natural features

CITY POLICY
One Water

Rain City Strategy

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

EMERGING IDEAS

Dockside Green, Victoria

Hinge Park, Vancouver

Sherbourne Common, Toronto

Wesbrook Village, UBC

UniverCity, SFU, Burnaby

Wesbrook Village, UBC

Round 3

Is there a plan or strategy 
for daylighting streams 

again? there are probably 
steams that can't be, but is 

there a plan to 
acknowledge / storyboard 
the steams? How can that 

be balanced and part of the 
site still?

Daylighting streams: It 
might be more doable to 
get a feel for the general 
morphology of the site, 

where the drainage could 
be, and then move your 
stream channel and bike 

paths and walking paths to 
where they fit,

If there's any 
possiblity of salmon 
coming back on that 

stream - there's a 
huge amount of 

interest.

Take advantage of 
this site: related 

to how water 
passes around it, 
from the broader 

community.

What is the difference 
between this 90 acre site 

and what the City typically 
does: infill, Broadway 

(raingardens, canopies). 
When you have a 90- acre 

site there must be 
significantly more you can 

do. Be ambitious

How ambitious will the 
waterplan be? This 

landscape does how 
capacity as an 

interceptor between 
site and jericho beach. 
(within the watershed)

Interested in 
reestablishing a 

stream trail 
network. Right now 
the biggest limiting 

factor is clean water.

Look at 
integrating the 

water from south 
of 8th avenue into 

the site.

The opportunity here is to 
do something that bridges, 

to innovate, to explore 
things that will improve the 

natural systems. What's 
possible in 90- acres, in 
terms of putting down 

infrastructure.

Are there 
areas on the 
site that you 

want to 
highlight?

Engaging with and 
connecting with 

water precedents? 
Other places that 

make you feel 
connected to water?

Brickworks 
in Toronto.

Water 
treatment 

in Lynn 
Valley.

Look north and know 
where this water could 
fit into Jericho Park. I'm 

aware of 2/3 sites of 
where it makes sense 

to bring water in.

Maybe we use rain barrels 
throughout. Put that 

thinking through the whole 
property. how can we do it 
in a way that people on the 

site feel like connecting, 
engaging, part of the 

process.

To integrate the former 
watershed, could bring the 

stormwater from south of 8th 
avenue into the site, if you had 
some kind of infiltration system 
(swales). The challenge will be 
that water may rush through 

within a day of rainfall. Have to 
keep water within the site for as 

long as possible.

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   2

Celebrate Rainwater

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Natural Systems + Open Space

Reflect the natural movement of water 
across the site / Capture, clean and reuse

Start with the land

Respond to and enhance 
sites's natural features

CITY POLICY
One Water

Rain City Strategy

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

EMERGING IDEAS

Dockside Green, Victoria

Hinge Park, Vancouver

Sherbourne Common, Toronto

Wesbrook Village, UBC

UniverCity, SFU, Burnaby

Wesbrook Village, UBC

Round 4

Salt water marshes and 
other aquatic systems 

store more carbon that 
tropical rainforest, so as a 
long- term climate change 

mediation strategy - 
funneling the waters into a 

saltwater marsh would 
have merit.

Any decisions that you make on 
the site will have an impact 
downstream (in the park). 

Originally the lands south were a 
salt water marsh. It would be 
expensive but it would make 

sense - if we were going through 
the expense of making it a 
salmon bearing streams

 That aquifer might  give 
you the flow you want year 
round - lots of other sites 
don't look very good for 
most of the year. When 
you're dealing with the 
slopes that you are, it's 
going to be a challenge.

The other thing is 
you're sitting atop 
the quadrasands 

aquifer: add a lot of 
water; might be 

feeding the ponds in 
Jericho Park.

The gradients that 
you have, and in the 

summer the flow 
rates will be almost 
non existent. To get 
flows year round will 

not be a easy job.

Is it possible to take stormwater 
out of the system north of the 

site: the stormwater causes 
havoc just east of the site. The 

slopes are so fast that it creates 
local flooding problems. If you 
could get the water away from 

us that would be a great thing to 
do for the local community.

When we did our work (drainage 
work) in our condominium 

across the site. There's a good 
history near by at the Kits station 
(available through Env Canada). 
Looks back at peak flows over 

the last 100 years: it's dead flat. 
For whatever reason, at this 

point, we've been spared with 
any flooding cause by Climate 

Change.

Impacts of 
climate 

change to 
the area?

Natural Systems and Open Space - Breakout Room #2
Emerging Ideas: Start with the Land & Celebrate Rainwater

Workshop #1
Monday, April 12, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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WORK SPACE

CITY POLICY

PRECEDENTS

ENHANCE 
BIODIVERSITY 
AND 
ECOLOGICAL 
CONNECTIONS

Natural Systems + Open Space

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   3

Protect significant trees and key habitats

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

VanPlay

Vancouver Bird Strategy

Through the site and 
connecting to the larger 
network beyond the site.

EXISTING PHOTOS

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

EMERGING IDEAS

Royal Seaport, Stockholm

Xuhui Runway Park, Shanghai

HIGH- VALUE TREES MEDIUM- VALUE TREES

Round 1 & 2

significant 
stand of 
poplar 
trees

improved 
connections 

through public art 
or interpretive 

signage

Opportunity 
- Former 
stream 

along site

ecological 
connections - 

how can they be 
improved across 

west 4th?

quiet spaces for people 
and how to manage noise 

pollution - concerned 
about impact of influx in 
people to local ecology - 
how can it be preserved 

through this process?

how can open space 
and biodiversity 
connections be 

made across 
different properties?

stream channels 
potentially 

connecting to ocean 
through expanded 
aquatic habitat and 

salmon bearing 
streams

quite a few invasives 
- opportunity to 

improve over the 
next 25 year build 

out horizon through 
stewardship

how can the community be 
caretakers of the forest and 

ecology? Highlighting an 
educational component 

with community 
involvement in caring for 

the land

jericho 
stewardship 

group

west 4th as hard 
barrier for wildlife 

- how can it be 
rethought to 

better respond to 
that condition?

rooftops can 
have an 

opportunity to 
have an 

ecological role

potential 
for a land 

bridge
not 

necessary to 
save every 
single tree

opportunity 
for ecological 

connections in 
riparian zones 

of streams

WORK SPACE

CITY POLICY

PRECEDENTS

ENHANCE 
BIODIVERSITY 
AND 
ECOLOGICAL 
CONNECTIONS

Natural Systems + Open Space

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   3

Protect significant trees and key habitats

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

VanPlay

Vancouver Bird Strategy

Through the site and 
connecting to the larger 
network beyond the site.

EXISTING PHOTOS

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

EMERGING IDEAS

Royal Seaport, Stockholm

Xuhui Runway Park, Shanghai

HIGH- VALUE TREES MEDIUM- VALUE TREES

Round 3 & 4

connections to 
JBP to 

reconnect 
streams and 
watercourses

precedent: 
Olympic Village 

and the 
watercourse and 
habitat at Hinge 

Park

huge bird 
population in 
the existing 
trees on- site

Biodiversity corridors 
through "home grown 

national park" and 
promoting the use of 

native plants more 
broadly within the 

future plans for the site

hope there is a 
strong imprint of 
the indigenous 
past in the plan 
for the Jericho 

Lands

finding a balance 
between the natural 

environment and 
the built 

environment and 
mitigating those 

pressures

recent team did a 
bird survey on the 

site and use the 
site and broader 

area based on 
recent studies

frogs and 
other aquatic 

habitat in 
Jericho Beach 

Park example: hastings 
park sanctuary as a 

hot spot for 
ecological activity 

(strong performance 
precedent)

are there ways to 
de- emphasize 

some other 
aggressive species 

(like raccoons!)?

precedent: 
Greenpoint 
Urban Park 
(Cape Town)

Crown Crescent - 
plant gravel 

filtration work - 
water had issues 
with degrading 

foot paths

Natural Systems and Open Space - Breakout Room #3
Emerging Ideas: Enhance Biodiversity and Ecological Connections

Workshop #1
Monday, April 12, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY

Natural Systems + Open Space

CONNECT PARKS & 
OPEN SPACES

Provide a connected network of parks and open spaces Foster intentional connections to adjacent and nearby parks

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

VanPlay

Urban Forest Strategy

Greenest City Action Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

EMERGING IDEAS

HOOP Gathering Place, Mohawk College, Hamilton

Terra Nova Park, Richmond

Salem Rehab Adaptive Playground, Portland

Round 1

jericho BP connects 
to ocean, owned by 

MST, with strong 
ecological 

values...linked ot 
salmon population;

gap: how unique 
this development 
given proximity to 

JB - ecology and 
interconnectness

how closely 
current spaces 
of the site can 
be integrsted 

into framework?

ridge walk/not 
all north 

south, water 
frogs and 

habitat

what encourages 
relationship with 

people in the 
community and 

land; engage people 
to be caretakers of 

the community

More forested 
park or area will 

shape the 
development; 
importance of 
trees as driver

what is approach 
to significant 

trees:  dev shaped 
around these?

daylight stream 
channels + 

connect through 
JBP to oceanrunning, 

working, walk 
and talk, hang 

out of site

an extension 
of lands on 
JBP  are the 
two related

intentional 
and 

intelligent 
connections

balance of 
onsite and 

connected - 
need to have 
parks on JL

enhancing 
connections to JP 
without funneling 

large # people, 
given ecological 

systems

city lacking in 
place to site 
outside for 

coffee without 
traffic noise

quiet 
spaces on 
site to sit 
outside

gathering 
spaces away 
from cars,  

walk and bike 
there

tree and 
forest 

preservation

parks on rooftops; 
take advantage of 
views; fully public 

rooftop; 
amsterdam in 

financial district

where to 
watch the 

fireworks; best 
place now?

maintain the 
toboggan 
run; year 
round?

retain disc 
golf/history 

of same

trees can be 
view 

obstructive 
(NW Marine 

Drive)

balancing 
the view 

with forest 
growth

plan for 
dogs and 
space for 
rec needs

contrast to 
jeircho ponds - 

something 
more 

manicured

sports 
fields?

preference for 
local serving and 

more natural 
areas; lots of 

recreation at JBP

balance coffee/retail 
against death and 

dying off of 10th ave 
- how to resurrect; 
more population

pathways and 
trails that 

following the 
contours; not 

steep; fitting to 
the land

wandering 
through the JL; 
trail corridor 
to 10th ave

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY

Natural Systems + Open Space

CONNECT PARKS & 
OPEN SPACES

Provide a connected network of parks and open spaces Foster intentional connections to adjacent and nearby parks

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

VanPlay

Urban Forest Strategy

Greenest City Action Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

EMERGING IDEAS

HOOP Gathering Place, Mohawk College, Hamilton

Terra Nova Park, Richmond

Salem Rehab Adaptive Playground, Portland

Round 2

natural 
plants

city partner with 
development to 
drop at 4th and 
connect JBP and 

lands

Trails that 
follow 

contour 
line

connect across 
4th avenue; 
bridge and 
overpass

move people 
around 

natural areas 
of the park

support 
natural 

gatherings of 
families; large 

families

using the 
Nations 

Language to be 
expressed in the 

open space

access to nature; 
green spaces are 
amazing places to 
gather for family 

events

connecting 
green spaces 

together, 
connections to 

JBP,

100 people 
+ nuclear 
families

concerned 
about bank is 

deforested 
and 

disentegrating

hierarchy 
of OS 

includes 
streets

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY

Natural Systems + Open Space

CONNECT PARKS & 
OPEN SPACES

Provide a connected network of parks and open spaces Foster intentional connections to adjacent and nearby parks

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

VanPlay

Urban Forest Strategy

Greenest City Action Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

EMERGING IDEAS

HOOP Gathering Place, Mohawk College, Hamilton

Terra Nova Park, Richmond

Salem Rehab Adaptive Playground, Portland

Round 3

shortage 
of park 
rangers

covered open places 
for informal 

gathering/outdoot 
space for all, 

including teenagers

hornby island: 
outdoor lights 

and cool 
central 

meeting space

natural 
adventure 
using the 

topography

tobagganing

connections 
throughout 

the whole site 
connecting 

sites

what kind 
of spaces 

for 
teenagers?

use of 
wood and 

natural 
materials

exercise 
using the 

ridge

jericho wetlands 
and how to 

manage 
pedestrian 

traffic

having 
quiet and 

natural 
areas

douglas park 
playground set 

up; zips, 
terraces and 

lookouts

beach for 
teenagers? 

manage this 
use? noise

Natural Systems and Open Space - Breakout Room #4
Emerging Ideas: Connect Parks and Open Space

Workshop #1
Monday, April 12, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

Connections and Mobility
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Design to be Welcoming and inclusive

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Knit together the fabric of the 
Jericho Lands and the surrounding 

neighbourhoods.

Design accessible connections
throughout the site to intentionally

welcome users.

CITY POLICY
Transportation 2040

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

VanPlay

EMERGING IDEAS

Existing Transit
Existing Bike Network
Existing Main Access Point to the Site

University Boulevard, UBC

City Centre, Washington, DC

Vancouver

Return of the Hill, Chongqing, China

Round 1

benches and 
places for 
rest stops 

and seating

more protected 
bikeways along 
the edge and 

improved 
ingress

Afraid the Jericho 
Lands would 

become a gated 
community and 

happy to see that it's 
not becoming that!

wide sidewalks like 
on Broadway and 

dedicated bike lanes 
make for a less 

intimidating 
environment for a 

lot of people

gentle ways to move 
up the slope and 

overcome 
topography while 

getting good views

ramps and 
improved access for 
those in wheelchairs 
as well as difficulty 
for people on bikes 

because of the 
topography

overpasses or 
underpasses 

to get over 4th 
Ave

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

Connections and Mobility
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Design to be Welcoming and inclusive

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Knit together the fabric of the 
Jericho Lands and the surrounding 

neighbourhoods.

Design accessible connections
throughout the site to intentionally

welcome users.

CITY POLICY
Transportation 2040

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

VanPlay

EMERGING IDEAS

Existing Transit
Existing Bike Network
Existing Main Access Point to the Site

University Boulevard, UBC

City Centre, Washington, DC

Vancouver

Return of the Hill, Chongqing, China

Round 2

inclusivity for 
different modal 
types like biking 
- including bike 

parking

Example from Jane's Walk 
at SE False Creek where 

there was a gradient from 
private to public to semi- 
public spaces integrated 

and layered into the 
community

Providing more 
opportunities for 
semi- public and 

permeable spaces 
without fences or 
restrictive signage

inclusive in terms of 
different levels of 

income or different 
types of housing for 

different types of 
families

inclusive in terms of 
range of activities - 

art, galleries, 
shopping, 

entertainment, 
education - similar 
to Robson Square

different types of 
places to live - 

housing types that 
serve different 
groups of the 
population- 

live/work, etc

Impenetrable 
edge should 

be moved

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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t

Connections and Mobility
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Design to be Welcoming and inclusive

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Knit together the fabric of the 
Jericho Lands and the surrounding 

neighbourhoods.

Design accessible connections
throughout the site to intentionally

welcome users.

CITY POLICY
Transportation 2040

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

VanPlay

EMERGING IDEAS

Existing Transit
Existing Bike Network
Existing Main Access Point to the Site

University Boulevard, UBC

City Centre, Washington, DC

Vancouver

Return of the Hill, Chongqing, China

Round 3

more people 
walking feels 

more 
welcoming

playgrounds 
for adults 

(Hong Kong) 
on steep 

slopes

make parking access less- 
enclosed within a building to 
encourage more walking to 

help create a more 
welcoming atmosphere

retail and 
other uses can 

make it feel 
more 

welcoming

West end feels 
like an enclave

kits staircase, or 
staircase to beaches 
at UBC - what about 

an exercise route 
that works with 

topography in an 
interesting way

'bridging; the 
hill like with a 

gondola or 
escaltors

military base 
history edges 
makes the site 
feel very closed 

off to the 
community

very unwelcoming 
today on the eastern 
edge and NE corner 
- should be opened 

up with new 
gateways that are 

more inviting
topography 

makes it 
difficult to 

access as well

Affordable 
housing

community gardens 
and uses that bring 
people together to 
grow together and 
build community 

and have new 
conversations

parks with running 
tracks along the 

perimeter as a way 
to experience the 
neighbourhood - 

even an attraction 
for running groups

entrances should 
be culturally 

welcoming  as 
well as physically

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

Connections and Mobility
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Design to be Welcoming and inclusive

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Knit together the fabric of the 
Jericho Lands and the surrounding 

neighbourhoods.

Design accessible connections
throughout the site to intentionally

welcome users.

CITY POLICY
Transportation 2040

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

VanPlay

EMERGING IDEAS

Existing Transit
Existing Bike Network
Existing Main Access Point to the Site

University Boulevard, UBC

City Centre, Washington, DC

Vancouver

Return of the Hill, Chongqing, China

Round 4

more 
stable 

population

people of all 
income groups 
are able to live 

on the site

boulevard street 
trees carried 

from the 
surrounding 
into the site

Precedent: 
Greenway at 1st 
in Kits where it 

crosses the 
railway

gathering 
spaces or 

plazas along 
the edge of 

the site
covered (weather 

protected) but 
also areas flexible 

to the seasons 
with seating

accessible 
to all ages 

and 
abilities

integrating features 
from surrounding 
community and 

developing a 
sensitive 

relationship with 
them

grades and 
topography

educational 
opportunities 

for all ages

small and 
different 

sized 
spaces

community 
gardens

gardens 
which are 

more 
productive

terraced 
gardens on 
the slope

diversity of 
housing types 
and tenures 
and social 

groups

Connections and Mobility - Breakout Room #1
Emerging Ideas: Design to be Welcoming and Inclusive & 
Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Workshop #2
Monday, April 12, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   2

DESIGN THE SITE
TO BE CAR- LIGHT

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY PRIORITIZE WALKING,
ROLLING AND CYCLING

Connections and Mobility

Prioritize active travel in site design, 
creating a network that is highly 

accessible and organic.

Minimize prioritization
for vehicles.

Vauban, Freiberg

Bjørvika- Bispevika, Oslo

Copenhagen, Denmark

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 1

Currently, the 
Jericho Lands are an 
enclosed rectangle 
in the community - 

the grade difference 
is also a barrier

Feeling like Broadway 
Subway wont be coming in 
next 15 years- planning in 
the short term for reliable 
LRT/Bus/Streetcar would 

be a better use of resouces 
in the interim.

such a long 
sloping east- west 

distance - AT 
routes should be 
developed to AAA 

standards

It should feel that 
its no big deal to 
go shopping on 
site and to local 

shopping districts 
(W. 4th/10th)

we heard earlier 
that AT routes 

should be great 
experiences - parks, 
etc...where should 
we move through 

the site?

Access point to the 
site from potential 
future Alma station 

It should feel 
safe, pleasant, 

weather 
protected.

these diagonals 
allow for traversing 
the slope gradually - 

connecting 
important gateways 

and landmarks

Diagonal routes 
across the site - 

should be 
uninterupted (as 
much as possible 
car- free streets)

Diagonal roads 
let you make 

triangle 
buildings / not 
boring squares

The ridge 
provides 

opportunity to 
free ourselves of 
the orthagonal 

grid

Many sidewalks 
are too narrow - I 
want to be able to 
walk side by side - 
pass others safely

Olympic 
Village is a 

good 
example

diagonal path along 
the slope will 

require 'cut and fill' 
which- provides opp 
for elevated wall = 

view effect (seawall)

The central 
space where the 
diagonal routes 
cross is key! This 
is the focal point

3-3.5% slope East- West across the site

Key 
entrance/gateway to 
the site from W 4th

Key 
entrance/gateway 
to/from the site to 
NW 
Marine/Locarno/SB

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   2

DESIGN THE SITE
TO BE CAR- LIGHT

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY PRIORITIZE WALKING,
ROLLING AND CYCLING

Connections and Mobility

Prioritize active travel in site design, 
creating a network that is highly 

accessible and organic.

Minimize prioritization
for vehicles.

Vauban, Freiberg

Bjørvika- Bispevika, Oslo

Copenhagen, Denmark

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 2

would like Jericho 
to be a 

community heart 
that brings people 

together

Accesibility for all 
(AAA) particularly for 

PWD  - how do we 
address this in all of 

our work 
(particularly with 
grades on site)

Should be 
Transit stations 

at Broadway 
and Alma and 

on the site

how to 
work with 

the change 
in elevation

strong 
retail links 
are desired

underground parking - 
leads to drive- in/out 

pattern - would like to 
encourage different 
parking strategies 

(centralized?) more of a 
shared resource

mechanical 
parkades - 

reduce 
amount of 

parking

separating parking 
from buildings we 
live in (embodied 
carboon in multi- 

level underground 
parkades)

focus on less 
parking overall 

+ car share 
over individual 

ownership

parking 
impacts 

affordability - 
less parking = 

less $

higher rate of car 
ownership/relianc

e on W. Side - 
might impact 

ability to bring 
people together

it's not as easy 
to bring 
people 

together on 
the west side

have places that 
bring people 

together located on 
the site (libraries, 

community centres) 
will allow people to 

use AT more

transit station - 
with an elevator 

onto w. 8th - 
and tunnel onto 

northern side

Ideas from 
elsewhere: 
cable car/ 

gondola (like 
OHSU in PDX)

stairs/escalato
rs on site for 

folks walking / 
traversing 

grades

think about how 
people use cars  - 
and movement 
to/from homes 

(groceries, moving 
larger items)

should there be two 
'sides' to the site 

(WPG Village / 4th 
Ave) to connect to 

surrounding 
communities

westside/WPG is 
losing amenities 

- so it pushes 
people into cars 

-

how can Jericho 
 work with WPG 
/ UBC to build 

off of each 
other

using assistive 
technology to 
help people 

move up hills 
(bike escalators)

i think it will be 
difficult for JL to 

help WPG 
Village  - it will 

likely take away

Transit on site 
should be located 

here
T

connection from 
transit to centre of 
site and on to JBP - 
at grade and in 
tunnel

Connections to 
WPG Village

Connection to 
UBC

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

DESIGN THE SITE
TO BE CAR- LIGHT

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY PRIORITIZE WALKING,
ROLLING AND CYCLING

Connections and Mobility

Prioritize active travel in site design, 
creating a network that is highly 

accessible and organic.

Minimize prioritization
for vehicles.

Vauban, Freiberg

Bjørvika- Bispevika, Oslo

Copenhagen, Denmark

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 3

shuttle busses 
from JL to beach 

>> shopping 
areas (4th and 

10th) and JL

easy access to 
transit (skytrain) on 

or close to site 
would be a good 

thing - halp reduce 
vehicle reliance

having all the 
needed amenities 

nearby (15 min 
walk) library, 

groceries, liquor 
store)

would be nice to 
have continuous, lit, 

 coverage on 
walkways - Kyoto - 
partially covered 

(weather protection) 
- retail streets

something 
that allows 

views - dining 
or restaurants

Turning 
Highbury 

Street into a 
dedicated bike 

lane

switchbacks?

finding ways 
to conquer 

grade by bike 
/ walking

cycling in the area is 
challenging - 

something that 
allows traversing of 
site more possible 
for more people

We've heard the 
site acts as slmost 

a barrier now 
between north of 
the site and JBP

Bowen Is. little 
village partway up 

the hill  - with a 
lovely commercial 

centre. include 
something like that 

here

funicular (with the 
retail village at top)
Budapest - tourist 

attraction - would be 
an access service 

allowing people to 
move around the site

the car traffic 
on 4th has 
increased 

tremendously  
over time

need an 
alternative 

to driving to 
the beach

create a 
model 

development 
here

the lag between 
rapid transit and 

this development - 
what happens in the 
meantime - need to 

fill that gap

if you take out 
parking without 

addressing other 
issues/factors you 
end up with cars 
driving / Parking 

management issues

if overall concept is 
to encourage car lite 
- (reducing parking) 

needs to be 
supported by 

integrated public 
transit

look at Kits 
beach as an 

example of peak 
demand 

(parking/traffic)

if you make rolling 
and transit 

quicker than 
getting in to your 

car  - ppl will 
choose transit

bridge 
to JBP

victoria 
acknowledges its 

topography through 
its roads - moving 

away from the 
traditioinal grid - 

look as an example!

Bridge from JL 
to JBP (connect 

from 
Highbury)

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
Hi

gh
bu

ry
 S
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

DESIGN THE SITE
TO BE CAR- LIGHT

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY PRIORITIZE WALKING,
ROLLING AND CYCLING

Connections and Mobility

Prioritize active travel in site design, 
creating a network that is highly 

accessible and organic.

Minimize prioritization
for vehicles.

Vauban, Freiberg

Bjørvika- Bispevika, Oslo

Copenhagen, Denmark

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 4

offers choices >> 
along street edges 

(direct), central, 
more meandering 

paths

separation 
(physical barrier) 

is prefered 
between 

bikes/cars

Would be good to 
try and keep 

some of the street 
grid  - to help with 

wayfinding  (in 
flatter areas).

walking / 
riding into 

central 
destination 

(car free area)

designing 
something similar 
to use with grade 
(galloping goose / 

arbutus 
greenway)

AT paths - with 
separation 

between uses - 
increased safely 

and usability

cultural gathering 
space / plaza - 

something in the 
middle to draw 
people in to the 

centre -

connect to 
existing bike 

routes to the site 
(8th etc..) 15 mins 

to DT by bike

West Point 
Grey Village

potential 
future station 
/ Alma

4th avenue 
retail

EXAMPLE: Grand Blvd - 
in N. Van (top of Keith 
Rd.) - along the length 

of the park - two 
smaller roads - in the 

centre walking paths  - 
places for seating

A potential future 
station - surrounded 

by amenities in a 
car- free square - 
pedestrianized 

(safer, better UX)

keep cars at 
the periphery 
- keep centre 

for AT

safe, easy to 
use, available 
bike paths = 

choice over car

timing of trips 
- safer in a car 
- transit can be 

unreliable

regular, 
reliable transit 
would get me 
out of my car

people will be living 
/ working on site - 

this mix of uses will 
encourage walking 

in 15 mins. keep 
everything in this 15 

min circle

Having a 
physical barrier 
between bikes 

and cars is 
essential.

people who like 
biking will bike - but 
more casual riders / 
new cyclists, young 
people, will benefit 

from safe AAA 
infrastructure

Connections and Mobility - Breakout Room #2
Emerging Ideas: Prioritize Walking, Rolling, and Cycling & 
Design the Site to be Car-Lite

Workshop #2
Monday, April 12, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE
PRECEDENTS

ENCOURAGE 
TRANSIT USE 

THROUGH 
SITE DESIGN

Connections and Mobility

EXISTING PHOTOSEMERGING IDEASCITY POLICY

If a SkyTrain station is located on- site, design the 
station to celebrate arrival, and to provide clear 
wayfinding and access to a station.

LeBreton Flats, Ottawa

McDonald's Cycle Center, Chicago

Marine Gateway, Vancouver

Support existing transit with a mix of 
uses, activities and destinations.

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 1

reaching out to 
neighbourhood 
in surrounding 

and beyond

station 
at Alma 
+ on site

active high 
street with 

active 
nightlife

ensure there 
are methods 
of travel for 
all abilities

need 
businesses 
open most 

of day

where are 
concentration 
of people, put 
transit there

safe at 
night; lights 
make you 
feel safe

need some roads 
to allow cars - 

accessibility and 
loading/heavy 

things

broadway/alma 
 as a 

concentration of 
business/retail

subway is 
point a to 

point B 
service

Key access points: 
4th highbury, 

dicovery street, 
halfway along 4th

extending 
retail district 
along west 

4th

with more 
people can 

upgrade 
transit

having a 
station is NB 

to jericho 
lands  and 

beach

need for 
station 

close to the 
site

with fair amount 
of housing on 

site, then should 
have station on 

site

shared 
streets: 
green 
streets

beautiful 
streets to 

walk amongst 
housing

medium scale 
buildings 

within natural 
landscape 

areas

to get people 
on site - need 
1 station on 

the site

more uses 
the more 
animation

Point Grey 
Road as good 

example of 
ped and 

cycling street

if we are going 
to address CC 
then need to 
drive far lesss

if sidewalks 
are wide 

enough with 
good lighting 

then feel safer

people need 
a car to get 

their stuff to 
the beack

will policies 
get more 
specific? 
when?

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE
PRECEDENTS

ENCOURAGE 
TRANSIT USE 

THROUGH 
SITE DESIGN

Connections and Mobility

EXISTING PHOTOSEMERGING IDEASCITY POLICY

If a SkyTrain station is located on- site, design the 
station to celebrate arrival, and to provide clear 
wayfinding and access to a station.

LeBreton Flats, Ottawa

McDonald's Cycle Center, Chicago

Marine Gateway, Vancouver

Support existing transit with a mix of 
uses, activities and destinations.

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 2

integrating 
mixed uses 

along 
streets

if subway then 
that could 

change how 
people get to 

the beach
lighting and 
safe areas 
for walking 
and biking

today people 
get to the 

beach/festival 
by car

reduce 
conflicts 

between cars 
and cycling

more 
topography 

system, street 
or path system

Olympic 
Village?

similar range 
of people who 
live in Olympic 

Village?nn

intended to be a 
different typology 

wiht smaller 
streets - some 
succesful and 

some less

consider 
Breem 

standards?

smaller local 
buses at 

Yaletown?
on demand 

servicen

shuttle bus 
fleet at 

station to 
get to beach

folk festival 
results in 

traffic issues; 
transit is only 
way to do it

service Brock 
House society 

and events 
with shuttle 

bus

impacts 
flooding at 
NE corner 
of lands

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE
PRECEDENTS

ENCOURAGE 
TRANSIT USE 

THROUGH 
SITE DESIGN

Connections and Mobility

EXISTING PHOTOSEMERGING IDEASCITY POLICY

If a SkyTrain station is located on- site, design the 
station to celebrate arrival, and to provide clear 
wayfinding and access to a station.

LeBreton Flats, Ottawa

McDonald's Cycle Center, Chicago

Marine Gateway, Vancouver

Support existing transit with a mix of 
uses, activities and destinations.

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 3

skytrain is 
big mover:  

cambie, 
richmond,

highest 
potential of any 

site; key is 
transit to 

making it special

any influence on 
decisionmakers 

will be key to 
success

however, 
might end up 
at Alma, how 

will that work?

if its there, 
accessible 
people will 
use transit

design to 
help use - 

make it 
seamless

essential facilities 
such as public 

washrooms near 
the bus loop

could the 
site 

support 2 
stations?

if station was on 
site:  a cluster of 
pathways/bike 
share/foot and 
retail around 
transit station

there is latent 
demand 

wherever we 
have built 

transit

encourage 
people to use 

transit by 
putting it there

Cambie skytrain:  
exceeded 
ridership 

numbers  within 5 
years

improve 
bus/bike lanes 

on 4th - not 
pleasant today

on 4th a bus 
loop that 

serves 
multiple areas

walking cycling in 
cold rainy times - 

helps to have treees 
or walkways that are 

protected from 
elements

transit should 
seam accessible 
and easy, hard 

to link from one 
thing to another

gender neutral 
washrooms 

that are easy 
to find

concerns 
of safety 

in JBP

lighting and 
activity 

makes it 
feel safe

cleaner and more 
frequent busses 

would enocurage 
people to use 

transit

dedicated 
Jericho Lands 
bus loop that 
ran around

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE
PRECEDENTS

ENCOURAGE 
TRANSIT USE 

THROUGH 
SITE DESIGN

Connections and Mobility

EXISTING PHOTOSEMERGING IDEASCITY POLICY

If a SkyTrain station is located on- site, design the 
station to celebrate arrival, and to provide clear 
wayfinding and access to a station.

LeBreton Flats, Ottawa

McDonald's Cycle Center, Chicago

Marine Gateway, Vancouver

Support existing transit with a mix of 
uses, activities and destinations.

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 4

emphasis 
on 4th 

Ave

doesnt 
have to be 

at alma and 
8?

what about 
stattion at 

8th and 
highbury?

give space to 
enter the 

station; transit 
to ground to 
underground

burrard 
station with 

park with 
vertical 

elevations to it

I don't think 
there will be a 

Broadway 
Subway out 
for 15 years

traffic 
calm with 
sidewalks

pleasant 
journey from 
your home to 
station;  not 

noisy and dirty

stadium 
station is a 

good 
example

promenade 
from JBP to 

station 
area

300,000 
people after 

fireworks: 
peak levels

crossing 4th bus 
stop should be 
safe and rain 

covered; showy 
not second class

a diagonal 
street should be 

very wide and 
have everything 

on it

car 
free whistler main 

street - ped 
only with 
servicing 

elsewhere

greenways to 
the station;  

easy and nice 
to walk to the 

station

straight through 
the grade - like 

the beatty steps 
with 

restaurants, etc

street or path 
would have a 

switchback 
arrangement + 

stairs

straps like 
Robson 
Square

in east not 
steep - can you 

regrade the 
whole site to 
even it out?

preexisting 
existing mature 
vegetation then 

preserve but 
regrade 

elsewhere

6th as an 
opportunity to 

connect as grade 
is flatter - active 
transportation

bike locker at 
bus at 

4th/broadway

Connections and Mobility - Breakout Room #3
Emerging Ideas: Encourage Transit Through Site Design

Workshop #2
Monday, April 12, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Connections and Mobility

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections
EMERGING IDEAS

Re- Imagine West 4th Avenue

Knit together the fabric of the Jericho Lands and the 
surrounding neighbourhoods and businesses

Redesign West 4th Avenue to incorporate rainwater 
management, landscaping, safe walking, rolling and cycling.

Jackson Street, St.Paul

University Boulevard, UBC

Burnaby, BC

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 1

Bring in 
naturalism of 

the park 
(bioswales, 

etc)

If you don't address 
cars running 

through the area, 
none of this will 
happen. There 

should be reliable 
train transport.

Main shopping 
street in 

Munich - no 
cars

Continuing 
feel of 4th Av 

to the east 
(commercial)

Expanding 
park- like 

setting into 
the site

I choose routes 
due to different 

seasonal interests 
- creating enticing 

experiences 
across the site

Jericho 
Beach park 
(connecting 

to)

Why has a 
train not been 

considered 
along W 4th 

Ave?

Feeling along 
Point Grey is 
to get access 
to the beach

North side of 
high school is 
a nice place - 

key site

Connections to 
Broadway and 4th; 

to UBC and the west 
- create accesssible, 
enjoyable access to 
transit, for cyclists

to Upper 
10th 

commercial 
strip

Scale and vitality 
of ____ Street. Real 
opportunity for a 
commercial strip

Site is quite 
isolated 

and fenced 
off

Don't hear 
recognition of 

role of West 4th 
Ave - it's to get 
to the beach

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Connections and Mobility

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections
EMERGING IDEAS

Re- Imagine West 4th Avenue

Knit together the fabric of the Jericho Lands and the 
surrounding neighbourhoods and businesses

Redesign West 4th Avenue to incorporate rainwater 
management, landscaping, safe walking, rolling and cycling.

Jackson Street, St.Paul

University Boulevard, UBC

Burnaby, BC

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 2

Can't get at 
the site from 

6th Ave 
(daycare 
building)

4th Ave is a 
commercial 

destination - future 
Jericho development 

will be 
supplemented by 

this

8th Ave is 
moderately 
used bike 

route, not very 
inviting

WPG / 
Trimble 
Park is a 

destination

Nearby well 
connected 

bike 
facilities

Connections with Jericho 
Beach Park and the beach - 
being able to connect with 
northern sections of city - 

views to north shore, down 
the sound, to Baker.

Arbutus greenway 
as precedent of 

connectivity by bike, 
foot, electrical 

scooters, 
skateboards, along 

slope

Victoria Galloping 
Goose trail; Cecilia 
Road - stormwater 
runoff (educational 

component re: 
stormwater level, or 

sea level rise?)Gateways: Something 
that's inviting or 

welcoming - mark 
through artistic 
expression to 

communicate it's 
everybody's space

Easier transition 
to beach through 
natural and green 
space; recognize 
existing wildlife 
(birds - eagles)

Jericho, 
Locarno,Spanish 

bank, duck ponds, 
fall colours, 

remarkable in 
Spring

Retain mature, 
old trees - 

connect Jericho 
Park, Locarno 

Park - continue 
that to UBC

Integrating water 
and stormwater - 
looking at existing 

storm drainage 
system

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Connections and Mobility

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections
EMERGING IDEAS

Re- Imagine West 4th Avenue

Knit together the fabric of the Jericho Lands and the 
surrounding neighbourhoods and businesses

Redesign West 4th Avenue to incorporate rainwater 
management, landscaping, safe walking, rolling and cycling.

Jackson Street, St.Paul

University Boulevard, UBC

Burnaby, BC

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 3

on east edge can 
differentiate 

(bicycle path vs. 
pedestrian path) 
to reduce conflict 

among users

Finding a way 
to enter 

through 6th 
(from Trimble) 
is important

Entrance for motor vehicles 
can be separate from 
bicycles/pedestrian 

greenway (less room than 
trying to achieve AAA 

standards on one street)

Could do 
same thing 

on north 
and south

Grand steps on west side 
of convention centre - runs 
against the grade / major 

bike path running with 
grade - designed with wide 

landing, clarity for users

above ground 
crossing (like 
Heather over 
6th Ave) - incl. 
for biodiversity

There would be a 
number of place to 
cross 4th - an above 

grade connection 
would funnel most 
people to the one 

crossing

Is there a 
buried stream 
under the site? 

Can they be 
daylighted?

Can you walk 
under 

instead of 
over 4th Ave?

There are 
some trails 
through the 
ridge - pretty 

steep

Visibility at curve 
of 4th - wrt 

crossing to beach 
(crosswalk 

shouldn't be too 
far to the west)

Barrier for 
crossing/cycling 

across the 
street

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Connections and Mobility

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections
EMERGING IDEAS

Re- Imagine West 4th Avenue

Knit together the fabric of the Jericho Lands and the 
surrounding neighbourhoods and businesses

Redesign West 4th Avenue to incorporate rainwater 
management, landscaping, safe walking, rolling and cycling.

Jackson Street, St.Paul

University Boulevard, UBC

Burnaby, BC

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 4

West 8th - lots of 
pedestrian traffic; 

may pick up if 
more density (but 
quieter if car light)

Northeast and 
southwest 

corners - major 
entry points (not 

only but most 
welcoming)

Connecting and knitting 
has to do with built form 
and transitions along the 

edges (W 8th and 
HIghbury) - what density, 

building typologies

Welcoming, 
walking 

trails, for 
ceremonies

Concerns 
about 

tunnels and 
safety

underground 
connection to 

transit

connecting to 
WPG village. Will 
there be enough 

people to activate 
that as well?

4th is a terrible 
street - doesn't 
feel safe. It's a 
throughway, 
not inviting

Not a place for 
ground level 

housing along west 
4th - possible to do 
that elsewhere on 

site

You could do 
anything on W 

4th and it 
would be 

better.

Safety and 
security - 

getting ideas 
from law 

enforcement

CEPTED - 
make the 

spaces feel 
safe

Presence of 
building and 
people can 

create sense 
of safety

Are there 
bunkers on 
the site and 
will they be 

kept?

Quieter 
entries 

along 8th

Some retail 
along SW 

near 
Trimble

Vertical and 
horizontal access 
to transit station; 
could connect to 

land bridge to JBP

Being able to join 
the lands with 
Jericho Beach 

Park - land bridge 
(not blocking 

entirely)

Connections and Mobility - Breakout Room #4
Emerging Ideas: Enhance Neighbourhood Connections &
Re-Imagine West 4th Avenue

Workshop #2
Monday, April 12, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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Inclusive Neighbourhood
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Diverse Housing Choices

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

Provide housing for
residents with a mix of incomes 

and families with children. PRECEDENTS

Create a diverse and 
inclusive new

neighbourhood. 

Housing Vancouver

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

High- Density Housing for 
Families with Children 
Guidelines

Family Room Policy

King's Cross, London

East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

The Evelyn, West Vancouver

Vauban, Freiburg

At least 30% of the units will be comprised of social 
housing, market and below- market rental housing.

Single- family housing on West 8th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

Multi- unit residential housing on Alma Street at 
West 5th Avenue

Round 1

people may 
be less 

interested in 
leasehold

HL - the large 
scale of buildings 

being represented 
in the images are 

disheartening

How will needs of 
new families be 
met in the new 

community? 
Amenities? 
housing?

Housing - diverse housing 
types - do they result in 

diverse groups of people? 
Might be more about 

finding the 'right' housing 
types - not just diversity for 

the sake of diversity.

flexible 
housing types 
that change as 
peoples needs 

change

large buildings with 
interior corridors 

and on- site, indoor 
amenities can 

become siloed. 
detracts from sense 

of community

would prefer 
smaller buildings 
with single loaded 
corridors with no 
indoor amenities

There needs to be 
more affordable 
housing in the 

area to diversify 
people who will 

live in n'hood

need to build 
buildings that 

encourage 
walking (limited to 
no underground 

parking)

UG parking leads 
to social 

disconnection 
(look at Transpo 

2040 Disctrict 
parking strategy)

diverse 
housing types 
- what types of 
ownership will 

there be?

Long houses were 
built in a way to 

allow for expansion 
as needed as new 
families moved in - 
important to keep 

this in mind.

Nations have 
expressed 
interest in 

developing at 
least some of the 
site as leasehold

look at 
examples 

from Ralph 
Erskine

OV has 
examples of 

exterior 
courtyeards 

and walkways

looking at 
spectrum 
of housing 

types

gathering is 
important - 
supporting 

parents and 
young people

building types 
where most 

units can open 
to an outdoor 

space

high- rise situation 
shouldnt happen 

here - not the best 
situation for 
families / too 

much isolation

should be 
courtyard 

based - with 
access to 
outdoors

Simple 
building types 
that are easier 
to change over 

time

keep 
mechanical 

to a 
minimum

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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Inclusive Neighbourhood
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Diverse Housing Choices

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

Provide housing for
residents with a mix of incomes 

and families with children. PRECEDENTS

Create a diverse and 
inclusive new

neighbourhood. 

Housing Vancouver

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

High- Density Housing for 
Families with Children 
Guidelines

Family Room Policy

King's Cross, London

East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

The Evelyn, West Vancouver

Vauban, Freiburg

At least 30% of the units will be comprised of social 
housing, market and below- market rental housing.

Single- family housing on West 8th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

Multi- unit residential housing on Alma Street at 
West 5th Avenue

Round 2

Landowners need 
to do a better job 
educating folks 

about the 
leasehold 
structure.

livability - 
people should 
have access to 

outside - 
quality of life

community - if 
you can create it 

on a site like this  - 
people will 

respect it, nature, 
each other

minimizing 
car 

dependence 
on site

students need 
to have a place 

in here - the 
proximity to 

UBC

As long as 
people feel 
secure - the 
model will 

work

Diversity is critical in 
the success of a 

community - if there 
are enough units for 

families - to age in 
place - for communities 

to develop

to do this - may 
need a higher 

density than has 
been addressed 

to date

need to create 
a resilient and 

sustainable 
community

Proximity to UBC

good that there is 
the 30% affordability 
requirement - need 
to bump up that # - 

the denominator 
(more homes = 

higher %)

need to make 
this area 

available to as 
many people 
as possible

something 
like Senakw 

- scale / 
thinking

e- bikes - will 
present own 
challenges - 
accessibility

design for 
intergenerational 
living is essential - 
places of respite,  

benches, etc...

multi- 
purpose 
spaces / 

accessibility

everyone 
needs 

access to 
sunshine

row houses - 
everyone has 
a front/back 

door (garden)

rooftop 
amenities - 

shared green 
spaces

Think beyond 
tenure - 'rooming 

house' for 
professionals - 

micro units with 
shared amenities

many unit 
sizes to meet 

diverse 
needs

inclusivity/ 
affordability 

is about 
quantity

don't see any 
reason to shy 

away from 
point towers

not just rooftops 
-  would prefer a 

place on the 
ground to have a 
closer community 

feel.

this allows for 
different ways 

to connect 
together as a 
community

Collective 
forms of 

living

co- housing or co- 
ops allow people 
to contribute to 
community in 
their own way

we dont know 
leasehold status 
with certainty - 

but know it is an 
objective of the 

Nations
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(trimble park)
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Inclusive Neighbourhood
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Diverse Housing Choices

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

Provide housing for
residents with a mix of incomes 

and families with children. PRECEDENTS

Create a diverse and 
inclusive new

neighbourhood. 

Housing Vancouver

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

High- Density Housing for 
Families with Children 
Guidelines

Family Room Policy

King's Cross, London

East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

The Evelyn, West Vancouver

Vauban, Freiburg

At least 30% of the units will be comprised of social 
housing, market and below- market rental housing.

Single- family housing on West 8th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

Multi- unit residential housing on Alma Street at 
West 5th Avenue

Round 3

making sure there is 
access to diverse  
housing: people 

experiencing 
different levels of 

ableness have 
access to housing

Strong 
towns 

movement

WPGRA - did a 
survey that showed 

that community 
supported a range 
of housing types 
(mostly ground 

oriented)

question about growth 
prjections - that are coloring this 

25 yr plan - how much are we 
considering the change in the 
rate of growth in the city - is it 

history based or forward 
modeling - what space are we 

creating for people coming here?

supporting housing 
types that allow for 

incremental 
evolution of 

communities over 
time

has a good mix - 
works well 
around the 

edges - work 
with topography

supported 
example - 

Arbutus Walk 
(not in any of 

our materials!)

reads at the 
human scale - 
as it interfaces 

with the 
exiting n'hood

it is part of an 
exiting n'hood - 

not a new 
neighbourhood

need to ensure 
community is 

resilient (power 
outages - due to 

storms)
WPG Area has many 

SF dwellings - as 
population ages - 

people will look for 
downsizing 

opportunities within 
community

single floor 
set- up is key 
for aging in 

place -

a place for a broad 
cross- section of people 

- across spectrum of 
ability, income, etc... 
representative of the 

broader 
city/region/province

think of safety / 
accessibility 

challenges of stairs 
in high- rise during 
emergency events 

(incl. power)

affordable 
housing - brings 
a mix of people 
(families, single 

parents etc..)

(Broader 
community) Aging 
in place - people 
may want to stay 

in their homes

there's a lot you 
can do without 

tall point towers 
- room for more 

mid- scale

no guarantee there 
will be a UBC/BW 

subway - the form of 
development should 

be specific to this 
area - not like 

Oakridge

need to take a broader look 
at projections over time - 
keeping in context of how 

much development is 
already in the pipeline - 
need to look at bigger 

picture - dont need to max 
it out

Opportunities for height 
here - on the lower/flatter 
are - still protecting views - 

using topography to 
minimize impacts on 
surrounding n'hood

60 m grade 
difference

view

Impact on W.10th 
/ WPG Village 
Retail Area

transition from JL to existing n'hoods - needs to 
work with human scale development - blends well - 

adequate - height is important

concern it may 
turn in to a 'mall'  

- would have - 
impact on 

surrounding retail 
areas

use topography to 
allow for higher 
density without 

significant impacts 
on surrounding 

community

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park
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Inclusive Neighbourhood
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Diverse Housing Choices

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

Provide housing for
residents with a mix of incomes 

and families with children. PRECEDENTS

Create a diverse and 
inclusive new

neighbourhood. 

Housing Vancouver

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

High- Density Housing for 
Families with Children 
Guidelines

Family Room Policy

King's Cross, London

East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

The Evelyn, West Vancouver

Vauban, Freiburg

At least 30% of the units will be comprised of social 
housing, market and below- market rental housing.

Single- family housing on West 8th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

Multi- unit residential housing on Alma Street at 
West 5th Avenue

Round 4

all along Locarno - 
rich place to 

harvest smelt, 
used wind to dry 

them

probably a public 
wish for a low- rise 

development - 
which will conflict 
with list of 'wants'

interested to see the 
massing plan - we want 
to maintain views, want 
public amenities, want 
open spaces - how to 

get density on site

Provide opps for truly 
mixed housing - dont 
segregate people into 

silos (seniors, PWD, 
Indigenous people, etc) 
to ensure its inclusive

the number does 
matter - in order to 
deliver everything 
thats being asked - 
we need a certain # 
of people/units on 

site

What will the 
population 
be? what's 
the goal?

Dont build to 
minimum city 

requirements/code - 
go beyond (esp. in 
regards to unit size 

and building and 
site amenities)

Diversity of structures - 
ensure whatever is on 
surface of building is 
varied - move away 
from glass/metal - 

more wood, natural 
materials

Would love to see a 
long house - 

adapted to many 
uses - for public 
gathering space, 
restaurant or a 

place to celebrate

Living houses - connection 
of families - ends could 
open and be added to - 

extending over time - mats 
were used to differentiate 

spaces over time

smaller houses - 
individually owned 

homes (Jericho 
Charlies home was 

taken apart and 
shipped to Europe)

Sustainable Large 
sites policy - housing 
is minimum of 30% 

floor area (20% 
social, 10% 

moderate income 
rental)

Really want to focus 
on ideas related to 
elders - with aging 

population - looking 
at healthy ways of 

having elders live on 
site

Learning from Indigenous 
knowledge and history/ 
more co- operative and 

innovative ideas around 
shared living opportunities 

that include adequate 
private space

nothing more 
boring than glass 
and steel boxes - 
wacky off the wall 

structures are 
desired.

sustainabile design 
with sustainable 

materials 
(greywater, 

compost, gardening 
etc...)

No more 
glass 

towers!

understand that the 
city already has a 
30% affordable 

housing component 
- can someone 

explain?

Inclusive Neighbourhood - Breakout Room #1
Emerging Ideas: Diverse Housing Choice

Workshop #3
Tuesday, April 13, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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Housing, arts 
functions, 

community 
functions

West Point 
Grey Park
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Park
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Design a New Neighbourhood 
with Distinct Districts

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
Recognize Land as 
a Limited Resource

Design distinct districts, defined by the ridge, topography
and community adjacencies.

Consider topography, connectivity and surrounding 
context in designing for height and density.

EMERGING IDEAS

Aarhus, Denmark

Woodward's, Vancouver

Town Square, East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

Housing Vancouver
Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy
Climate Emergency Action 
Plan
Climate Emergency 
Response
Transportation 2040
Renewable City Strategy
Van Play

EXISTING PHOTOS

Site topography and natural features lend 
themselves to the formation of distinct districts.

Magnus Schon concept

Round 1

Ground- oriented 
housing units for 

street safety. Skinny 
towers combined 

with ground 
oriented planes.

Accessibility - to 
have the areas 

to work with the 
topography is 

critical

Ridge is not 
helpful for 

walking along - 
something the 

architects have to 
deal with

More people 
to support 
the retail at 
W 10th Av.

Grandmothers and 
Elders (of various 
cultures) feeling 
comfortable and 

safe - Elder focused 
district

Childcare and 
intergenerati

onal 
opportunity

Institutional, 
quieter, elder- 

oriented 
district on 

ridge

Drop 4th 
avenue and 
connect the 
site across

Connectivity of 
site to 

neighbourhood 
around it

Idea of districts is 
good. Denser 

areas could be in 
NE side - related 

to existing zoning 
there.

Commercial 
and 

institutional 
functions in NE 

corner

SW: closest to UBC, 
10th Av shopping 

district. Having taller 
buildings there - those 

would be amazing 
views. Potentially 

future student housing.

SW: Maintain 
areas of trees, 
runoff/water 

features; retain 
ground plane

Have views from 
Trimble park to 
greenery and 

ocean and 
mountains

Need to make 
permeable and 

welcoming around 
the edges to the 

existing Point Grey 
neighbourhood

Along 8th Ave 
- smaller 

scaled 
elements

Having 
connectivity from 
NE to W 10th for 

pedestrians, going 
with walker and 

with stroller

Ground oriented, 
sunshine - like 

example of 
Heather lands - 
still seeing the 

mountains

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Design a New Neighbourhood 
with Distinct Districts

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
Recognize Land as 
a Limited Resource

Design distinct districts, defined by the ridge, topography
and community adjacencies.

Consider topography, connectivity and surrounding 
context in designing for height and density.

EMERGING IDEAS

Aarhus, Denmark

Woodward's, Vancouver

Town Square, East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

Housing Vancouver
Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy
Climate Emergency Action 
Plan
Climate Emergency 
Response
Transportation 2040
Renewable City Strategy
Van Play

EXISTING PHOTOS

Site topography and natural features lend 
themselves to the formation of distinct districts.

Magnus Schon concept

Round 2

Surrounding community 
concerns re: reference to 

'neighbourhood' - potential 
misfocus if you're weaving 

it into the surrounding 
areas, which are struggling

Scale you are 
talking about is 
probably much 

smaller than what 
might be 

interpretedImportant to identify this is 
a development site within 

WPG, not 'new 
neighbourhood' - it reads 
as self- sufficient animal as 
opposed to part of broader 

community

Not a 
neighbourhood 
withn distinct 

districts, but site 
within 

neighbourhood
Mix of uses 

and adapting 
to edges of 

site is 
important

Replacement of 
CC on site needs 
to be considered; 
and location with 

other uses

Trimble park - not 
prescribed use - 
playing games, 
sitting around, 

putting up nets (it's 
fabulous in its 

current format)

Access to 
multitude of 

activities without 
prescription of 

what you need to 
do there

Building height: how 
much connectivity 
exists within a tall 
building? What are 
the heights being 

considered?

We all need access 
to outdoors - 
ground floor 

meeting area, 
rooftops, balconies 
(esp during COVID)

Has a 
maximum 

height been 
established?Have you considered 

results from WPG 
survey? (building 
forms, ground- 

oriented) - Arbutus 
walk was an example 
strongly supported

Important that housing 
itself and movement 

through the (whole 90 acre) 
site are accessible for 

persons with disabilities. 
Make sure to ask end users 

what they will need

Need to ask 
aging 

population 
as end users

Incremental 
development 

and having the 
site evolve 

over 80 years

Looking across 
to site and 

seeing the tall 
buildings - not a 
priority for me

SW is very important 
corner (views, 

community use - it's 
part of the park in 
terms of current 

use/interpretation)

60 metre drop could 
mean you could 

have height at NE 
without having as 
much of an impact 

on South 
neighbourhood

NSOS workshop 
helped me 

understand this 
one better.

Access through 
the 

neighbourhood to 
the beach and NW 

connection is 
important

West Point 
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Design a New Neighbourhood 
with Distinct Districts

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
Recognize Land as 
a Limited Resource

Design distinct districts, defined by the ridge, topography
and community adjacencies.

Consider topography, connectivity and surrounding 
context in designing for height and density.

EMERGING IDEAS

Aarhus, Denmark

Woodward's, Vancouver

Town Square, East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

Housing Vancouver
Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy
Climate Emergency Action 
Plan
Climate Emergency 
Response
Transportation 2040
Renewable City Strategy
Van Play

EXISTING PHOTOS

Site topography and natural features lend 
themselves to the formation of distinct districts.

Magnus Schon concept

Round 3

Walkability to 
smaller scale retail is 
important. What are 

we missing at W 
10th and at W 4th 

and Highbury?

consider 
opportunites 
to experience 

views

Concern re: eastern part of 
site - don't want to see big 
wall of large buildings that 

say 'don't come here'. 
Needs to be a soft edge 
that reflects other side. 

Blend with existing 
infrastructure.

view of north 
shore mountains, 
downtown from 
bench - need to 
wait for turn on 

bench

Concerned about 
a 15- min 

community idea 
wrt/ integrating 

with surrounding 
community

Retail on W 10th 
Av has been 
decimated. 

Worried about 
adding a bunch of 
retail on this site.

Worried about self- 
sustaining 

community with 
existing community 
as fringes that are 

further eroded

How will it 
mesh with 

other side of 
West 4th?n

Hope the 
green, 

open space 
is retained

Noise of train and 
commuters - will 
have impact on 
neighbours and 

on design

Opportunity to 
depart from 

traditional grid 
system - that 

would be really 
interesting

Talking about site as 
blank slate - 

concerned there are 
existing facilities on 
site (school, others) 

not being talked 
about

No more traffic on 
Highbury. It's a 
cycling street. 

Dangerous 
condition as it is. 

Remove traffic from 
Highbury.

Site is not isolated 
today; want to 

hear about 
connections to W 

10 th Ave

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Design a New Neighbourhood 
with Distinct Districts

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
Recognize Land as 
a Limited Resource

Design distinct districts, defined by the ridge, topography
and community adjacencies.

Consider topography, connectivity and surrounding 
context in designing for height and density.

EMERGING IDEAS

Aarhus, Denmark

Woodward's, Vancouver

Town Square, East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

Housing Vancouver
Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy
Climate Emergency Action 
Plan
Climate Emergency 
Response
Transportation 2040
Renewable City Strategy
Van Play

EXISTING PHOTOS

Site topography and natural features lend 
themselves to the formation of distinct districts.

Magnus Schon concept

Round 4

Maybe retail at grade, 
maybe a workspace (along 

the water) - less of a 
commuter street and 

becomes positive street in 
its own right (e.g. Princes 

street in Edinburgh)

Things people will 
need on the way to 

home, using/coming 
via transit (food, 

convenience stores)

How will 
families on 

foot get 
through the 
area easily?

Connecting to JBP - maybe 
we want to develop along 

4th to make it half a 
complete street w/ series 

of gaps, so 4th is connected 
to the site with a series of 

streetscapes
Loss of 

crossing 
and 

stoplights.

Worried about 
existing retail - 

being priced 
out and 

turnover.

Would like to 
see more 

independent 
shops (not 

chains)

Explore new things, 
see art and see 
nature (trees, 

pathways) with 
strollers - it would 
be sad if all of that 

was lost

Community 
programming - 
using natural 

spaces for 
exploration, 

learning

work/living/water 
relationship 

among Nations - 
interesting if that 

could be 
manifested here

How can small 
children use 
the space to 

explore? (they 
do that now)

Balance / mix 
this with 

development

Can't create a 
community 

without children - 
that's at the heart 
of everything we 

do.

Inclusive Neighbourhood - Breakout Room #2
Emerging Ideas: Design a New Neighbourhood with Distinct Districts & 
Recognize Land as a Limited Resource

Workshop #3
Tuesday, April 13, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

PRECEDENTS

Provide Amenities to 
Support the Neighbourhood

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

HafenCity, Hamburg

Mâmawêyatitân 
Centre, Regina

VanPlay

Healthy City Strategy

Vancouver Food Strategy

Resilient Vancouver

Culture | Shift

Neighbourhood Spaces Foster 
Health and Well- being

New amenities will serve as destinations for the new
neighbourhood, broader community and visitors.

WORK SPACE
Create unique community gathering

spaces to foster community health and well- being.

Bjørvika, Oslo

Bronx, New York City

EXISTING PHOTOS

VPL West Point Grey Branch on West 10th Avenue

Baseball field at West Point Grey (Trimble) Park

Aaniin Community Centre, Markham

Round 1

West Point Grey 
community centre 

(2 buildings on 
the site) needs to 

be replaced

unsure if large 
structures on the 
site will align with 
or complement 

the existing 
neighbourhood

queen mary and 
recently demolished 
a building - and will 
need expansion to 

accomodate growth

different scales of what 
a neighbourhood 

constitutes - the policy 
could better define 

relationship between 
existing and planned 
districts within WPG

not a new 
neighbourhood - 

should be framed as 
part of West Point 

Grey and the 
existing 

neighbourhood

i already can 
do everything 

within 15 
minutes of my 

house

fitness 
amenities, like 
calisthetics or 

tai chi

taxes on west 
10th because of 

development 
high- rise at UBC

reality of 
adding 

retail space 
here

protect retail on 
west 10th - 

shouldn't be 
competing with 

what's on the site

something missing around 
the site: cohesive corridors 

with moments of pause 
along West 4th and West 
8th - gathering places and 

unprogrammed spaces

areas for simpler 
physical activities, 

in contrast to 
larger recreational 

spaces

WPG resident's association 
and the park at SW corner 

identified as a primary view 
and on 8th avenue across 
the site. Former playing 
field was part of comm 

centre where WPG 
academy currently is

trimble park 
enhancement

Lord Byng 
expansion 
or capacity 

there

substantial 
shopping 

districts are 
problematic

concern for 
people with 
disabilities

existing facilities: 
WPG community 
centre needs to 
be expanded for 
new community

missing 
cohesive 

wayfinding 
points

accessibility 
in  park on 

16th

WPG comunity 
vision id 
shoping 

districts and 
amenitiess

tai chi, 
chi gong

impact of 
UBC on 

WPG village

reality of adding 
new retail space 
given taxes on 

West 10th retail 
properties

NOT a new 
neighbourhood

define districts 
within current 
and proposed 

neighbourhoods

 scale  of 
neighbourhood? 
large monilithic 

scales of structures 
may not be 

consistent with WPG

passive 
places and 

respite

smaller, 
informal 
spaces

WPG strong 
support for 
the park in 
SW - view

outdoor 
space 

adjacent to 
commuity ctr

plan for 
accessiblity: 

 physical 
and visual

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

PRECEDENTS

Provide Amenities to 
Support the Neighbourhood

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

HafenCity, Hamburg

Mâmawêyatitân 
Centre, Regina

VanPlay

Healthy City Strategy

Vancouver Food Strategy

Resilient Vancouver

Culture | Shift

Neighbourhood Spaces Foster 
Health and Well- being

New amenities will serve as destinations for the new
neighbourhood, broader community and visitors.

WORK SPACE
Create unique community gathering

spaces to foster community health and well- being.

Bjørvika, Oslo

Bronx, New York City

EXISTING PHOTOS

VPL West Point Grey Branch on West 10th Avenue

Baseball field at West Point Grey (Trimble) Park

Aaniin Community Centre, Markham

Round 2

not enough 
green 
space!

round plaza in 
Denmark with chairs 

and a fountain to meet 
- so east to say "i'll 

meet you there!" with 
spill out from 

restaurants and bars

places of 
quiet to site 

and visit 
friends

places 
to grow 

food

need improved 
accessibility 

compared to nearby 
comm centres 
(Aberthau and 

Brockhouse) to be 
more inclusive

community 
centre on the 

site - population 
will overwhelm 
existing centres

places for 
riding bikes 
or learning 

to ride bikes

plaza with 
alcohol or 

places to enjoy 
being 

outdoors

cultural aspects of 
first nations - art 

or museum - 
somekind of 

outdoor features

facility to 
process 

things that 
are grown

a comprehensive 
centre

a 
daycare 
at centre

need workshops 
with children for 

children to 
broaden the 
voices heard

copenhagen 
example near 

planetarium with 
adjoining plaza 

with places to sit

copenhagen train 
station with lots of 

retail and amenities 
including stalls that 
works during your 

commute

no accessible 
gym because 

Aberthau 
requires 

climbing steps

traffic issues are a 
challenge and if 

everyone is riding a 
bicycle or walking - 
will be a wonderful 

community

WALKING
after dinner walk 
for strolling and 

spaces that make 
that easier

on- site 
transit 

to cross

land 
bridge

Is planning 
extending 

to this road 
allowance?

a major 
community 

centre

a comprensive 
community 

centre - pool, 
gym, daycare 

and other sues

spill out 
spaces for cafe 

and 
alcohol/drink 
are missing

places to 
gather, tables 

chairs fountain 
in amsterdam

taking care 
of youth, 

elders and 
children

need youth 
input and 

workshops

Stanley King 
workshop and 

Nations 
engagement with 

youth have 
occurred

comunity 
centre at top 

of ridge would 
be inclusive

key to 
minimize 
traffic - 

walking and 
bicycle

shuttle to 
get people 

from trimble 
park to w4th

west 4th 
avenue is a 

moat between 
site and JBP - 
land bridge

laurel st 
connection as 
an example of 

bridge

tie into 
steep areas 

of site
furnicular

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

PRECEDENTS

Provide Amenities to 
Support the Neighbourhood

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

HafenCity, Hamburg

Mâmawêyatitân 
Centre, Regina

VanPlay

Healthy City Strategy

Vancouver Food Strategy

Resilient Vancouver

Culture | Shift

Neighbourhood Spaces Foster 
Health and Well- being

New amenities will serve as destinations for the new
neighbourhood, broader community and visitors.

WORK SPACE
Create unique community gathering

spaces to foster community health and well- being.

Bjørvika, Oslo

Bronx, New York City

EXISTING PHOTOS

VPL West Point Grey Branch on West 10th Avenue

Baseball field at West Point Grey (Trimble) Park

Aaniin Community Centre, Markham

Round 3

drop in for 
children and 
parents can 

enjoy

paths that 
don't allow 

bikes

w 4th as an 
animated 

spaces with 
gaps for 

courtyards

outdoor 
covered 
areas for 

sing circles

when available 
to everyone 

then loses its 
character

space to explore 
freely and have 

nurturing 
education 

spaces

community or 
institutional 

uses with 
green roofs

gathering 
place for 

families with 
young children

forest path can 
be accessible 

without 
compromising 

ecology

good sun 
exposure in 

plaza or 
park setting

connections 
which are an 
experience 

in itself

seawall, 
arbutus 

greenway

connections 
through the 

site as an 
amenity in 

itself:

all 
season 

amenities

4th as half 
a complete 
street - an 

INTERE

commnuity 
gradens on 

top of 
buildings

track and 
climbing 

areas

gaps along 
west 4th 
for green

mountain 
bikes chew 
up forest 

areas

forest 
walks?

walk 
through 
trails at 

stanley park

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

PRECEDENTS

Provide Amenities to 
Support the Neighbourhood

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

HafenCity, Hamburg

Mâmawêyatitân 
Centre, Regina

VanPlay

Healthy City Strategy

Vancouver Food Strategy

Resilient Vancouver

Culture | Shift

Neighbourhood Spaces Foster 
Health and Well- being

New amenities will serve as destinations for the new
neighbourhood, broader community and visitors.

WORK SPACE
Create unique community gathering

spaces to foster community health and well- being.

Bjørvika, Oslo

Bronx, New York City

EXISTING PHOTOS

VPL West Point Grey Branch on West 10th Avenue

Baseball field at West Point Grey (Trimble) Park

Aaniin Community Centre, Markham

Round 4

paths, 
playgrounds

centralized 
community 

centre attracts 
cars from other 
neighbourhoods

smaller 
community 
centre or 

large one?

share the 
value of 
land and 
nature

modest hot 
dog evening 
at Trimbell 

Park

commnuity 
gardens 
gather 
people

access to 
water, 
nature

water feature 
connected to 

former 
streams

place to have 
BBQ pits 

andhumble 
gathering 
fwith food

produce food 
proximate to 

where you 
live

courtyards 
contribute 
to health

mix and 
proximal 

activities can 
be healthy

rooftop 
gardens

benches for 
elders to 

watch kids at 
playgrounds

raised 
gardens, 

accessible 
paths

seniors 
drop in 
centre

seniors + 
toddler+ 
parents

community 
centre 

integrated 
with transit

amphitheatre: 
 DT UBC, eat 

on steps

spaces to hang 
out, have a 

meal, tranist, 
commuity in a 

square

sport 
fields all weather 

practice 
areas

folk fest: 
leverage 

and support 
music

Inclusive Neighbourhood - Breakout Room #3
Emerging Ideas: Provide Amenities to Support the Neighbourhood & 
Neighbourhood Spaces Foster Health and Well-Being

Workshop #3
Tuesday, April 13, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4
EXISTING PHOTOS

Inclusive Neighbourhood

Create a Destination for 
Culture, Jobs and Shopping

 A Unique and Vibrant 
Public Realm

CITY POLICY
Employment Lands and 
Economy Review

Culture | Shift

VanPlay

Climate Emergency 
Action Plan

Transportation 2040

City of Reconciliation

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland, NZ

Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre, Whistler

Ira Keller Fountain, Portland

A unique destination celebrating MST culture, with a 
range of shopping, amenities and services.

Create a series of connected public
places and gathering spots.

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

Fine grain retail along West 4th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

PRECEDENTS

Granville Island, Vancouver

Capers Building Plaza

Round 1

Sustainable 
is important 

not just 
green roofs

Places to be able 
to shop that are 
accessible from 
the surrounding 
neighbourhood

Accessibility is 
important in 

all parts of the 
project 

throughtout

Meeting 
places

School? Or 
a 

community 
space

This is different than 
a normal project 
from a normal 

project - The FSR 
comes through the 

policy statement

We drive to 
places: it is nice to 

have places to 
casually meet 
people with 
amenities

Business centre that 
can bring people on 

the site or people 
that can live and 
work here: like a 

brewery  or a tech 
hub

Disability is 
part of the 

accessibility

Noise: Places that 
are enclosed that 
are isolated from 
streets and wind 

to be able to relax 
and gather

Studio for 
artists , small 
gallery, small 

theatre

Boutique 
shops, maybe 
a deli!? More 
than just a 

coffee shop

Retails and shops 
that are not 
chains! local 

shops...to know 
the local shops is 

important

A tech 
centre that 
is near UBC

Support for 
families: 

community 
centre, family 

place hub,

Improve 4th 
maybe from 6 

lanes to 4 lanes - 
improved 

streetscape with 
retails

Sunny benches 
integrated with 

indigenous 
features

Fresh food 
market - 
Maybe a 

small library?

This is exactly 
what we did in 
2019! Why are 

we doing it 
again?

Covered 
spaces that 

you can gather 
and rest, sit

Outdoor places that 
takes into account 
the natural spaces 

with covered spaces 
during rainy days

Interesting to see 
what is missing! 

Tobogganing is very 
interesting. a

small grocery store 
or a senior centre.

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4
EXISTING PHOTOS

Inclusive Neighbourhood

Create a Destination for 
Culture, Jobs and Shopping

 A Unique and Vibrant 
Public Realm

CITY POLICY
Employment Lands and 
Economy Review

Culture | Shift

VanPlay

Climate Emergency 
Action Plan

Transportation 2040

City of Reconciliation

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland, NZ

Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre, Whistler

Ira Keller Fountain, Portland

A unique destination celebrating MST culture, with a 
range of shopping, amenities and services.

Create a series of connected public
places and gathering spots.

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

Fine grain retail along West 4th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

PRECEDENTS

Granville Island, Vancouver

Capers Building Plaza

Round 2

Hostel is isolated 
but that is good 

thing to guest but 
places like music 

venues/art spaces 
could help guest on 
the site to hangout

A longhouse 
through a 
physical 

building that is 
made of wood

Daycare
Public 

squares 
with retail

People use trails 
through the Jericho 
Beach Forest during 

the day and use 
discovery during the 
night because they 

don't feel safe

,,

West Point 
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4
EXISTING PHOTOS

Inclusive Neighbourhood

Create a Destination for 
Culture, Jobs and Shopping

 A Unique and Vibrant 
Public Realm

CITY POLICY
Employment Lands and 
Economy Review

Culture | Shift

VanPlay

Climate Emergency 
Action Plan

Transportation 2040

City of Reconciliation

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland, NZ

Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre, Whistler

Ira Keller Fountain, Portland

A unique destination celebrating MST culture, with a 
range of shopping, amenities and services.

Create a series of connected public
places and gathering spots.

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

Fine grain retail along West 4th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

PRECEDENTS

Granville Island, Vancouver

Capers Building Plaza

Round 3

Multipurpose 
spaces where you 

can have music 
and gathering and 

meet your 
neighbours

A square at the 
south west corner 

and everything 
else could go 

other parts of the 
site

Not just cultural 
gathering but 

integrated gathering 
between MST and 

community : music, 
and opportunities 

for artists

Destination 
shopping with 

culture / market 
gardens (Granville 

island) that are 
street oriented

Pickup a lunch 
/coffee in morning 
and glass of wine 
evening to go to 
beach and to sit 
on a sunny plaza

Small business 
can create a sense 

of community - 
smaller fine grain 

experience of 
retails

Public realm is 
unique because 
of views are an 
important and 

topography Boardwalk to 
go through the 

trees 
incorporated 
MST culture

Market 
gardens could 
be part of the 

housing 
element

Story of MST 
futurism: past and 
new way of being 
part of the new 

community

decolonization is 
a promise of this 

site and should be 
reflected through 

the site design

Public 
squares 

with retail
Cars important 

for accessibility If 
we have 

destinations we 
need to be able to 

get to those

West Point 
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Jericho Beach 
Park
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4
EXISTING PHOTOS

Inclusive Neighbourhood

Create a Destination for 
Culture, Jobs and Shopping

 A Unique and Vibrant 
Public Realm

CITY POLICY
Employment Lands and 
Economy Review

Culture | Shift

VanPlay

Climate Emergency 
Action Plan

Transportation 2040

City of Reconciliation

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland, NZ

Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre, Whistler

Ira Keller Fountain, Portland

A unique destination celebrating MST culture, with a 
range of shopping, amenities and services.

Create a series of connected public
places and gathering spots.

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

Fine grain retail along West 4th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

PRECEDENTS

Granville Island, Vancouver

Capers Building Plaza

Round 4

The broader WPG 
neighbouhood 
covers lots of 

other eleements 
like school

Opportunities of 
mixed cultural 

exchanges : 
learning more 

about MST, Arts 
and Culture,

Adding too many 
things could 

weaken west 10th 
retail - make sure 
we complement it 

not compete

Jericho is new 
site within an 

existing 
neighbourhood

Active life 
style 

+ nature 
spaces

Cultural activities 
are missing - 
taking over 

trimble park most 
of the times for 

that matter Old theatre 
that used to 
be here that 

is missing

With more housing 
there could be more 
shoppers : we have 

beaches, trails, 
tennis courts

Density with 
Different types of 
housing that that 

supports are 
affordable housing 
and retails not just 

condos

Gathering Spaces that 
people can sing : queen 
mary has an example of 

circular space that people 
use to informal gather and 
perform and sharing what 

they love

This could be 
as part of a 

new 
community 

centre

,,

Inclusive Neighbourhood - Breakout Room #4
Emerging Ideas: Create a Destination for Culture, Jobs, and Shopping & A 
Unique and Vibrant Public Realm

Workshop #3
Tuesday, April 13, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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Sustainability & Resilience
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

plan for a low carbon community

create a 
very dense 
community

Think about 
embodied carbon, 

not just operational 
carbon (in concrete - 

parking garages)

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

EMERGING IDEAS

The Heights, North Vancouver

Active Transportation Corridor

Tsleil- Wautuh Administration and Health Centre

Orient streets and buildings to promote passive design, optimize
energy performance and take advantage of Vancouver’s climate.

Respond to the climate 
emergency with a 

comprehensive approach that 
minimizes carbon pollution.

Active transportation at site edges

Understanding solar exposure on the site

PRECEDENTS

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm

Round 1

Minimize 
construction 

of parking 
garages

x2

Make this site totally 
car- free. Dedicate 
small amount of 

space along 4th and 
8th (contained at 

edges).

Car pooling 
and car 

sharing to 
reduce 

emissions.

Think about  
future/evolving 

technologies (AV, 
buildings) - how to plan 

things now for 
technologies that are 

changing rapidly.

Need access for fire and 
ambulance (emergency 

services) and for people to 
be able to access their 

residence - not allowing for 
other types of access

Explore a district 
parking approach 

- including car 
share. Place at 
edges of site

Parking 
entrances 
at exterior 

of site.

Making surfaces 
more permeable 
and sequestering 
carbon in the soil 

(think about building 
coverage over site 

vs. free soil).

Think 
about 
runoff.

Only parking 
that is directly 
underneath a 

building.

Limit building 
footprints - space 
between buildings 

for planting in deep 
ground. Legacy 

trees, legacy 
planting.

think about value 
of rent and lease 
space (across the 

city); integrate 
complex land use

streets 
underground

Dense retail services in 
area - convenient access to 
groceries/essentials, use of 

canopies over walkable 
streets (as solutions to 

getting around on 
rainy/cold days)

4th avenue can 
become a more 

interesting street, 
with work space, 

retail

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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Sustainability & Resilience
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

plan for a low carbon community

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

EMERGING IDEAS

The Heights, North Vancouver

Active Transportation Corridor

Tsleil- Wautuh Administration and Health Centre

Orient streets and buildings to promote passive design, optimize
energy performance and take advantage of Vancouver’s climate.

Respond to the climate 
emergency with a 

comprehensive approach that 
minimizes carbon pollution.

Active transportation at site edges

Understanding solar exposure on the site

PRECEDENTS

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm

Site orientation - 
U- shaped space 

for most light 
permeability, 
retain existing 

trees

Electric streetcars, 
linking transit between 

10th or 8th, down to 
4th - given site is on a 
grade (for movement, 

community, 
convenience)

Interaction with 
existing grid - 

intersecting bike 
lanes and access 
to transit routes.

Bridges across 
4th avenue, or 
easily moving 
from site into 
JBP/into ocean

Round 2

Working with 
what we have 

on the site (not 
too demolition- 

based)

can you use light 
tunnels? (bringing light 

in through roof into 
buildings) (because SW- 

facing windows will 
face the 

ridge/topography/slope

channeling 
natural light 
throughout 

the buildings

clusters 
of uses?

site is steep - 
has challenges 

for walking 
and cycling.

Do some work on 
the grades to make 
sure people can get 

from A to B in a 
comfortable way 

(may be a winding 
path)

pedestrian 
bridges between 

locations to 
overcome slope 

challenges

x2

to bring back 
concept of 

how land was 
used before

water/gravity 
operated 
(northern 

Devon 
example)

Trolley in ___ 
in Istanbul - 

gravity 
operated

Important to 
have building 

height variety - 
to not create 

wind turbulence

Or a 
trolley, 

funicular

x2
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Sustainability & Resilience
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

plan for a low carbon community

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

EMERGING IDEAS

The Heights, North Vancouver

Active Transportation Corridor

Tsleil- Wautuh Administration and Health Centre

Orient streets and buildings to promote passive design, optimize
energy performance and take advantage of Vancouver’s climate.

Respond to the climate 
emergency with a 

comprehensive approach that 
minimizes carbon pollution.

Active transportation at site edges

Understanding solar exposure on the site

PRECEDENTS

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm

don't be 
constrained by 
concept of 4th 

Ave as car route 
that happens to 
have bike lane(s)

Jericho Sailing 
Club - active 
community 

nearby (people 
getting active to 

get around)

consider both 
active 

recreational 
cycling, and 
commuters

Round 3

ecological engineering 
and smart building 

components (collective 
purchase/use of these 

to make it feasible)

assume no 
single 
family 

dwellings

is there a 
timeframe/ life span 

for the buildings? 
(materials that last 

for a long time - 
multiple 

generations)

minimizing car use 
and smallest carbon 

footprint possible 
(without taking away 
authenticity/attracti

on to the site)

education on 
individual 
resource 

consumption - 
impact of lifestyle 

choices

future is just- 
in- time transit 

for getting 
around (not 

cars)

Could there 
be a tool 
library?

how does CoV 
plan to change 

culture of 
Vancouver? 

(individualism)

8th and 4th 
are active 

cycling routes 
(both steep)

Take the NW 
to SE contour  
on bike - easy 

slope

Sustainability & Resilience - Breakout Room #1
Emerging Ideas: Plan for a Low Carbon Community

Workshop #4
Tuesday, April 13, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

CITY POLICY

Design with 
climate change 

in mind

Sustainability & Resilience

EMERGING IDEAS

Corktown Common, Toronto

Dockside Green, Victoria

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

HafenCity, Hamburg

Ensure buildings, ecosystems and 
landscapes, and public spaces are

designed with future climate 
conditions in mind.

Impacts of reduced air quality and king tides

Facilitate low- impact approaches to
water infrastructure.

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

Round 1

No garbage trucks in 
sust dev in  Sweden 

- garbage is 
collected trhough 
vaccuum tubes - 

consider as way to 
improve livability

siting buildings, 
good construction 

- sometimes 
challenges to 

actually meeting 
set goals

buildings in ares of 
slope - have buildings 
built in - less need to 

heat/cool - roofs can be 
gardens or green 

spaces (insulation / 
mitigates runoff)

Note
Major aquifer 

under the site - 
need to consider 
drainage issues - 
may also be an 

opportunity
District Energy 

heating - 
opportunity to take 
take whole site into 
consideration rather 

than individual 
units/buildings

need to do 
subsurface 
mapping - 

understand 
aquifers

waste to 
energy is an 
option - but 
comes with 
combustion

geothermal heating 
- on site as an 

option - need to 
know where can you 

put them so you 
dont hit aquifers

ensure 
site/dev is 

well- oriented 
to JBP

moves 
heating 

mech off of 
roof

YVR has an 
enormous 

GT field

Equity - orientation 
of the site includes 

the community - 
edges designed to 

feel welcoming (not 
walled off)

Highbury 
interceptor - runs 
right by the site - 

potential opp 
(work with MV)

Lesons 
learned in OV - 

Courtyard 
typology works 

well there -

is there a plan 
for building 

typologies - in 
relation to 

sustainability?

Is there an opp 
for a vertical farm 

(2-3ac) - could 
drinking water 

been drawn from 
the landhere?

North facing 
slope presents 
a challenge for 
solar heating

Think of the 
neighbours 

and 
solar/shade 

impacts

more community 
focused areas - 
keep publicly 

available - within 
community -
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

CITY POLICY

Design with 
climate change 

in mind

Sustainability & Resilience

EMERGING IDEAS

Corktown Common, Toronto

Dockside Green, Victoria

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

HafenCity, Hamburg

Ensure buildings, ecosystems and 
landscapes, and public spaces are

designed with future climate 
conditions in mind.

Impacts of reduced air quality and king tides

Facilitate low- impact approaches to
water infrastructure.

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

Round 2

would be good to 
be able to have 

some way to bring 
water to uses 
across the site

Using the site 
to regulate 

broader 
temperature

Note

Threshold for 
development - are 
we talking about 
development end 
of life (life- span of 

buildings)?

Accomodate SLR 
well into the 
future - CoV 

model only covers 
first phase (1-2m)

Soil depths - could 
we increase / 

boost amount of 
living soils in 
green areas

The site should 
contribute to water 
quality across the 

broader community 
(off- site)

Daylight 
streams - 

pocket 
gardens, 

interior lanes

Trees - 
to help 

cool area

How high is 
the water table 

on site? SLR 
impacts over 

time?

Do we know 
about Indigenous 
knowledge of the 
streams that were 

once on site?

Legends and 
stories of 53 

treams where fish 
would come up 

through the area

could tell 
where fish 
were going 

based on how 
they looked

12th / Sasamat 
/ Tolmie 
(hidden 
stream 

underground?)

Opportunity to 
learn and do 

more with 
Indigenous 

knowledge about 
the streams

Limit or reduce 
amount of 

underground 
parking in order to 
limit impact on the 

site/env/ecology
trees and roots that 

go into natural 
grade are essential - 
minimize disruption 

to existing soil 
infrastructure

Could density - 
here help case 
for Subway to 

UBC?

would be nice 
to reuse old 
buildings / 

building 
materials

Example: 
Shannon Mews 

(donut in parkade) 
preserved original 

tree

Need to prepare 
for SLR - 

throughout life- 
cycle of 

buildings

UBC - always new 
development going on - 

has this site thought about 
this level of activity in the 
build out?  how you move 

equip / excavation / 
impacts on mobility - 
adaptability over time

zero emissions 
construction 

site - coming in 
the future?

West Point 
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Park
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

CITY POLICY

Design with 
climate change 

in mind

Sustainability & Resilience

EMERGING IDEAS

Corktown Common, Toronto

Dockside Green, Victoria

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

HafenCity, Hamburg

Ensure buildings, ecosystems and 
landscapes, and public spaces are

designed with future climate 
conditions in mind.

Impacts of reduced air quality and king tides

Facilitate low- impact approaches to
water infrastructure.

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

Round 3

greywater - 
using water that 

is available to 
the best extent 

we can

not only having retail at 
grade - church or other 

institutional uses at grade / 
lower floors with 

residential above (see 
example near oakridge - 
church on ground floor)

good place to store 
water is in the 

ground - is there 
pourous pavement 
yet? encouraging 
infiltration across 

the site

make these a 
feature - all seasons 

(water or not) - 
landscaping/grasses 

to manage 
flooding/drought

EXAMPLE: Seattle 
has been 

experimenting with 
natural water runoff 

off highways - 
streams next to 
walking paths

would be prudent to 
establish watercourses 

on site - areas of 
ponding - 

seasonal/storm events 
- isolating areas and 
not building on them

how can we create 
parklets (with daylit 

streams) - integrated 
with broader 

community - off site 
connections (longer 

watercourses)

Dense 
affordable 

housing / mixed 
use (for the eco- 
friendly aspect)

More 
integrated 
buildings 

on site

Rain/stormwater 
mgmt needs to be 
a priority - how to 
manage water - 

keep it from 
running off site

How can we 
capture/retain 
water in winter 

to use in 
summer

water is nourishing - 
but can also be 

destructive - need to 
be concientious on 
how we manage it

Drought will be 
a factor in the 

summers-  how 
do we retain 

water - cisterns?

Water is a very 
important resource to 
Musqueam - creek was 

primary source of 
water at Musqueam - it 

sustains people and 
the environment

water features 
that are designed 

for the winter - 
need to be able to 
work/look good in 

the sumer

The site - recharges 
groundwater - that likely 
feeds ponds at JBP - with 
CC - can we hold water 

longer - have it permeate 
slower - storage for a 
multitude of reasons

Eco- friendly housing 
- mass timber, PH, 
would like to see 
influence in eco- 
districts (look at 

Germany, NL, 
Sweden)

Site provides 
an opportunity 
for Vancouver 

to have an 
eco- district

Natural / Park Area 
on slopes

Developable 
(Flatter area)

buildings that 
respond well 

to climate 
challenges

we should think about 
buildings that are self 
ventilating - 8 stories 
and under with single 

corridors - allow for air 
movement through 

them

Accessing 
Jericho village 
site - streams 
were plentiful 

/ fish -
Remember to think 

about how these lands 
have been a source of 
food - how does this 

development support 
the ecosystem support 

food

15 minute walk 
across site - not as 
big as it looks - 
moving around isnt a 
challenge

water doesnt start or stop at 
the edges of the site

Car free mobility 
throughout the 

site - highly 
walkable

Sustainability & Resilience - Breakout Room #2
Emerging Ideas: Design with Climate Change in Mind

Workshop #4
Tuesday, April 13, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE

KEY QUESTIONS

Define a place 
that is resilient & 

adaptable

Sustainability & Resilience

UBC Feast Bowl

Water Square Benthemplein, Rotterdam

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

EMERGING IDEAS

Design with flexibility, adaptability and
resilience in mind. 

Develop a thriving and prepared 
neighbourhood that can 

respond effectively to climate shocks
and stresses over the long- term.

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings

One Water: Rain City Strategy 

Resilient Vancouver Strategy

Round 1

planning 
for the 

future with 
limited cars

Resilience and 
urbanization in 

terms of site specific 
resilience and 

planning for a large 
population growth

how can large 
issues at the scale 
of the province or 

the region be 
addressed?

social aspects of 
reslience - multi- 

generational living and 
the opportunities for 

social connections and 
constructs that foster 

this

first nations 
guidance for 

social 
resilience

flexibility in use 
so buildings can 

change or 
evolve over time

building forms that 
accommodate 

multiple generations 
(opposed to 

segregated seniors 
housing)

Functional resilience - if 
part of your 

neighbourhood breaks, it 
doesn't cause damage or 
compromise to the wider 

neighbourhood 
(redundancy)

daycares in the 
centre of the 

community along 
with people of all 

ages

communal 
cooking area for 

socialization 
and food 
security

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh
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ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE

KEY QUESTIONS

Define a place 
that is resilient & 

adaptable

Sustainability & Resilience

UBC Feast Bowl

Water Square Benthemplein, Rotterdam

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

EMERGING IDEAS

Design with flexibility, adaptability and
resilience in mind. 

Develop a thriving and prepared 
neighbourhood that can 

respond effectively to climate shocks
and stresses over the long- term.

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings

One Water: Rain City Strategy 

Resilient Vancouver Strategy

Round 2

Regenerative 
buildings that 
contribute to 
energy and 

water

materials that 
sequester carbon 
in building design 
- such as wood or 

hempcrete

Delta development - 
development 

integrates farmland 
and food into the 

fabric of the 
community

permanent 
farmer's market 
spaces to reduce 

challenges in food 
transport

build everything 
passive- house 
to help future 

proof the 
community

animation built 
in with 

animators to 
help the 

community exist

energy 
economy 

over a long 
time

housing shortage 
should be 

emphasis on land 
- farming belongs 
in Delta or Surrey

social 
resilience

resilient in 
terms of water 

and 
groundwater 

recharge

green roofs 
for food 

production

buildings in 
NYC as 

example for 
urban farming

how can we integrate 
the learning of the land 
in terms of education 
into the community in 
terms of sustainable 
buildings and design

mass timber 
could 

flourish 
here

prefab wood 
and other 

green building 
materials

community 
oriented building 

design that is 
multi- generational 

and diverse

affordable 
housing

district 
energy so the 

site is self- 
sufficient complementary 

uses by time of 
day for better 
use of energy

density is 
important to help 
enable variety in 
the community 
and affordable 

housing

seismic 
retrofits to 

nearby schools 
in kits

places that 
accommodate 

a range of 
users and uses

single family 
homes and 
townhomes 

are not dense 
enough

8-20 
storeys?

MST and COV 
should retain 

the land in 
the long term

Revenue 
generation 

for MST 
nations

community 
centre is 

needed for 
social 

connections
attractive 
area for 

downsizing 
seniors

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE

KEY QUESTIONS

Define a place 
that is resilient & 

adaptable

Sustainability & Resilience

UBC Feast Bowl

Water Square Benthemplein, Rotterdam

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

EMERGING IDEAS

Design with flexibility, adaptability and
resilience in mind. 

Develop a thriving and prepared 
neighbourhood that can 

respond effectively to climate shocks
and stresses over the long- term.

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings

One Water: Rain City Strategy 

Resilient Vancouver Strategy

Round 3

where would 
residents get 

potable water if 
there was an 

interruption to local 
water supply?

emergency 
preparation in case 

of major earthquake 
or other major 

natural disaster or 
event

big risks in areas of 
steep topography 
during a period of 
flood - intersecting 

conditions for 
disaster events

plans for 
new 

schools on 
the site?

pathways and 
roads that can 

absorb rainwater 
rather than being 

impervious

earthquake refuge 
for the most 

vulnerable people - 
a community centre 

or other facility to 
accommodate a 

shelter

hardened 
area for 

people who 
are injured

dealing 
with rain 

and 
stormwater

height markers 
for flood levels in 
Victoria as public 
awareness and 

education

thinking 
about the 

site as 
multiple use

local 
cistern?

stormwater 
pond treatment 
system, natural 
purification of 

water

food 
security intensive 

farmingrooftop 
gardens

synergies with 
educational 

opportunities and 
gardening or food 

production

heritage 
food plants 
integrated

existing on- site plants 
and vegetation in 

indigenous traditions

how high 
could a 

king tide go 
in 50 years?

really 
hard to 
predict!

natural 
materials

Sustainability & Resilience - Breakout Room #3
Emerging Ideas: Design a Place that is Resilient and Adaptable

Workshop #4
Tuesday, April 13, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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West Point 
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Park
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Connections and Mobility
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Design to be Welcoming and inclusive

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Knit together the fabric of the 
Jericho Lands and the surrounding 

neighbourhoods.

Design accessible connections
throughout the site to intentionally

welcome users.

CITY POLICY
Transportation 2040

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

VanPlay

EMERGING IDEAS

Existing Transit
Existing Bike Network
Existing Main Access Point to the Site

University Boulevard, UBC

City Centre, Washington, DC

Vancouver

Return of the Hill, Chongqing, China

Round 1

strong first 
nations 

presence

north- south 
central 

connection 
from 8th to 
the water

central station 
should be 

constructed in 
consideration for 

serving the broader 
community, not just 

the Jericho Lands

10th and 
Saasmat 
potential 

future station

land bridge and 
regrading on 4th 
like laurel street 
connection SE 

false creek

cycling and 
pedestrian 

connections

very busy 
traffic flow 

on 4th

access 
coming 

from the 
water

don't support 
designing 

around central 
station on the 

site

lack of certainty 
about designing 

around and 
planning for the 

subway extension 
to UBC

can put the 
entire west 
4th below 

grade

retail as safe 
neighbourhood 

welcoming 
amenity

8th Ave is a quiet 
and beautiful route 
for Cyclists between 

UBC and Kits - so 
should have limited 

entry points

West Point 
Grey Park
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Jericho Beach 
Park
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Connections and Mobility
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Design to be Welcoming and inclusive

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Knit together the fabric of the 
Jericho Lands and the surrounding 

neighbourhoods.

Design accessible connections
throughout the site to intentionally

welcome users.

CITY POLICY
Transportation 2040

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

VanPlay

EMERGING IDEAS

Existing Transit
Existing Bike Network
Existing Main Access Point to the Site

University Boulevard, UBC

City Centre, Washington, DC

Vancouver

Return of the Hill, Chongqing, China

Round 2

respect context of 
surrounding 

neighbourhoods in 
terms of scale and 
materials - should 
be more fine grain

INCLUSIVE

retail shouldn't 
simply replicate 

current retail uses 
that work already 

for the 
community

careful not to 
divert traffic from 
4th to local streets 

as a result of 
improvements

welcoming 
plazas (caper's 

courtyard - 
kits)

soft 
edges to 

site

quiet and 
slow streets 
to be more 

comfortable

generous 
sidewalks

alternative 
routes to 

open space

sentinels to replace 
poplars as a 

gateway feature to 
draw people into 

the site (relating to 
former military uses 

on the site)

PERMEABILITY
don't need a 

hard 
separation 

between areas

traffic circles 
don't help to 
calm traffic

closing 
highbury 
to traffic

buildings of 
similar scale that 
cut off access to 
sun or create the 
feeling of a wall

limit heights 
to tallest 
specimen 

trees

buildings not like 
upcoming 

development at 
broadway and 

alma with 
concrete

areas to 
celebrate 

indigenous 
culturevariety of urban 

spaces to share 
culture, have a 
coffee, that are 

sheltered

thinking about types of 
people who would be 
drawn to th site and 

connections that focus on 
all types of people - not just 

cyclists - but people of all 
ages, abilities, and social 

backgrounds

walkways 
like pacific 
spirit park

business districts on 
west 4th, 10th, 

broadway - retailers 
should be seen as 

stakeholders - 
involve business 

groups

street 
furniture in 

the business 
districts

stairways on the 
site should have 
bike channels to 
support cyclists

opening up the 
existing streams to 
create an inviting 
and comfortable 

walking 
environment

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park
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Connections and Mobility
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Design to be Welcoming and inclusive

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Knit together the fabric of the 
Jericho Lands and the surrounding 

neighbourhoods.

Design accessible connections
throughout the site to intentionally

welcome users.

CITY POLICY
Transportation 2040

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

VanPlay

EMERGING IDEAS

Existing Transit
Existing Bike Network
Existing Main Access Point to the Site

University Boulevard, UBC

City Centre, Washington, DC

Vancouver

Return of the Hill, Chongqing, China

Round 3

welcoming 
through a 

long- house to 
the history of 

the land

views out, 
over, and 

around, no 
matter what is 

built

connections 
to JBP for 

people and 
cyclists

connecting the 
south and north 

areas of the 
neighbourhood 

will help connect 
the community

major nodes and activity 
centres - setting tiers of 

connections - don't want to 
lose them or overhwelm 
existing nodes to other 

important local 
destinations aberthau 

theatre, 
hostel

brock 
house

should be a 
range of 

entrances - not 
just one grand 

entrance

exciting 
opportunities in 

nature

forest could be 
made into 

something exciting

rooms for lots 
of stuff 

including fields 
and interpretive 

features

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave
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Connections and Mobility
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Design to be Welcoming and inclusive

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Knit together the fabric of the 
Jericho Lands and the surrounding 

neighbourhoods.

Design accessible connections
throughout the site to intentionally

welcome users.

CITY POLICY
Transportation 2040

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

VanPlay

EMERGING IDEAS

Existing Transit
Existing Bike Network
Existing Main Access Point to the Site

University Boulevard, UBC

City Centre, Washington, DC

Vancouver

Return of the Hill, Chongqing, China

Round 4

MATERIALS THAT ARE 
ACCESSIBLE; NEED TO FUTURE 

PROOFED for use, weather, 
growth, -- materials of paths 

(o'keefe murray lands - 11th) - 
patterning in the design of 

concrete and brick has not aged 
well with gaps and edges

Discovery 
Point traffic 
accidents

how can you draw 
people in without 
destroying it, such 

as natural 
amenities?

no signs 
that say 

"NO 
ENTRY"!

shortcut 
to the 
beach!

access 
for all

sports 
cars go 

fast!

slow 
crossings

unpleasant 
experience 

on 4th

specific paths that 
are lifted fof the 

ground that allow 
mitigation of 

trampling

spread 
out social 

spaces
paths that 
follow the 

contours with 
gentle grades

using 
staircases 
as social 
spaces

outdoor space 
for market 
garden by 

working with 
what's there

accessibility 
where seniors 
and youth are 
living together 

in public spaces

paths at 
grade and 
connected 
to grade

adequate 
widths of paths 

for different 
user abilities 

can cross

planning 
for long 

term 
maintenace

Connections and Mobility - Breakout Room #1
Emerging Ideas: Design to be Welcoming and Inclusive & 
Enhance Neighbourhood Connections

Workshop #5
Wednesday, April 14, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

DESIGN THE SITE
TO BE CAR- LIGHT

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY PRIORITIZE WALKING,
ROLLING AND CYCLING

Connections and Mobility

Prioritize active travel in site design, 
creating a network that is highly 

accessible and organic.

Minimize prioritization
for vehicles.

Vauban, Freiberg

Bjørvika- Bispevika, Oslo

Copenhagen, Denmark

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 1

8 foot 
wide 

sidewalks

will there be 
an Indigenous 

cultural 
centre?

no curb side 
parking - 

keep parking 
at perimeter

separate 
pedestrian 
and cyclist 
corridors

quiet narrow streets -  
with NO curbside 

parking would be a nice 
way to go through site - 

integrating bikes and 
cars at slow speeds

15-25%

5-10%

45 degrees works 
well for solar access 
- for building - help 
to orient streets as 

well - no streets 
directly through site

rather than big wide central 
boulevard - prefer 

narrower more interesting 
streets - with something 

interesting to see  - 
encourage people to slow 

down

4th - 
Dunbar/Collingwo
od - special area - 
hope that this site 
will help enhance 

this area

why have cars 
on the site at 

all? keep them 
on the edges -

limiting 
gateways - 

dont impose 
grid on site-

Could imagine 
dropping bike at a 
convenient spot - 

(DRY ,safe bike 
parking/storage) - 

+1

who will be 
maintaining 

public realm -  
given we dont 
know street 

network?

too early to 
know - 

discussions 
to come

would like to 
discourage high- 

speed cycling 
through the site

ensure it's 
not a 

commuter 
route -

what about 
delivery/service 

vehicles?

keep on- site 
bike traffic 

slow/walking 
speed

would be important 
to have 

focuses/destinations 
in the site  -  a 

reason for people to 
come in - perhaps 

centrally

minimize conflicts 
between 

pedestrians and 
cyclists - esp. with 

e- bikes (speed)

would be important to 
have focuses/destinations 
in the site  -  a reason for 

people to come in - perhaps 
centrally

MST Nations - 
would bring 

people in to the 
site - to learn 
more about 

cultures

how will we 
manage 

construction - and 
impacts on 

surrounding 
n'hood?

parking on edges 
needs to be 

underground - no 
one want to look 

at an elevated 
parking garage +3

deliveries to key 
concierge 

stations around 
the edges - 

staging sites +2

small scale 
electric 

vehicles to do 
deliveries on 

site limiting waste  
- means no 
mega trash 

trucks

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)
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Park
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

DESIGN THE SITE
TO BE CAR- LIGHT

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY PRIORITIZE WALKING,
ROLLING AND CYCLING

Connections and Mobility

Prioritize active travel in site design, 
creating a network that is highly 

accessible and organic.

Minimize prioritization
for vehicles.

Vauban, Freiberg

Bjørvika- Bispevika, Oslo

Copenhagen, Denmark

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 2

where's the 
sun? we 

want to walk 
in the sun

open are, 
accessible 

design - 
ramps, limited 

barriers

want to encourage 
cycling and active 

transportation - has 
to be beautifully 

accessible

would want to 
be closer to 

the contours - 
if cycling 

across the site

consider bike/e- 
bike storage in 

residential / and 
how bikes are 

moving through 
site

(Cycling) area 
before 

sasamat is the 
worst - along 

8th

15-25%

0-10%

keep commuters 
on 8th - make on 
site travel to be 

more meandering

if you want it to 
be car light - need 
a 'landing pad' to 
drop off people, 

(seniors) 
deliveries etc...

Offer different 
ways to navigate 

the ridge - can get 
a quick workout 

from the slopes  :)

need to keep 
in mind 

accessibility in 
all work / 

connectivity

city of 
Vancouver 

owned land

Feature welcome point 
should be Trimble Park  - 

because of the view

Feature welcome point 
from 4th avenue

This NW connection 
through city owned 

land

connections from other 
routes (cycling and 

walking) - the site has 
been closed off for so 

long

8th is the choice for walking 
because there is no truck 
traffic and its in the sun

There's a secret bike 
route on the site - 

from 6th that beats 
the grade

?
?
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

DESIGN THE SITE
TO BE CAR- LIGHT

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY PRIORITIZE WALKING,
ROLLING AND CYCLING

Connections and Mobility

Prioritize active travel in site design, 
creating a network that is highly 

accessible and organic.

Minimize prioritization
for vehicles.

Vauban, Freiberg

Bjørvika- Bispevika, Oslo

Copenhagen, Denmark

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 3

Key to minimize 
prioritization of 

vehicles - essential for 
community to work 

and connect to ground 
(incl.  - re- establishing 

watercourses)

within entrance of 
longhouse - you go 

counter clockwise to 
free yourself.  

Moving clockwise = 
binding oneself

we want ot be 
able to drop 
people off in 
site - seniors, 
PWD etc... -

alternative 
parking 

strategies - 
inclusing car 

share

minimize cars on 
site - to do this - 
still dont believe 

in 'parking on the 
corners of the 

site'

need to have 
subway on 

SW corner of 
site

Automated 
parking systems - 

minimize 
footprint needed 

for parking

T

T

Pathways and 
walkways - 
diagonal 

across the site

families - moving 
with packages, 

children, animals - 
need to consider 
how people move 

car- free/car- lite

An arrival spot that 
points people to JBP 
- finding a route that 
has the least impact 
on the environment 

around JBP pond

Protect this space

Think of impact of 
Folk Fest and 

other events that 
draw people to 

area - 
parking/BBQs -

Important to have a 
youth focus - 

skateboarding / 
skateparks, places for 

youth to gather  - 
ensuring you get youth 

voices in the process The toboganning hill 
is important in the 

community - people 
will still use it - even 
if not intended for 

that use

Graded platform 
stairs - through 
trees - protect 

ecology - lifted off 
landscape Cyclists taken 

along a different 
path - switchbacks 

transit - 
leading to 

bikes / 
walking 

throughout 
and off site

plaza or gathering 
place at top of ridge as 

you exit station - 
sublime views - 

descend into 
community

daylit watercourses 
or water features  - 
along the slopes as 

well

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
Hi

gh
bu

ry
 S

t

BREAKOUT ROOM   2

DESIGN THE SITE
TO BE CAR- LIGHT

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY PRIORITIZE WALKING,
ROLLING AND CYCLING

Connections and Mobility

Prioritize active travel in site design, 
creating a network that is highly 

accessible and organic.

Minimize prioritization
for vehicles.

Vauban, Freiberg

Bjørvika- Bispevika, Oslo

Copenhagen, Denmark

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 4

ensure 
designing for 
AAA - keeping 
everyone safe connecting 

to trails in 
JBP

using topography of 
the site - capitalizing 

on the views for 
people coming to 

site - making access 
more pleasant

Evergreen trees 
- on north sides 
of pathways - to 
provide shelter 
from weather

maybe a larger 
perimter 
exercise 

network - 
trails/paths

N- S 
connections 
on site are 
essential

more and 
more people 

using e- bikes - 
can help with 

grade

weather 
protection (rain, 

snow, sun) - make 
sure that people 
can travel in all 

seasons

separated 
paths - 
keeping 

walking/cycling 
apart

Land bridge

skytrain/transit 
needs to weave 
into broader AT 

network

Ridge is 
important place 
to MST Nations - 

a place of 
lookout -

important to 
understand how 

people are going to 
move through the 

site (e.g social, 
commute, exercise)

if people are socially 
travelling - need more 
space to be side- by- 

side - need one or two 
routes that can 

accomodate this type 
of activity 15-25%

0-10%

important access to site and way to travel across - with views

there are times 
transit is NOT 
convenient - 

taking 
kids/dogs/packag

es

how to make 
all modes of 

transportation 
efficient

traditional 
street grid 
wont work 
with the  

topography

larger outdoor 
covered spaces for 

gathering

look beyond to 
sea/mountains

/city
Creates sense 

of place

places to rest 
along 8th - how to 

activate 
transitions 

between site and 
existing n'hood

some areas will be used by 
local residents (on- site) and 
broader n'hood - e.g  new 
CC - needs to be a way for 

broader community to 
access - needs to be 

practical need practical 
applications to 

access for 
community uses 

(CC, childcare)

low speed electric 
vehicles - 40km or 

less roads 
surrounding site - so 
electric vehicles can 

move into 
community

EXAMPLES: 
pedestrian 

scale in 
gastown / 

SEFC

EXAMPLE: 
Oakridge - car 
travel pushed 

to edges -

Connections and Mobility - Breakout Room #2
Emerging Ideas: Prioritize Walking, Rolling, and Cycling & 
Design the Site to be Car-Lite

Workshop #5
Wednesday, April 14, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE
PRECEDENTS

ENCOURAGE 
TRANSIT USE 

THROUGH 
SITE DESIGN

Connections and Mobility

EXISTING PHOTOSEMERGING IDEASCITY POLICY

If a SkyTrain station is located on- site, design the 
station to celebrate arrival, and to provide clear 
wayfinding and access to a station.

LeBreton Flats, Ottawa

McDonald's Cycle Center, Chicago

Marine Gateway, Vancouver

Support existing transit with a mix of 
uses, activities and destinations.

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 1

station on 
10/12th with 
walkway to 
run through 

site

benches 
and places 
to sit, meet

places to 
drop 

off/szones

last mile needs 
bike 

parking/accesskeep natural 
flows of 

people free 
and clear

putting hubs 
of activity 
close to 

transit nodes

coffee, 
businesses, 

seating, publc 
areas, art

concern 
about transit 

bringing 
people in

how to balance 
bringing people 
in with keeping 

it quiet

station at 
Dunbar 

where B line 
connects

1

if station at site, 
then at a 

viewpoint as 
people come out 
of the station and 

see the view

prioritize 
accessibility!

 lets make 
sure we can 
take bikes  
on subway

fully 
accessible for 
wheelchairs 
and rolling

position things 
on the site so 15 
minute circle is 
centred around 

station

connecting 
west 

broadway 
with 6th

big obstacle to 
get around 

trimbel park/8 
to highbury - 

BUS?

UBC to DT 
to Hastings 

Park

how to get to 
sassamat 

without hitting 
the steep 
grades?

how site can 
contribute  to 
the traversing 

the journey with 
managed slopesget to 

the 
beach

station at 
highbury 

and station 
at 8th

path on the 
ridge, 

connect ot 
ablethary

moveable 
bollards 

and flexible 
pathways

bringing 
people in 

will be 
good

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE
PRECEDENTS

ENCOURAGE 
TRANSIT USE 

THROUGH 
SITE DESIGN

Connections and Mobility

EXISTING PHOTOSEMERGING IDEASCITY POLICY

If a SkyTrain station is located on- site, design the 
station to celebrate arrival, and to provide clear 
wayfinding and access to a station.

LeBreton Flats, Ottawa

McDonald's Cycle Center, Chicago

Marine Gateway, Vancouver

Support existing transit with a mix of 
uses, activities and destinations.

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 2

would have 
liked to get to 
prioritization 

of ideas, not a 
pot pourri

stations 
should be low 

profile and 
visually natural 

materials

station 
embeded into 

landscape; 
keep the 

environment

pathways to 
and from 
stations - 

natural and 
comfortable

around 
transit 
station

alma station is 
great; same 
elevation as 
half of site

cars at edge, 
walking and 

cycling internal 
to site

evenly 
distributed 
and access 
10th retail

4th continue 
to be 

serviced by 
bus service

min car 
trips, 

storage, 
moving

internal 
bicylcle paths 
on topo line: 

SE to NW

cyclists 
going to 

UBC

drop 4th 
ave 

beneath 
grade

alma 
corridor NB 
for busses

with SkyTrain 
design always 

think of 
lighting and 

clear sightlines

station at 
courtney or 
discovery is 

exciting

new station at SW 
corner:  arrival at 
viewing square at 
top of the ridge

corners of 
site with 
shared 

cars/Eplug in

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE
PRECEDENTS

ENCOURAGE 
TRANSIT USE 

THROUGH 
SITE DESIGN

Connections and Mobility

EXISTING PHOTOSEMERGING IDEASCITY POLICY

If a SkyTrain station is located on- site, design the 
station to celebrate arrival, and to provide clear 
wayfinding and access to a station.

LeBreton Flats, Ottawa

McDonald's Cycle Center, Chicago

Marine Gateway, Vancouver

Support existing transit with a mix of 
uses, activities and destinations.

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 3

stations needs 
to have access 
to busses, park 

n' ride and 
parking

everything is 
interconnected 

and has a flow to 
the design 

elements; positive 
energy

accessiblity 
to and from 
areas, and 

to the beach

how to get 
busses 

from 4th to 
the station

access to 
station is 

convenient 
and easy

ST station on 
site is a good 
idea - fewer 
people using 

cars

more than 
banks and 

commercial 
uses at ground 

level

underground 
orn at grade 
access to the 

station?

Indigenous 
expression 

in the 
station

look at the 
broader 

context and 
overall transit 

network

funding?
regional 
priority?

how would 
station serve 
the broader 
community

FUNDING: for 
transit is a 

provincial; CAC 
should go to 
community 

amenity

alma has major 
sites about the 
be developed 

with commercial

housing on 4th 
ave should 

have access to 
transit/grades 
are an issue

dual or 3 
stations in 

the broader 
area

more people 
coming into the 
community how 
does it feel safe

need more 
transit not 

less

huge 
site

#25, and DT 
routes on oak 
and Mcdonald 

reduced

transit needs 
to be 

convenient - 
not block and 
blocks away

challenge 
of grade:  
funicular?

small 
shuttle to 
get from 

4th to 10th

link SW to 
NE retail 

and 
businesses

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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t

BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE
PRECEDENTS

ENCOURAGE 
TRANSIT USE 

THROUGH 
SITE DESIGN

Connections and Mobility

EXISTING PHOTOSEMERGING IDEASCITY POLICY

If a SkyTrain station is located on- site, design the 
station to celebrate arrival, and to provide clear 
wayfinding and access to a station.

LeBreton Flats, Ottawa

McDonald's Cycle Center, Chicago

Marine Gateway, Vancouver

Support existing transit with a mix of 
uses, activities and destinations.

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 4

Timing 
may be 

long term

elevated 
transit 
line?

make 
transit 

centre a 
FOCUS

transit 
integrated 
with retail, 
shopping 

centre

pedestrian 
oriented, 

bicycle 
share

subway or LRT 
line? good 

connectios to 
UBC

consider 
range of 

options for 
transit

kids get to 
school by 

transit rather 
than SUV

station 
through 

garrison site 
to feed retail

link to 
school, 
church

assume transit 
station on site, 

incorporate with 
other features 
such as rec ctr

restaurants as 
central to the 

experience 
and 

convenience

precedent of 
Tokyo/ central 

line:  big stations 
are high rise and 

itnegratred
multipurpose 
and vertical 
integration

#44 bus 
redirected 

along 8th to 
Broadway

plan for transit 
proximity and 
future station

reciprocal 
station on 

4th ave

location as 
subway, LRT, 

expanded 
bus

uses 
proximate to 

tranist: coffee, 
groceries, less 

rec centre

eyes on 
space and 

overlook of 
units

circulators 
through the 
site and feed 
the station

bike and 
car share 
near the 
station

move to smaller 
vehicles;  COVID 

and low 
emmission 

vehicles

higher density 
related to 

transit on the 
site - makes 

sense

CAC rarely  
used to pay 
for transit

where are 
people trying 

to get to work? 
UBC, DT? 

elsewhere

increasing 
levels of 

live/work at 
home

station at 
8th and 
crown

Connections and Mobility - Breakout Room #3
Emerging Ideas: Encourage Transit Through Site Design

Workshop #5
Wednesday, April 14, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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t

BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Connections and Mobility

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections
EMERGING IDEAS

Re- Imagine West 4th Avenue

Knit together the fabric of the Jericho Lands and the 
surrounding neighbourhoods and businesses

Redesign West 4th Avenue to incorporate rainwater 
management, landscaping, safe walking, rolling and cycling.

Jackson Street, St.Paul

University Boulevard, UBC

Burnaby, BC

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 1

could include 
recovering 
streams, or 
engineered 

systems that cut 
across

NE site: draw 
into site can be 

commercial 
(retail and other 

functions)

work with the 
topography: 

follow a 
topographic line 
with an easy way 
through the site

do something from SW 
to NE or to Jericho 
Beach (switchback, 
exercise, boardwalk 
path or funicular) to 

enjoy the topography

4th ave is an incredible 
opportunity - think big. Drop it 

beneath grade - connect Jericho 
Beach to the Lands. (reference to 
welcoming/point of arrival, and 
place of protection) - cut + cover 
between just west of Highbury to 

where Marine Drive splits off

Connections from 
east side - Alma 

Street and 
potential SkyTrain 
stop on SE corner 

of site

recovering water 
courses or stream beds 
or flows of water from 

rooftops to the ground; 
flow of water down to 
the sea (beautiful and 

practical)

Portland's water 
parks, Robson 
square, UBC 
examples - 

integration of 
water

hill to boardwalk at 
shore - grading series 
of switchback stairs 
(grasses coming up 
from underneath - 

experience of nature)

gently 
experiencing 

the nature 
that is there

4th avenue view 
from east end 

would be 
maintained 

(University Blvd 
condition)

4th avenue operates as 
it should - barrier 

between the park and 
fragile natural system 

(establishing an 
intimate connection to 
it could be threatening)

depends on how 
many people will 
be there - what is 
the density range?

where will the 
second station 
be? Can the SE 
one be located 
further north?

subway at SW 
corner of Jericho 

would make 
sense (proximity 
to W 10th, etc.)

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Connections and Mobility

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections
EMERGING IDEAS

Re- Imagine West 4th Avenue

Knit together the fabric of the Jericho Lands and the 
surrounding neighbourhoods and businesses

Redesign West 4th Avenue to incorporate rainwater 
management, landscaping, safe walking, rolling and cycling.

Jackson Street, St.Paul

University Boulevard, UBC

Burnaby, BC

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 2

shopping districts 
at 4th and 

Highbury and 
Alma and 
Broadway 

10th/Sasamat

concern new 
shopping will take 
away from existing 

retail areas - make it 
part of the 

neighbourhood, not 
separate

should be 
extensions of 

existing streets 
(7th, 6th, 5th) and 

from south to 
north of site

desire to keep site 
car free and car 

light, but 
connections for 

emergency vehicles 
- not emphasizing 
for broader public

maintenance, repair 
and delivery area will 
be needed - where is 
the route for a major 
transportation area? 

Not sure where on site

Does pedestrian- only 
work for seniors? How 

will they be able to 
walk groceries and 
walk distances to 

load/unload to 
residential front door?

Don't want future 
residents' cars 

parked in 
surrounding area 

- has to be 
parking on site

reality is different 
when you are 

serving people with 
different abilities - 
some people need 

to still use a car

Make W 
4th more 

active

Land bridge, 
vehicular access 

underground. 
Land value of 4th 
ave is too high to 
be used by a road

Better used for 
green spaces, 

housing, 
cyclists, 

pedestrians

W 4th is not a safe 
place - dark, dingy, not 
welcoming (need wider 

sidewalks, protected 
lanes for people who 

are disabled, for bikes, 
for families, seniors)

existing community 
facilities - will have 
to be replaced or 

expanded - will need 
easy access to these 

for local and 
broader community

road access 
- where will 

vehicular 
roads be?

safe modes 
of travel for 

people of 
all abilities

important there is 
a strong retail 

presence for the 
many people who 

will live here

needs to be businesses to 
support the community - not 

reasonable to expect people will 
walk to existing retail. need to 

have on site retail and services - 
also as generation of revenue for 
MST Nations (as part of making 

up for the last couple of 
centuries)

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Connections and Mobility

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections
EMERGING IDEAS

Re- Imagine West 4th Avenue

Knit together the fabric of the Jericho Lands and the 
surrounding neighbourhoods and businesses

Redesign West 4th Avenue to incorporate rainwater 
management, landscaping, safe walking, rolling and cycling.

Jackson Street, St.Paul

University Boulevard, UBC

Burnaby, BC

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 3

Current traffic 
circles on Highbury 
encourage speeding 

- pavement is too 
wide. Width of street 

can be cut down.

former Point Grey road 
that is now a walkway - 

continuation of that 
into Jericho Park (this is 
a great existing asset) ; 
need loop to connect 

walkway area

Pacific Spirit Trail, 
come out at 4th..if 

you could loop 
through the site 

from Trimble Park, 
back to the beach, 

that would be lovely

would like to see 4th 
improve, but it's a 

major route to UBC - 
need to not channel 

traffic onto other 
streets (may be 

better with transit)

Permeability 
of Highbury - 

is there a plan 
for traffic 
calming?

Emphasize 
cyclist 

movement

Maintain cedar 
hedge; create 
entry points 
through it

Medical services, 
coffee shops on W 
10th - walk to 8th is 

fine, but prefer to go 
through the site to 

get to W 10th

parking on 
north side 

doesn't need 
to be there

travel 
lanes are 
too wide

NYC examples of 
putting streets on 
a diet - transform 
a street (slower 

but constant 
speeds)

rain gardens, 
cleaning the water 
- water should be 

flowing into 
Jericho ponds

great place 
for 

separated 
bike lanes

rather have bike 
lanes on 4th than 
on green space on 
Jericho (taking up 

green space)

2 storey buildings 
with green roofs 

on top, then 
terraced buildings 

on top of that

live- work 
spaces 

for artists

street retail is 
in the past - 
may make 

more sense on 
the site

need 
services 
(medical, 

etc)
Not too much - 

concerns re: 
impacts on 

existing retail 
areas

display of 
artists' work 

/ gallery/ 
street artn

left turn 
light on 

4th
a green one - 
park in and of 

itself (highline in 
NYC; freeway 

park in Seattle)

land bridge 
- just west 
of woodlot

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Connections and Mobility

Enhance Neighbourhood Connections
EMERGING IDEAS

Re- Imagine West 4th Avenue

Knit together the fabric of the Jericho Lands and the 
surrounding neighbourhoods and businesses

Redesign West 4th Avenue to incorporate rainwater 
management, landscaping, safe walking, rolling and cycling.

Jackson Street, St.Paul

University Boulevard, UBC

Burnaby, BC

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Climate Emergency 
Response

Transportation 2040

Renewable City Strategy

Round 4

Destinations: 
Point Grey Village, 
Aberthau, Jericho 

Village, Brock 
House (the 4 

corners)

Add more 
connections 

to Jericho 
Beach Park

strengthen 
connection to W 
10th - keep that 

area alive - put other 
subway underneath 
where Safeway was

area is 
blessed 

with 
amenities

Open permeability 
through the site 

diagonally (Highbury 
to the opposite 

corner) - by bike and 
by walking

small business on W 
4th - friendly village 
- don't want that to 

go/change too much 
- see that flavour 

extend onto the site

destination cafes 
and terrasses are 

welcome - buy 
your baguette and 
head to the beach

letting the sun 
come in (onto 
terrasses and 
natural areas)

4th is a 
'strode' - 

serves neither 
people, nor 

vehicles welln

challenge 
whether 4 
lanes are 
suitable

add dynamism 
- maybe not as 

much as a 
woonerf

less space 
for cars, 

more space 
for people

Make a w 
6th to 

Broadway 
connection

Toboggan hill 
to Queen 

Mary school 
connection

Woonerf, not a 
'stroad', 
maybe 

enclosed with 
forest

want to 
feature some 
of the cultural 

things and 
nature

neighbourhood 
assumes this will 

largely be 
residential with 
some cafes and 

retail

Connections and Mobility - Breakout Room #4
Emerging Ideas: Enhance Neighourhood Connections & 
Re-Imagine West 4th Avenue

Workshop #5
Wednesday, April 14, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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Natural Systems + Open Space
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Frame significant views

Flats

Gradu
al s

lope

terraced and 
plateaus

Flats

G
radual slope

G
radual slope

Grad
ual

 sl
ope

Recognize the Ridge

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Incorporate the ridge as a form shaper Preserve and emphasize significant public views

Biesbosch Museum, Netherlands

Aarhus, Denmark

Perspektivenweg Trail Lookout, Austria

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

EMERGING IDEAS
CITY POLICY

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Biodiversity Strategy

View Protection Guidelines

Round 1

part of the 
beauty of 
the site is 
the slope -

Ridge - runners would 
be stationed at high 

points  - gave notice of 
war parties coming in 

to territories - could get 
through quickly on 

high- points

Would rather 
see tall trees 
rather than 

buildings

The ridge really allows 
us to go something 

interesting - the grade 
differential - add 

housing for all sorts of 
people - maintaining 

key public areas/views

have we considered 
'hiding' the buildings 

within ridge - or 
using topography to 

protect views

the way its laid out now - 
frisbee golf, play field, 
tennis...a series of play 
areas - would be nice to 

maintain that - views all the 
way (integrated space) - 

would be good to 
maintain/duplicate it

thinking about 
how to make 

space accessible 
to all - navigating 

grades - incl. 
materials

Mt. Baker view 
- importance 

of all view 
points -

the sentinels would 
need to have 

reference from 
other directions - 

UBC, Marpole 
etc...365 reference

Will there 
be 

highrises 
on site?

Like the idea of 
the sentinels on 

the top of the 
ridge - landmark 

from off site 
looking back

Views - use 
buildings to 
frame public 

views

Natural Systems + Open Space
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Frame significant views

Flats

Gradu
al s

lope

terraced and 
plateaus

Flats

G
radual slope

G
radual slope

Grad
ual

 sl
ope

Recognize the Ridge

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Incorporate the ridge as a form shaper Preserve and emphasize significant public views

Biesbosch Museum, Netherlands

Aarhus, Denmark

Perspektivenweg Trail Lookout, Austria

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

EMERGING IDEAS
CITY POLICY

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Biodiversity Strategy

View Protection Guidelines

Round 2

if theres going to be a 
path along the ridge it 
should be on the high 

side - to maximize 
views and maintenaace 

of natural featues is 
optimizedThis is an 

important view - 
would be nice to 
have a hill to sit 

on - keep it simple 
/ natural

EXAMPLE - 
Viewpoint at QE 

Park - is just 
pavement - could 

be a lot better 
than it is What was the 

tradtional 
use of this 

place? Ridge?

keep in mind 
there are families 

around and on 
the site who will 
value that when 
raising children

important to design 
fo all ages - one 

thing in short supply 
are unstructured 

open places to play

Natural Systems + Open Space
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Frame significant views

Flats

Gradu
al s

lope

terraced and 
plateaus

Flats

G
radual slope

G
radual slope

Grad
ual

 sl
ope

Recognize the Ridge

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Incorporate the ridge as a form shaper Preserve and emphasize significant public views

Biesbosch Museum, Netherlands

Aarhus, Denmark

Perspektivenweg Trail Lookout, Austria

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

EMERGING IDEAS
CITY POLICY

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Biodiversity Strategy

View Protection Guidelines

Round 3

Views are spectacular - 
watch the moonrise 
over the city from 

Trimble Park - there 
and QEP are best 

palces in city to watch

natural 
ampitheatre there 

(top of ridge) 
community space

building at 4th and 
Wallace gets flooded 
with runoff from this 
site  - hopes this dev 

will manage that

on contour 
swales for 

sinking/rechar
ging ground- 

water

toboggan 
hill - well 

loved

Natural Systems + Open Space
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Frame significant views

Flats

Gradu
al s

lope

terraced and 
plateaus

Flats

G
radual slope

G
radual slope

Grad
ual

 sl
ope

Recognize the Ridge

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

Incorporate the ridge as a form shaper Preserve and emphasize significant public views

Biesbosch Museum, Netherlands

Aarhus, Denmark

Perspektivenweg Trail Lookout, Austria

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

EMERGING IDEAS
CITY POLICY

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Biodiversity Strategy

View Protection Guidelines

Round 4

what will the 
built form look 
like in respect 
to the views ?

important point to 
share history of site 

with surrounding 
community - cultural 

space/gathering 
place, plaza

character on 
both sides of 
site - impact 

on views from 
homes to SW

celebration 
homes - 

surrounded by 
living areas - 

having site match 
this design

would there be 
an MST cultural 

centre?  if so, 
where would it 

be?

for the ridge - you could set 
into ground / slope - 

conserve heating/cooling - 
incorporate rooftop 

gardens (see more nature 
than development from SW 

corner)

would hope station 
would be on site - 
for residents and 

anyone who wanted 
to visit - and visit  
surrouning areas 

JBP (FolkFest)

Natural Systems and Open Space - Breakout Room #1
Emerging Ideas: Recognize the Ridge & Frame Significant Views

Workshop #6
Wednesday, April 14, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   2

Celebrate Rainwater

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Natural Systems + Open Space

Reflect the natural movement of water 
across the site / Capture, clean and reuse

Start with the land

Respond to and enhance 
sites's natural features

CITY POLICY
One Water

Rain City Strategy

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

EMERGING IDEAS

Dockside Green, Victoria

Hinge Park, Vancouver

Sherbourne Common, Toronto

Wesbrook Village, UBC

UniverCity, SFU, Burnaby

Wesbrook Village, UBC

Open the forest 
up and add ponds 

and water and 
create a bridge to 

connect across 
the 4th

Charleston park 
- False creek 

example
A gathering spot 

on the ridge

History of the 
forest? It is not 

not first growth - 
Second growth 

stand - 100 years 
old with habitats

Good example to be 
water sensitive 

(RainWater Strategy) 
where it comes from 
and where it goes - 
and respecting it as 

a resource.
bring stormwater to 
the land through the 

forest and it could 
be fed by streams 
from the western 

part of the site

Round 1

People to 
walk and 

cycle under 
the 4th ave

Whatever 
planning to 

bring the ridge 
out it would be 

great!

Is there a way 
to daylight 

historic 
streams on the 

site?

There are 
existing 

streams that 
connects to 

the park

Highlight the 
significance of the 

water - water 
falling under 4th 

ave? Maybe 
salmon?

Crossing 
4th for 

people and 
animals

Feeling of a 
pond/wetland 
when it rains! 

on the site
Waterfall at 

Queen 
Elizabeth 

Park

Manage the 
volume of water - 
Stormwater needs 

to be cleaned 
before going back 

to sea

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   2

Celebrate Rainwater

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Natural Systems + Open Space

Reflect the natural movement of water 
across the site / Capture, clean and reuse

Start with the land

Respond to and enhance 
sites's natural features

CITY POLICY
One Water

Rain City Strategy

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

EMERGING IDEAS

Dockside Green, Victoria

Hinge Park, Vancouver

Sherbourne Common, Toronto

Wesbrook Village, UBC

UniverCity, SFU, Burnaby

Wesbrook Village, UBC

Round 2

Consider 
Opportunity of 
Capturing and 
reusing water 

on site

Are there 
plan to 
daylight 
stream?

As part of the 
capture and reuse 
- In new building 

design water 
could be used as 

part of the system

Manage the volume 
of water - 

Stormwater needs 
to be cleaned before 

going back to sea
Green infrastructure 

+ water sensitive

Can you take rainwater 
with natural system 

that runs through the 
site? and help direct it 
and clean the water 
through that natural 

process

Wetland in a 
natural way 
that could 
clean the 

water

Ground water? 
promoting infiltration 
wherever possible - 
Treat the water as 

much as possible and 
recharging aquifer as 
we store on the site

Reuse on site 
water as part 

of the 
sustainability 

strategy

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   2

Celebrate Rainwater

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Natural Systems + Open Space

Reflect the natural movement of water 
across the site / Capture, clean and reuse

Start with the land

Respond to and enhance 
sites's natural features

CITY POLICY
One Water

Rain City Strategy

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

EMERGING IDEAS

Dockside Green, Victoria

Hinge Park, Vancouver

Sherbourne Common, Toronto

Wesbrook Village, UBC

UniverCity, SFU, Burnaby

Wesbrook Village, UBC

Round 3

With intimate 
spaces 

integrated 
with it

Design pathways 
that can have 

water integrated 
along/with them

Using topography 
of the site

Retention of rainwater - 
Rooftop gardens water 

that comes of to 
connect to the system 
that connect to a pond 
that cleans the watre

 natural design of the 
instead of formal on 

SW corner with 
cascading down 

integrated with paths 
and ponds - Bridges 

could cross the stream

Water that comes 
from the land that 

could be stored 
on the site maybe 

along the 4th

Wesbrook UBC is 
impressive how they 

have integrated 
water into their plan 
with pathways WITH 
CAPTURING Water

False creek: 
Natural area 

incorporation of 
water in the 

project and park

 Respecting the historical 
value of the water on the 

site - One of the main 
element of the land. It is 

part of our 
food/cleansing/and could 

be used and support   
gardens

Take advantage 
of the water but 
water could be 
very strong at 
the same time

tobogganing is 
part of the activity 

and could be 
celebrated in 

various seasons 
rain,sun and snow

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   2

Celebrate Rainwater

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Natural Systems + Open Space

Reflect the natural movement of water 
across the site / Capture, clean and reuse

Start with the land

Respond to and enhance 
sites's natural features

CITY POLICY
One Water

Rain City Strategy

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

EMERGING IDEAS

Dockside Green, Victoria

Hinge Park, Vancouver

Sherbourne Common, Toronto

Wesbrook Village, UBC

UniverCity, SFU, Burnaby

Wesbrook Village, UBC

Round 4

Soil: Where 
water can 
flow and 
infiltrate

Daylighting has 
difficulties but should 
be referenced on the 

site - When it rains 
streams are created 

naturally through the 
site

Encourage 
interaction with 

water - Let people 
be close to water 
and experience it

How can we 
improve 

soil? hydrology of 
the site along with 

ecology could 
improve that 

condition

ubc infront of the 
bookstore has a 
great example 
that let's the 

water flow and 
clean as it moves

It would be 
good to be 

able to enjoy 
water closely

Using natural 
water that 

comes from 
the site

Design the 
pavement of the 

sites that could be 
integrated with 

water through the 
site

An area that 
could be 

filled during 
the rain - tide

Avoid concrete 
and let water 

go though with 
pavement

A boardwalk could 
work through site 
design and areas 

around it could be 
left alone through 

nature

Connect parks 
and amenities 

on the site 
with pathways 
+ boardwalks

Natural Systems and Open Space - Breakout Room #2
Emerging Ideas: Start with the Land & Celebrate Rainwater

Workshop #6
Wednesday, April 14, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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WORK SPACE

CITY POLICY

PRECEDENTS

ENHANCE 
BIODIVERSITY 
AND 
ECOLOGICAL 
CONNECTIONS

Natural Systems + Open Space

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   3

Protect significant trees and key habitats

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

VanPlay

Vancouver Bird Strategy

Through the site and 
connecting to the larger 
network beyond the site.

EXISTING PHOTOS

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

EMERGING IDEAS

Royal Seaport, Stockholm

Xuhui Runway Park, Shanghai

HIGH- VALUE TREES MEDIUM- VALUE TREES

Round 1

managing 
invasives to 
JBP and the 

ponds as well

place to be 
together and 

feel like a 
community

opportunity to 
preserve the feeling 

of the ridge and 
forest and not take 

it over with 
buildings

reopening 
streams to 

come 
down?

letting 
the land 

speak

reuse of 
trees if 

removed

skyviews and 
nature views 

(when 
considering 

building heights)

community 
gardens, bicycle 

routes, pedestrian 
routes, raising 

food
mix of housing 
with parks and 
river/nature - 

okay if done very 
thoughtfully

pollinator 
gardens, 

keeping the 
birds around

successive 
plantings, 
managing 
invasives

hedgerow 
along W 

8th - good 
for birds

will there be 
greater variety of 
trees? patches or 

islands of 
forest/trees?

WORK SPACE

CITY POLICY

PRECEDENTS

ENHANCE 
BIODIVERSITY 
AND 
ECOLOGICAL 
CONNECTIONS

Natural Systems + Open Space

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   3

Protect significant trees and key habitats

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

VanPlay

Vancouver Bird Strategy

Through the site and 
connecting to the larger 
network beyond the site.

EXISTING PHOTOS

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

EMERGING IDEAS

Royal Seaport, Stockholm

Xuhui Runway Park, Shanghai

HIGH- VALUE TREES MEDIUM- VALUE TREES

Round 2

save as 
much of 

the forest 
as possible like cascading 

gardens 
between new 
buildings at 

UBC

other trees do 
better in 
water/in 
gullies or 

depressions

wildlife that moves 
between the two 

parks - not 
accessible now - 

make it more 
accessible and 

attractive

Shanghai gardens 
example - 

incorporating 
wetlands and 

grades

consider changing 
environment - 

impact on 
landscaping (drier 
conditions, loss of 

cedar)

use Indigenous 
species - they fit 
here and have 
evolved here

bring strategies for 
rainwater/stormwat
er management to 
bring Indigenous 

plantings back

some trees 
do better 
on slopes

allow these 
species to 
thrive on 

site

current planting patter 
is rectilinear - don't 
confine yourself to 

where trees are 
currently standing, but 
where they would fit 

well with the landscape

develop pond 
area and 

plants that 
thrive in wet 
environment

making it 
an 

attraction 
as well

saskis(?) and 
salmon 

berries are in 
season now

Natural Systems and Open Space - Breakout Room #3
Emerging Ideas: Enhance Biodiversity and Ecological Connections

Workshop #6
Wednesday, April 14, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM

WORK SPACE

CITY POLICY

PRECEDENTS

ENHANCE 
BIODIVERSITY 
AND 
ECOLOGICAL 
CONNECTIONS

Natural Systems + Open Space

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   3

Protect significant trees and key habitats

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

VanPlay

Vancouver Bird Strategy

Through the site and 
connecting to the larger 
network beyond the site.

EXISTING PHOTOS

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

EMERGING IDEAS

Royal Seaport, Stockholm

Xuhui Runway Park, Shanghai

HIGH- VALUE TREES MEDIUM- VALUE TREES

Round 3

life, 
interest, 

gathering 
place

daylighting 
streams

shrubs/hedge 
along 8th 
provide 
habitat

are there 
significant 
habitats on 
the lands?

add 
diversity 

and 
understory

creating 
safe zones 
for animals

X2

built space can 
support 

animals too - 
bird houses, 

bridges

pollinator 
corridors - on 
rooftops, or at 
top of the site

how safe is 
4th for 
animals 

crossing?

landing 
pads for 
animals

get rid of concrete 
- create 

environment for 
creatures to thrive

WORK SPACE

CITY POLICY

PRECEDENTS

ENHANCE 
BIODIVERSITY 
AND 
ECOLOGICAL 
CONNECTIONS

Natural Systems + Open Space

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   3

Protect significant trees and key habitats

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

Urban Forest Strategy

Climate Emergency Action 
Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

VanPlay

Vancouver Bird Strategy

Through the site and 
connecting to the larger 
network beyond the site.

EXISTING PHOTOS

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

EMERGING IDEAS

Royal Seaport, Stockholm

Xuhui Runway Park, Shanghai

HIGH- VALUE TREES MEDIUM- VALUE TREES

Round 4

invasives - 
contain/manage 

within the site

will there be 
green roofs? 

are they being 
considered?

managing 
invasives during 
construction of 
new buildings

creating 
stewardship 
right from 

the beginning

wildlife 
connectionsdaylighting 

streams - 
would salmon 

be able to 
come back?

thinking about 
this 

terminology 
and value of 

trees

length of time 
for trees to 

grow once you 
plant them

concerned 
about removal 
of trees on the 

site

eagles nest on 
tall Douglas 
first; others 

nest in other 
species

deadwood 
is also very 
important

consider as wide 
of a range of 

species as 
possible in terms 

of habitats
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY

Natural Systems + Open Space

CONNECT PARKS & 
OPEN SPACES

Provide a connected network of parks and open spaces Foster intentional connections to adjacent and nearby parks

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

VanPlay

Urban Forest Strategy

Greenest City Action Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

EMERGING IDEAS

HOOP Gathering Place, Mohawk College, Hamilton

Terra Nova Park, Richmond

Salem Rehab Adaptive Playground, Portland

Round 1

Example: North Van, West of 
Lonsdale - connected greenways 

and parks on the slope - 
between buildings that are semi- 
public and spill on to the streets - 

all the way to Lonsdale Quay - 
Necklace of diverse and urban 

spaces on a hill

conceiving 
everything from 
ground plane to 

rooftop as 
landscape

need to balance 
some necessities 
that comes with 

density in the City 
such as parks, green 

infrastructure, 
rooftop gardens, etc

open water 
ways as natural 
channels - one 

or multiple 
channels

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY

Natural Systems + Open Space

CONNECT PARKS & 
OPEN SPACES

Provide a connected network of parks and open spaces Foster intentional connections to adjacent and nearby parks

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

VanPlay

Urban Forest Strategy

Greenest City Action Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

EMERGING IDEAS

HOOP Gathering Place, Mohawk College, Hamilton

Terra Nova Park, Richmond

Salem Rehab Adaptive Playground, Portland

Round 2

Lawson 
Park play 

areagranville island 
playgroundwhere 
there are multiple 

uses

two levels of park 
networks - one 

connecting 
rooftops for 

urban agriculture 
and one at grade

accessible 
paths with 

switch backs 
for all abilities

always soggy wet 
corner and there 
is an opportunity 
to do something 

with that

vancouver house 
connections 

above grade from 
granville bridge

High 
Line

viewing 
platforms

site access is limited 
to people with 

reduced mobility 
but if not diagonally 
can't be crossed and 

accessed

finding out 
where historic 

streams are and 
finding ways to 

follow them

playgrounds and 
other community 
uses on existing 
parking lots so 

natural areas can 
be preserved

example - 
olympic village 

island 
accessible at 

tide

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY

Natural Systems + Open Space

CONNECT PARKS & 
OPEN SPACES

Provide a connected network of parks and open spaces Foster intentional connections to adjacent and nearby parks

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

VanPlay

Urban Forest Strategy

Greenest City Action Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

EMERGING IDEAS

HOOP Gathering Place, Mohawk College, Hamilton

Terra Nova Park, Richmond

Salem Rehab Adaptive Playground, Portland

Round 3

there's enough 
coffee shops 
already on 
West 10th

native plants 
and trees - big 
problem with 
invasives at 

JBP

green corridors 
through the site 

providing 
improved 

connectivity

semi- private spaces similar 
to south false creek - 

private paths through the 
neighbourhood with greate 

canopy and connects to 
laurel street land bridge

play areas 
(good ones)! 
A destination 
playground!

Natural Systems and Open Space - Breakout Room #4
Emerging Ideas: Connect Parks and Open Space

Workshop #6
Wednesday, April 14, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

BREAKOUT ROOM   4

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENTS

CITY POLICY

Natural Systems + Open Space

CONNECT PARKS & 
OPEN SPACES

Provide a connected network of parks and open spaces Foster intentional connections to adjacent and nearby parks

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

VanPlay

Urban Forest Strategy

Greenest City Action Plan

Biodiversity Strategy

EMERGING IDEAS

HOOP Gathering Place, Mohawk College, Hamilton

Terra Nova Park, Richmond

Salem Rehab Adaptive Playground, Portland

Round 4

early successional 
forest - 

restoration? clear 
connection to JBP.

parallel swales 
on the ridge 

for 
groundwater 

recharge

opportunity 
to enhance 
with better 

management

trails for 
dog- 

walking

gathering 
places

will need 
furniculars or 
meandering 

gentle slopes that 
are accessible

trails for 
walking, 
cycling, 
jogging

example: 
toronto's 

waterfront with 
improved trails 
and gathering 

places and fields

planning for 
seniors and 
for all ages 

and abilities
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

Sustainability & Resilience
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

plan for a low carbon community

Recognize that 
project should 

evolve over time 
and be up to 

standards over span 
of development

This could be a testing 
ground - how policy can let 

us achieve standards? or 
learn from other examples 
that are successful around 

the world: Netherlands

Ability to draw 
water from the 

ocean to use 
for thermal 
purposes

City has a plan to be 
carbon neutral by 2050. 

How can we built this site 
with standards for next 30 
years? to reach that goal
Using passive design and 

evolving technology

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

EMERGING IDEAS

The Heights, North Vancouver

Active Transportation Corridor

Tsleil- Wautuh Administration and Health Centre

Orient streets and buildings to promote passive design, optimize
energy performance and take advantage of Vancouver’s climate.

Respond to the climate 
emergency with a 

comprehensive approach that 
minimizes carbon pollution.

Active transportation at site edges

Understanding solar exposure on the site

PRECEDENTS

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm

Round 1

Tsleil- Waututh nation 
created sustainability 
goals report and how 

they can hit those goals
to be able to evolve 
with technology as it 
evolves in this realm

Early key site planning 
moves could have big 
impact on carbon low 

impact ambitions  - What 
can we do to to support 

right orientations of 
streets/paths/green 

network

Building are 
huge draw - 
have great 
impact on 

energy

Skytrain station on 
site along with 

active travel: cycling, 
walking close to it 

could help with 
ambitions.

Access to solar 
energy to heat but 
at the same time 

allow the 
buildings to cool 
down naturally

Access to solar 
energy to heat but 
at the same time 

allow the 
buildings to cool 
down naturally

Locate 
building/blocks to 

maximize solar 
access/ventilation

Consider district 
energy system 
because of site 
size and how 

large it is

Buildings could be 
placed at 

periphery of the 
site to not 

interrupt the 
topography

45 degree 
orientation of 

blocks and 
buildings to be 
applied on the 

site plan

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

Sustainability & Resilience
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

plan for a low carbon community

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

EMERGING IDEAS

The Heights, North Vancouver

Active Transportation Corridor

Tsleil- Wautuh Administration and Health Centre

Orient streets and buildings to promote passive design, optimize
energy performance and take advantage of Vancouver’s climate.

Respond to the climate 
emergency with a 

comprehensive approach that 
minimizes carbon pollution.

Active transportation at site edges

Understanding solar exposure on the site

PRECEDENTS

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm

Ridge create a challenges 
for movement but bring 

opportunity with it as well 
re water - Mobility 

challenges could be 
resolved with techniques 
applied on the the ridge

Work with the land

Ridge trail is a 
great idea and 
along with that 

comes 
opportunities for 

views

You don't only 
look at the 

subway station - 
or maybe a light 
Rail system that 
has less impact

Round 2

Stream channels 
on the site that 

connect to Jericho 
park and site with 

potentially for 
habitats

Water to come 
back on the site 
and possibilities 

if we can add 
salmon

Bike 
routes

Trails on the ridge 
need to be 

permeable not just 
concrete to let for 

absorption - that is a 
key part of the 
"secret path"

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
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Sustainability & Resilience
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

plan for a low carbon community

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

EMERGING IDEAS

The Heights, North Vancouver

Active Transportation Corridor

Tsleil- Wautuh Administration and Health Centre

Orient streets and buildings to promote passive design, optimize
energy performance and take advantage of Vancouver’s climate.

Respond to the climate 
emergency with a 

comprehensive approach that 
minimizes carbon pollution.

Active transportation at site edges

Understanding solar exposure on the site

PRECEDENTS

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm

Planning for climate 
change.

There should be 
opportunity like placement 

of recycle bins and using 
environment to help - 

Human factor and 
behaviour of humans on 

site.

Round 3

Social fabric of 
nation members 
and their role is 

essential and 
very important

Design specificaly 
for the site and 
needs of people 

on around the site

Are their stories that 
could influence the 

area and plan 
Can those be visible 
on the site to show 

the importance

Transfer of stories 
that could be 

shown in 
a contemporary 

design on the site

Focus on active 
travel inside the site 
keep the parking to 
the edges and main 

streets only to 
access service

Focus on active 
travel inside the site 
keep the parking to 
the edges and main 

streets only to 
access service

Sustainability & Resilience - Breakout Room #1
Emerging Ideas: Plan for a Low Carbon Community

Workshop #7
Thursday, April 15, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

CITY POLICY

Design with 
climate change 

in mind

Sustainability & Resilience

EMERGING IDEAS

Corktown Common, Toronto

Dockside Green, Victoria

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

HafenCity, Hamburg

Ensure buildings, ecosystems and 
landscapes, and public spaces are

designed with future climate 
conditions in mind.

Impacts of reduced air quality and king tides

Facilitate low- impact approaches to
water infrastructure.

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

Round 1

consider 
relationship to 
WPG (Trimble) 

Park

consider 
water 

connection 
there

store and 
slow water 
as much as 

possible

importance 
and 

cleanliness 
of water

salmon, smelt 
were present 
in the area, as 

well as elk

using public 
spaces as 
temporary 

water retention 
areas

Poundbury 
(experimental 

town in 
England) as 

example

Opportunity to 
use native plants - 

work with the 
seasons, low 

water demands

roads and 
infrastructure 
have isolated 

Jericho

can a connection 
be regained with 

Jericho Beach 
Park and with the 

ocean?

Highgrove 
Estate 

(organic 
estate)

x 2

Arboretum 
(educational 

component re: 
edible plants)

fern roots, 
stinging nettle, 

etc. - lot of 
medicinal plants 

already there

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh
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ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

CITY POLICY

Design with 
climate change 

in mind

Sustainability & Resilience

EMERGING IDEAS

Corktown Common, Toronto

Dockside Green, Victoria

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

HafenCity, Hamburg

Ensure buildings, ecosystems and 
landscapes, and public spaces are

designed with future climate 
conditions in mind.

Impacts of reduced air quality and king tides

Facilitate low- impact approaches to
water infrastructure.

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

Round 2

water/rot 
resistant building 

materials (in 
response to 

increased water)

lots of water - 
pools and 

streams (people 
love to be and 
gather around 

water)

public 
baths?

permeable 
surfaces to 

support tree 
root growth

cedar water 
baths for 

respite and 
reflection

Dockside Green is a 
stunning example of 
a site that sustains 

itself - it's a very 
pleasant 

environment

use of retractable, 
adaptable canopies 
for comfort (collect 

water, provide 
shade, support 

gathering spaces)

trees also 
provide 

canopies

Evergreen Brickworks - 
many uses, good public 

space, middle of 
floodplain. Has 

permeability of people 
(not structured uses)

grow 
more 
trees

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

CITY POLICY

Design with 
climate change 

in mind

Sustainability & Resilience

EMERGING IDEAS

Corktown Common, Toronto

Dockside Green, Victoria

Tanner Springs Wetland Park, Portland

HafenCity, Hamburg

Ensure buildings, ecosystems and 
landscapes, and public spaces are

designed with future climate 
conditions in mind.

Impacts of reduced air quality and king tides

Facilitate low- impact approaches to
water infrastructure.

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for 
Rezonings

Round 3

vegetated 
rooftops - 

accessibility to 
nature for high 

density residential

building awnings 
and covered 
walkways for 

heat/rainwater 
protection - 

encourage walking 
under all elements

green roofs 
- address 

overlook on 
the hillside

rainwater, heat 
absorption, 

limiting shading 
on public space

daily services, 
basic needs close 

to home (well 
integrated, 

connected with 
subway line)

access 
to sun

use mixed use 
planning, rather 

than architecture 
to address carbon 

capture

rooftop gardens - 
moderate increasing 

solar energy - 
release of plant 

moisture (to protect 
buildings)

natural 
systems can 

absorb spikes 
in hydrology

Garry Oak grove; 
museum of 

Anthropology at UBC; 
Erickson's building 
(native plantings, 

connecting building to 
water)

connecting 
to JBP - 

water and 
biodiversity

geothermal 
energy or 

heat 
exchange

green roofs 
that have 

food 
sources

as more people 
move into area, 
retail/services at 
Alma could be 

supported

Yaletown example 
; East Broadway 

covered walkways 
(near old Eaton's 

warehouse)

Sustainability & Resilience - Breakout Room #2
Emerging Ideas: Design with Climate Change in Mind

Workshop #7
Thursday, April 15, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE

KEY QUESTIONS

Define a place 
that is resilient & 

adaptable

Sustainability & Resilience

UBC Feast Bowl

Water Square Benthemplein, Rotterdam

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

EMERGING IDEAS

Design with flexibility, adaptability and
resilience in mind. 

Develop a thriving and prepared 
neighbourhood that can 

respond effectively to climate shocks
and stresses over the long- term.

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings

One Water: Rain City Strategy 

Resilient Vancouver Strategy

Round 1

Q: smoke events 
in the summer 

and opportunity 
for air- tight 
buildings?

ensuring 
vegetation on site 

and early 
investment with 

long- range 
outlook

Example: 
Rotterdam of 

floodable 
public spacesflooding is 

common on 
Lands and how 
can that be an 

oppotunity

internal and external 
courtyards (south false 

creek) and single- 
loaded corridors that 
encourage social and 

community interaction
long range planting 

that adapts to 
climate extremes / 

projections that 
adapt to a wider 

range of conditions

air flow 
without air 

tight buildings 
as solution to 
smoke events

A: air tight buildings 
can better filter 
smoke or other 

pollutants at times 
of major events

canopies - natural 
and artificial to 

provide shade and 
protect ground for 
cooling while also 
providing outdoor 

comfort

for 
rainwater 
collection

presence of 
Quadra 

Aquifer? Are 
you allowed to 

tap into it?

conserving of 
plant resources is 

rooted in 
indigenous 
culture and 
traditions

urban agriculture 
or food forests to 
renaturalize the 
site and provide 

food

harmony 
garden, 

north shore

food facility to 
learn more about 
food being grown 

- part of both 
living and the 

landscape
West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE

KEY QUESTIONS

Define a place 
that is resilient & 

adaptable

Sustainability & Resilience

UBC Feast Bowl

Water Square Benthemplein, Rotterdam

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

EMERGING IDEAS

Design with flexibility, adaptability and
resilience in mind. 

Develop a thriving and prepared 
neighbourhood that can 

respond effectively to climate shocks
and stresses over the long- term.

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings

One Water: Rain City Strategy 

Resilient Vancouver Strategy

Round 2

equitable 
access to 

green 
space

intimate 
spaces 

to gather

community 
gardens using 
on- site water 

and green 
roofs

what kind of 
streetscapes? 

standard or break 
tradition and have 
permeable pavings 

for rainwater 
infilitration

rainwater x2
opportunity because 
of the topo - water 

purification and 
using the landscape 

for treatment

kiosks for 
buying and 

selling 
vegetables

resilient 
community 
is tight- knit 
community

affordability

resilience hub and 
role of policy 
statement for 

social planning 
beyond land use

PRECEDENT:
rinkai - disaster 

preparedness park in 
Tokyo - with disaster prep 

infarstrucutre built into the 
park (furniture, 

underground) with local 
training in case of seismic 

event

ROWs ave 
30% of 

site area

avoid curbside 
parking and have 
less wide roads - 
limit solar gain 

from streetscapes

site maintenance?
A: Roads 

dedicated to COV, 
agreement for 
public space 
maintenance

multi- 
generational 
households 
and housing 

choice

building 
materials

how do we parse out features 
of the plan based on the up 
front investment to meet all 
the needs required for the 

community

vegetation on roofs 
as resilience feature 

through evapo- 
transpiration, 

shading 
(temperature 

control)

green 
roofs

solar shades that 
adapt to seasons 
and temperature 

regulation needed 
at different times 

of year.

buildings 
stepping 
down the 

ridge
rinkai: 

https://www.kt
r.mlit.go.jp/sh
owa/tokyorink

ai/english/
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

WORK SPACE

KEY QUESTIONS

Define a place 
that is resilient & 

adaptable

Sustainability & Resilience

UBC Feast Bowl

Water Square Benthemplein, Rotterdam

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland

EMERGING IDEAS

Design with flexibility, adaptability and
resilience in mind. 

Develop a thriving and prepared 
neighbourhood that can 

respond effectively to climate shocks
and stresses over the long- term.

EXISTING PHOTOS

PRECEDENT 
IMAGES

Climate Emergency Action Plan 

Climate Emergency Response 

Renewable City Action Plan 

Greenest City 2020 Action Plan 

Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings

One Water: Rain City Strategy 

Resilient Vancouver Strategy

Round 3

native 
plant 

nursery

water 
flows on 
the site

native 
plants

first nations to 
lead and 

govern the 
planting on 

the site

building in 
Richmond 
that floats

building 
for seismic 
resilience

role of first nations 
partnership and 

stewardship group 
and with broader 

community

youth 
involvement 
with native 

planting

indigenous 
learning and 

oral history and 
connection with 

the land

Example of site 
where they removed 

all drainage pipes 
and replaced with 
natural drainage 

features

building water 
outfalls should 

be routed 
toward stream 
channel system

Sustainability & Resilience - Breakout Room #3
Emerging Ideas: Design a Place that is Resilient and Adaptable

Workshop #7
Thursday, April 15, 2021

1:00PM to 3:30PM
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Inclusive Neighbourhood
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Diverse Housing Choices

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

Provide housing for
residents with a mix of incomes 

and families with children. PRECEDENTS

Create a diverse and 
inclusive new

neighbourhood. 

Housing Vancouver

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

High- Density Housing for 
Families with Children 
Guidelines

Family Room Policy

King's Cross, London

East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

The Evelyn, West Vancouver

Vauban, Freiburg

At least 30% of the units will be comprised of social 
housing, market and below- market rental housing.

Single- family housing on West 8th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

Multi- unit residential housing on Alma Street at 
West 5th Avenue

Round 1

x2

Wohn 
Park in 
Vienna

terraced, 
balconies, 

courtyards, 
private open 

spaces

maximizing 
housing in 

nature 
setting

age- 
integration 
(senior and 

young family 
housing)

buildings 
clustered 
around 

courtyards

ground floor 
units (2-3 
bedroom 
units) for 
families

ground- 
related 

units for 
seniors

collaborative 
housing (shared 
spaces, shared 

responsibilities / 
lending a hand to 
families, seniors)

dream to live 
here with 

family as a 
Nation 

member

inclusive 
community 

for people of 
various ages

concerns 
about 

building 
heights

x2

daycare and 
seniors mixed 

together - 
removing age 

barriers

accessibility for 
seniors and 
strollers (in 

facilities and 
green spaces, 

gathering places)

terraced design 
of taller 

buildings, with 
trees/plantings - 
not monolithic

West portion of 
site for cultural 
amenities - due 
to topography

density in a 
different form 

(not 
monolithic 

towers)

keep some 
of the 
green 
space

don't hold 
back design 
for specific 

trees
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Inclusive Neighbourhood
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Diverse Housing Choices

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

Provide housing for
residents with a mix of incomes 

and families with children. PRECEDENTS

Create a diverse and 
inclusive new

neighbourhood. 

Housing Vancouver

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

High- Density Housing for 
Families with Children 
Guidelines

Family Room Policy

King's Cross, London

East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

The Evelyn, West Vancouver

Vauban, Freiburg

At least 30% of the units will be comprised of social 
housing, market and below- market rental housing.

Single- family housing on West 8th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

Multi- unit residential housing on Alma Street at 
West 5th Avenue

Round 2

not 
envisioning 
more than a 

few high rises

ground 
level units 

for 
accessibility

accessible 
outdoor space 
- at grade and 

rooftop 
(accessible)

fully 
accessible 

units

range of housing 
(rental and 

ownership, co- op), 
affordable to 
support area 

workers with a 
range of incomes

apartment housing, 
affordable for young 

people / UBC 
students (commuter 

students)

towers - great 
views, mid- rises 

with townhouses 
built in at grade 
(missing middle 

housing) not 
planning to 
own a car

not many 
high rises 

in the area

3-4 storey 
buildings, not 
duplexes or 
single family 

homes

learn from 
Indigenous forms of 

housing 
(longhouses) - as 

inspiration for 
young family, 

student housing

programming 
for sense of 

neighbourliness

food prep, food 
consumption in 
common area, 

courtyards, 
areas for play

housing clusters 
for meaningful 
relationships, 

co- dependency

variety of housing 
forms, granularity 
of building forms, 

tailored to 
geography of 

lands

crescendo of 
height to 

accentuate the 
geography of 

the site

ground- 
oriented units, 

but also 
podium 

housing units

contemporary 
interpretation of 

longhouse - 
performance 

space, gathering, 
food space

front doors to quiet 
courtyard - 

neighbours pass 
each other (casual 

interaction) - mix of 
privacy/quiet with 

sense of community

Griffin's 
Walk
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Park
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Inclusive Neighbourhood
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Diverse Housing Choices

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

Provide housing for
residents with a mix of incomes 

and families with children. PRECEDENTS

Create a diverse and 
inclusive new

neighbourhood. 

Housing Vancouver

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

High- Density Housing for 
Families with Children 
Guidelines

Family Room Policy

King's Cross, London

East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

The Evelyn, West Vancouver

Vauban, Freiburg

At least 30% of the units will be comprised of social 
housing, market and below- market rental housing.

Single- family housing on West 8th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

Multi- unit residential housing on Alma Street at 
West 5th Avenue

Round 3

Montreal 
(Plateau) 

example of 
density

rental and 
updated 

rental

integration of 
different densities - 
good blend (not just 

very high rise and 
very low- rise) - 
density without 

verticality Kitts- 4th and 
Vine 

(townhouses 
and 4-5 
storeys)

Shaughnessy 
north of 41st 
(70s model) - 
natural west 
end period

x2

Wesbrook Village level 
of density - amenable 
to the character here

Mix of unit 
sizes - for 
families

walking / biking 
neigbourhood, the kind 

of retail, integrated 
community centres, 
workforce housing - 
you can do anything 

there

UBC spinoffs 
(institutional)

Housing typologies - 
Dutch examples of 
mixed tenure and 

mixed income 
(encouraging sticky 

points of 
interaction)

'socially- 
efficient' 
building 
design

existing mixes 
of housing - 
family, social 
housing, co- 

ops

existing 
apartment 
buildings 

(precedent)

supporting 
W 10th 
retail

co- housing 
(shared spaces, 
minimizing unit 

sizes as a result to 
assist 

affordability)

intergenerational 
housing (Swedish 

model) - health 
benefits

adaptable units - 
aging in place 

(downsizing over 
time within the 

neighbourhood)

example 
of aging 
in place

reach out to 
existing residents 
in the area who 

might want to age 
in place here

outdoor amenity for 
residents in high 

density living (using 
rooftops, 

courtyards) - not 
public, but private 

amenityn

complete energy 
system, rainwater 

gardens, heat 
pumps, geothermal 

- sustainable 
housing West Point 

Grey Park
(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh

bu
ry

 S
t

Inclusive Neighbourhood
BREAKOUT ROOM   1

Diverse Housing Choices

WORK SPACE

EXISTING PHOTOS

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

Provide housing for
residents with a mix of incomes 

and families with children. PRECEDENTS

Create a diverse and 
inclusive new

neighbourhood. 

Housing Vancouver

Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy

High- Density Housing for 
Families with Children 
Guidelines

Family Room Policy

King's Cross, London

East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

The Evelyn, West Vancouver

Vauban, Freiburg

At least 30% of the units will be comprised of social 
housing, market and below- market rental housing.

Single- family housing on West 8th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

Multi- unit residential housing on Alma Street at 
West 5th Avenue

Round 4

long term rental 
and ownership 

tenure (not 
investment or 

short term/AirBnb 
properties)

accommodate 
student 

housing or 
short work 

term housing

using zoning as a 
tool to create the 
type of (inclusive) 
neighbourhood 

we want

affordable 
housing

various types 
- bachelor as 

well as for 
familiesstudent 

interest in 
living here

housing for 
seniors who are 

downsizing, 
modest incomes

accessibility 
and proximity 
to services for 

seniors

quad- style housing 
- connected to 

shared 
space/facilities 

(sense of inclusivity)

need great 
variety of 

housing types 
(high rise, 

towns)

surrounding 
retail/streets are 
struggling (dead 

zones) - you need 
people for 

neighbourhood and 
community

Inclusive Neighbourhood - Breakout Room #1
Emerging Ideas: Diverse Housing Choice

Workshop #8
Thursday, April 15, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Design a New Neighbourhood 
with Distinct Districts

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
Recognize Land as 
a Limited Resource

Design distinct districts, defined by the ridge, topography
and community adjacencies.

Consider topography, connectivity and surrounding 
context in designing for height and density.

EMERGING IDEAS

Aarhus, Denmark

Woodward's, Vancouver

Town Square, East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

Housing Vancouver
Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy
Climate Emergency Action 
Plan
Climate Emergency 
Response
Transportation 2040
Renewable City Strategy
Van Play

EXISTING PHOTOS

Site topography and natural features lend 
themselves to the formation of distinct districts.

Magnus Schon concept

Round 1

nightlife or 
restaurants 

like Yaletown 
or Coal 
harbour

v

topography 
as driver of 

distinct 
districts

opportunities 
for social 

interactions

range of densities 
similar to senakw 
which recognizes 

land as scarce 
resource

accessibility 
and inclusivity 

for people 
with reduced 

mobility

green 
corridors as 
connective 

tissue between 
districts

Not just 15, but 
maybe 5 minute 
neighbourhood

walkability

v

amenities

vv

more level 
connections 
and routes, 
8th is very 

difficult

distinct 
feeling and 
charactermore 

commercial 
around west 
10th becuse 
there's a gap

views afforded 
from living at 
higher storeys
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Design a New Neighbourhood 
with Distinct Districts

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
Recognize Land as 
a Limited Resource

Design distinct districts, defined by the ridge, topography
and community adjacencies.

Consider topography, connectivity and surrounding 
context in designing for height and density.

EMERGING IDEAS

Aarhus, Denmark

Woodward's, Vancouver

Town Square, East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

Housing Vancouver
Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy
Climate Emergency Action 
Plan
Climate Emergency 
Response
Transportation 2040
Renewable City Strategy
Van Play

EXISTING PHOTOS

Site topography and natural features lend 
themselves to the formation of distinct districts.

Magnus Schon concept

Round 2

kits A&C 
node

three distinct 
areas ridge, 

forest, sea as 
dividing 
districtsolympic village feels 

like a monolith thats 
not as well 

connected with the 
neighbourhood

hafencity: distinct 
districts within 

community but also 
vertical land use 

distinction by 
different users 

distinctions

design 
guidelines for 
architectural 

treatment and 
facade

not just 
straight line of 

commercial 
activity

more arts 
and culture 
spaces and 

facilitiesubc A&C 
node
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Design a New Neighbourhood 
with Distinct Districts

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
Recognize Land as 
a Limited Resource

Design distinct districts, defined by the ridge, topography
and community adjacencies.

Consider topography, connectivity and surrounding 
context in designing for height and density.

EMERGING IDEAS

Aarhus, Denmark

Woodward's, Vancouver

Town Square, East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

Housing Vancouver
Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy
Climate Emergency Action 
Plan
Climate Emergency 
Response
Transportation 2040
Renewable City Strategy
Van Play

EXISTING PHOTOS

Site topography and natural features lend 
themselves to the formation of distinct districts.

Magnus Schon concept

Round 3

theatre 
performances

views of 
city 

lights

Generally 
two 

districts

360 degree 
rotating 

amphitheatre 
(shawanigan)

affordable 
housing

weather 
protection!

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   2

WORK SPACE

PRECEDENTS

Design a New Neighbourhood 
with Distinct Districts

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
Recognize Land as 
a Limited Resource

Design distinct districts, defined by the ridge, topography
and community adjacencies.

Consider topography, connectivity and surrounding 
context in designing for height and density.

EMERGING IDEAS

Aarhus, Denmark

Woodward's, Vancouver

Town Square, East Fraser Lands, Vancouver

Housing Vancouver
Sustainable Large Sites 
Policy
Climate Emergency Action 
Plan
Climate Emergency 
Response
Transportation 2040
Renewable City Strategy
Van Play

EXISTING PHOTOS

Site topography and natural features lend 
themselves to the formation of distinct districts.

Magnus Schon concept

Round 4

mature 
community in the 
surrounding that 
needs to have the 

right fit, easy 
access

transit centres 
<-> higher 

density / retail 
amenity

planning to 
integrate 

with folk fest 
programming

Inclusive Neighbourhood - Breakout Room #2
Emerging Ideas: Design a New Neighbourhood with Distinct Districts & 
Recognize Land as a Limited Resource

Workshop #8
Thursday, April 15, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

PRECEDENTS

Provide Amenities to 
Support the Neighbourhood

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

HafenCity, Hamburg

Mâmawêyatitân 
Centre, Regina

VanPlay

Healthy City Strategy

Vancouver Food Strategy

Resilient Vancouver

Culture | Shift

Neighbourhood Spaces Foster 
Health and Well- being

New amenities will serve as destinations for the new
neighbourhood, broader community and visitors.

WORK SPACE
Create unique community gathering

spaces to foster community health and well- being.

Bjørvika, Oslo

Bronx, New York City

EXISTING PHOTOS

VPL West Point Grey Branch on West 10th Avenue

Baseball field at West Point Grey (Trimble) Park

Aaniin Community Centre, Markham

Round 1

below ridge line 
ampitheatre - don't 

need to be like QEP - 
creating more activated 

functional space - 
integrated  into 

nature/landscape

building in 
more active 
use areas

locate CC 
near 4th 

(better access 
to transit)

co- location - arts 
and cultural and 

social service 
natural fit togethre 

(SE food kitchen) for 
sharing

Mt.Royal - in MTL - 
slope is different, 

but would be 
good precedent - 

recreation + 
function

places to share 
our food, 
share our 

knowledge, 
sports, family

gathering for a 
view - thinking 

about why people 
gather and where 

they gather

come through 
here on long runs 
-  how to support 
/ provide services 
for folks in area

can shared 
space 

alleviate this 
presure?

Community space 
- shared PS 

amenities - JBP 
has a lot of 
pressure - 

ecoloical pressure

Community 
centre - recreation 

facilities - 
expanded 

capacity would be 
essential

Community centre  - 
gym - WPG 

servicesare a bit 
scattered - 

centralized facliity 
on the site would be 

nice

take avantage of 
hill/ridge space - 
topography to do 
something interesting

site is unique - can be 
denser  - urban sports and 

exercise equipment - 
smaller parks/community 

parks - breaking street grid 
- allows for more creative 

use of space - smaller parks 
etc.

hillside park - PB - 
new childrens play 
area China Creek 

Park North - 
climbing 

wall/meandering 
path

area inspires you 
to get outside - to 

be *in* the 
community - 

always something 
to look at

love the area 
because of the 

feeling/connectio
n to nature / 

calming - natural 
form/green

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh
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ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

PRECEDENTS

Provide Amenities to 
Support the Neighbourhood

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

HafenCity, Hamburg

Mâmawêyatitân 
Centre, Regina

VanPlay

Healthy City Strategy

Vancouver Food Strategy

Resilient Vancouver

Culture | Shift

Neighbourhood Spaces Foster 
Health and Well- being

New amenities will serve as destinations for the new
neighbourhood, broader community and visitors.

WORK SPACE
Create unique community gathering

spaces to foster community health and well- being.

Bjørvika, Oslo

Bronx, New York City

EXISTING PHOTOS

VPL West Point Grey Branch on West 10th Avenue

Baseball field at West Point Grey (Trimble) Park

Aaniin Community Centre, Markham

Round 2

Green spaces 
are 

important for 
quiet/calm

Million dollar view 
- has to be 

kept/preserve this 
corner - make it a 
view point for the 

project

something missing in 
community is a study space 

- a space for gathering - 
also something for people 
(students) to have quiet / 

calm - library or study 
room

view/ridge 
can see 
the city

cedar helps 
to release 

bad 
feelings

Greenery 
inside the JL - a 

real amenity 
on the land

is it possible to have 
amenities to aid new 

immigrants to city / place 
to learn languages / 
cultural activities / 

Indigenous culture / 
services / integration

Is there an 
opportunity for 

music at BH to reach 
out to community 
incl. Indigenous 

people

150 seat 
theatre - 
music, 
plays

v

Vancouver 
FF - at JBP

public gardens 
- arbutus 

greenway - 
walking

walking is a 
great way 

to improve 
wellness

should be a non- 
traffic connection 
(go under 4th into 
JBP) - make a safe 

crossing here - make 
it close to park and 

Broack House

Arbutus 
Greenway - 
can we have 

something for 
cyclists on site

Need to think of the 
site and JBP as a 

cohesive package

where train 
goes will have a 

big impact

AG - from 
Fir--> Maple 
(flowers and 
food + bees!)how much space 

can we devote to 
food? some garden 

space in public 
areas would be 

enjoyable

Context - we are so 
close to UBC to the 

W - 4th ave - can 
traffic be kept 
further south - 
blocks access 

integration to JBP

love the 
idea of the 
theatre -

Theatre  - more 
opportunity to 

perform - 
spread the joy 

of music

look at 
Jericho Lands 

and JBP - 
together

Brock house has 
space challenges 
and has had to 

move 
programming out 
of the community

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave

Hi
gh
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ry
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

PRECEDENTS

Provide Amenities to 
Support the Neighbourhood

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

HafenCity, Hamburg

Mâmawêyatitân 
Centre, Regina

VanPlay

Healthy City Strategy

Vancouver Food Strategy

Resilient Vancouver

Culture | Shift

Neighbourhood Spaces Foster 
Health and Well- being

New amenities will serve as destinations for the new
neighbourhood, broader community and visitors.

WORK SPACE
Create unique community gathering

spaces to foster community health and well- being.

Bjørvika, Oslo

Bronx, New York City

EXISTING PHOTOS

VPL West Point Grey Branch on West 10th Avenue

Baseball field at West Point Grey (Trimble) Park

Aaniin Community Centre, Markham

Round 3

walking trails 
away from 

traffic/cars - feel 
like you are away 
from noise/busy

forested areas 
are important - 
we either need 

to open covered 
streams -

blended and 
itegrated with 
how unique 

the site is

the change 
since Hillcrest 

came to 
n'hood is 

incredible.

integrating design with 
a walking trail 

(recommended route) - 
from forest, to retail, to 

cultural instillations - 
elements / piazzas / 

gathering palces

playgrounds 
- not many 

in area

UBC - meandering 
pathways with 
waterfeatures - 

natural spaces for 
people to gather, sit, 

needs to be 
welcoming

family 
gathering 
areas with 
long tables

playground, 
sports, 

community 
garden

Hillcrest CC - has 
transformed 

n'hood. A great 
CC with ability to 

hold farmers 
market

Canopy tea 
garden - open to 

the outdoors - 
(look to Turkey) - 
family gathering 
spot - covered

integrating 
indoor/outdor space - 

ability to design 
buildings to 
incoprorate 

topography - following 
curves of the land

Nature is 
a healing 

space

JBP - a lot more 
children's groups 
coming to beach - 

learning about 
environment.

Art centre / 
maker 
space / 
crafts

Storytelling 
trail - cultural 
information/e

ducation 
through site

The area needs a 
lot of love and 

care

Salzburg - 
hotel built 
right into 
the rock.

consider layout of 
buildings along 

the topography - 
fitting into land - 
footprints arent 

that big

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   3

PRECEDENTS

Provide Amenities to 
Support the Neighbourhood

Inclusive Neighbourhood

CITY POLICY
EMERGING IDEAS

HafenCity, Hamburg

Mâmawêyatitân 
Centre, Regina

VanPlay

Healthy City Strategy

Vancouver Food Strategy

Resilient Vancouver

Culture | Shift

Neighbourhood Spaces Foster 
Health and Well- being

New amenities will serve as destinations for the new
neighbourhood, broader community and visitors.

WORK SPACE
Create unique community gathering

spaces to foster community health and well- being.

Bjørvika, Oslo

Bronx, New York City

EXISTING PHOTOS

VPL West Point Grey Branch on West 10th Avenue

Baseball field at West Point Grey (Trimble) Park

Aaniin Community Centre, Markham

Round 4

Outdoor 
exercise 

equipment-

local- 
circular 

economy

Building events, 
common areas in 

building (gym, 
study area) - helps 
make connections

There is  a critical 
size for co- locating - 

cooking/sharing 
meals - community 

garden plots, 
intergenerational 

co- working

China  - 
park/garden 

areas in 
apartment 
complexes

connections / 
relationships 

with local 
businesses

co- ops allow you 
to know everyone 

within your 
building / shared 

work / shared 
experience

Growing 
food on 

accessible 
roof garden

Co- op Housing - 
Community 
inclusion - 3 

businesses in 
front - biz helps 
subsidize units

Commerical  
/Broadway - on top 

of podium with 
shared space people 

need to pass 
through - sharing 
communcal space

look at it through 
a systems 

perspective - likely 
have  two or three 
5 min n'hoods on 

the site

'Stackable 
Boomer'

Co- ops bring 
community 

together - all 
ages - accessible 

design

maximize 
opps to get 

to know your 
neighbours -

NA culture 
centres individual 
space - SF home - 

hard to know 
neighbours

looking at 
third spaces - 

that bring 
people 

together

rental projects 
(seattle) - traditional 
lobby area becomes 

semi- public area - 
mixing area / lounge 

(third space)

front doors onto a 
shared space - 

allows for private 
space / opps to 
see each other

needs to be a 
resurgence of 

neighbourliness 
--> how can we 
design for this?

having lots of stores 
- continuous street / 
commerical spaces - 

helps keep things 
safe, liven up area

Intergenerational Opportunities

loving, caring 
and respecting 

each other

co- locating 
amenities - 

recognizing desire 
for intergenerational 

living / 
family/community 

connections

how can we 
design to bring 

people 
together?

Inclusive Neighbourhood - Breakout Room #3
Emerging Ideas: Provide Amenities to Support the Neighbourhood & 
Neighbourhood Spaces Foster Health and Well-Being

Workshop #8
Thursday, April 15, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM
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West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4
EXISTING PHOTOS

Inclusive Neighbourhood

Create a Destination for 
Culture, Jobs and Shopping

 A Unique and Vibrant 
Public Realm

CITY POLICY
Employment Lands and 
Economy Review

Culture | Shift

VanPlay

Climate Emergency 
Action Plan

Transportation 2040

City of Reconciliation

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland, NZ

Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre, Whistler

Ira Keller Fountain, Portland

A unique destination celebrating MST culture, with a 
range of shopping, amenities and services.

Create a series of connected public
places and gathering spots.

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

Fine grain retail along West 4th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

PRECEDENTS

Granville Island, Vancouver

Capers Building Plaza

Round 1

Brock house is 
about 10 mins walk 
from the land - we 

anticipate that there 
are many seniors 

that are looking for 
condo apartments

Bank is a retail 
amenity that 
was closed 

recently!

Are student 
are eligible 
for afforda
ble housing

A community 
centre that 

includes 
seniors centre 
and rec centre

Uplifting elders and 
knowledge keepers 

is part of the nations 
and to be able to 

transfer that 
knowledge to youth

So excited to 
know that these 
lands are being 
developed and 

supportive of this 
development

Schools

Multi level seniors 
residences that 

provides 
amenities + 

services

What kind of 
Affordable housing 
is going to be used? 

and does that 
protect the view?

Places for 
students 
to gather

Interconnectedn
ess of the 

community 
together makes 

it stronger

Indoor 
spaces to 
be able to 

gather
West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4
EXISTING PHOTOS

Inclusive Neighbourhood

Create a Destination for 
Culture, Jobs and Shopping

 A Unique and Vibrant 
Public Realm

CITY POLICY
Employment Lands and 
Economy Review

Culture | Shift

VanPlay

Climate Emergency 
Action Plan

Transportation 2040

City of Reconciliation

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland, NZ

Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre, Whistler

Ira Keller Fountain, Portland

A unique destination celebrating MST culture, with a 
range of shopping, amenities and services.

Create a series of connected public
places and gathering spots.

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

Fine grain retail along West 4th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

PRECEDENTS

Granville Island, Vancouver

Capers Building Plaza

Round 2

Accessibility to cross 
4th ave - a 

crossing/bridge that 
can get people over 
4th from the site to 

the beach

Folk festival at the beach - 
that attracts international 

artists because of the 
beauty of the site - This 

development can improve 
our group and the festivalWest Side + the ridge 

Cultural portion of the site 
Music + market place and 

place of gathering 
food grown on rooftop 

gardens and for students 
to share their work and

Longhouse
Lookouts

Celebrate nations 
and different 

cultures - create a 
platform to 

welcome people 
to the site

Healing 
garden as a 
destination

East side topography is 
not bad so it could be 

focused for family 
oriented development 
with gathering spaces 

and play grounds

Office space in 
approximate to 

where the festival is 
on the site and 
additional art + 

music events on the 
site

Transit in this 
area is 

challenging to get 
artists and people 
to the festival and 

the beach

Some retail along 
4th on the site 

side could help - 
but it should be 

feasible and 
successful

This could be a 
potential place 
to move to a 

new place

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4
EXISTING PHOTOS

Inclusive Neighbourhood

Create a Destination for 
Culture, Jobs and Shopping

 A Unique and Vibrant 
Public Realm

CITY POLICY
Employment Lands and 
Economy Review

Culture | Shift

VanPlay

Climate Emergency 
Action Plan

Transportation 2040

City of Reconciliation

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland, NZ

Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre, Whistler

Ira Keller Fountain, Portland

A unique destination celebrating MST culture, with a 
range of shopping, amenities and services.

Create a series of connected public
places and gathering spots.

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

Fine grain retail along West 4th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

PRECEDENTS

Granville Island, Vancouver

Capers Building Plaza

Round 3

Beach is great 
for many 
reasons 

including 
sailing

Northshore project 
development with 

accessibility 
certification : built 

environment that is 
fully accessible

Jericho is a peaceful 
area not a shopping 

centre that is too 
busy - Lights of 

shopping areas can 
be hard on visibility

Making sure there 
is a resources and 

protection to 
protect the space

Accessibility is 
an issue with 
one bus every 

30 mins

Protect the 
wild life as 
an effect of 
the project Plan for a dog 

park within this 
community to 
keep the local 
pets inside the 

community

Shopping/retail 
on the site should 

be accessible = 
auto doors like 
save on foods 

retail

Flat place to 
be able to play 

games like 
basketball

Wheelchair 
accessible hockey 

examples at 
queen Elizabeth 
park with trees

Positive challenge: 
recognizing this is 

going to be a 
dense area but 

keeping it a 
neighbourhood

Local economy 
like local ecology 

= create and 
distributing things 
that are made in 

this area

Cultural 
aspects + 

food + urban 
agriculture

Kayak rental 
+ bike 

rentals to be 
accessible

Counter point on 
the beach about 

being it accessible 
and managed by 
the community

Have 
amenities and 

housing 
combined on 

the site

West Point 
Grey Park

(trimble park)

Jericho Beach 
Park

w 4th ave

w 8th ave
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BREAKOUT ROOM   4
EXISTING PHOTOS

Inclusive Neighbourhood

Create a Destination for 
Culture, Jobs and Shopping

 A Unique and Vibrant 
Public Realm

CITY POLICY
Employment Lands and 
Economy Review

Culture | Shift

VanPlay

Climate Emergency 
Action Plan

Transportation 2040

City of Reconciliation

Wynyard Quarter, Auckland, NZ

Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre, Whistler

Ira Keller Fountain, Portland

A unique destination celebrating MST culture, with a 
range of shopping, amenities and services.

Create a series of connected public
places and gathering spots.

EMERGING IDEAS

WORK SPACE

Fine grain retail along West 4th Avenue

PRECEDENTS

PRECEDENTS

Granville Island, Vancouver

Capers Building Plaza

Round 4

Site feels 
suburban 
right now

What is a destination? 
Local but distinct feeling to 
it - It could be nature of this 

place that makes it a 
destinations retail could be 
sensitively integrated into 

the space.

Destinations 
across the 

4th

Put some 
washrooms 
with retails

This site is unique as a 
destination: a little urban 

but land is part of that with 
views and connection to 

the park and with 
possibility of integration 

with culture values

Cultural 
centre is 
missing

There is no 
designated space 

for 
festivals/events 

indoors or 
outdoors

Opportunity 
for new 

bussinesses 
and activities

How do we inspire 
the surrounding 

neighbourhood + 
nations to create a 

combined entrepren
eurship program

When you canoe you don't 
canoe from A to B it is not 
just a a linear path - When 

we inspire the collective we 
need to understand 

"Sphere intelligence" rather 
than "Linear thinking"

Inclusive Neighbourhood - Breakout Room #4
Emerging Ideas: Create a Destination for Culture, Jobs, and Shopping & A 
Unique and Vibrant Public Realm

Workshop #8
Thursday, April 15, 2021

6:00PM to 8:30PM


